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Final Rare Book Auction for 2013

This sale includes the collection of rare books from the library 
of Dr Roy Taylor Wade of Christchurch.

Dr Wade graduated from Otago Medical School in 1947, he 
spent 18 years in Methven as a General Practitioner. It was 
here that he developed his love of early New Zealand history 
and natural history and began collecting rare New Zealand 
books, many purchased from Newbolds in Dunedin and 
Smith’s Bookshop in Wellington.

He traveled extensively over the years, both in New Zealand 
and abroad and his collection reflects his love for hunting, 
fishing and the outdoors.

Dr Wade is still active in the Christchurch community and has 
recently written a book on the history of Freemasonry. He has 
decided it is now time to disperse his library and is hoping that 
other collectors will appreciate and enjoy the books as much 
as he has. 

This sale also features other books from private collections, 
including early first editions on Polar history; Early Pacific 
Exploration; World War 1 N.Z. Official histories; and a number 
of 18th and 19th century Botanical and Gardening books. 

The sale will be held on Thursday the 5th of December 
commencing at 12 midday. 

The first 25 lots of autographs which include an autograph 
album signed by the Beatles, royal christmas cards signed by 
Charles & Diana, and a large number by British and American 
politicians, authors and artists dating from 1909-1918. 

These lots will be streamed live via www.liveauctioneers.com. 
If you are not able to make it into the saleroom for this auction 
you can register to LIVE AUCTIONEERS, stream the auction 
and bid online in real-time. Apps are available for iphones and 
android phones.

Viewing 
Sunday 1st of December, 11.00am – 3.00pm and Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday from 9.00am – 5.00pm and the 
morning of the sale.

Our first sale for 2014 will be held in April.  
Entries are now invited for this sale.
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Dr Wade on a deerhunting shoot on Stewart Island, 1958.
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payment and delivery

All bids in New Zealand Dollars. Packing and Postage will be charged to the purchaser.  
Books are not insured in transit unless requested and this is at the cost of the purchaser. Books 
will be sent on receipt of payment. Unless prior arrangements have been made, payment must 
be made within seven days of purchase. 

Arrangements for payment: I agree to pay immediately on receipt of notice from ART+OBJECT 
(Payment can be made by cash, cheque, direct credit or International money order. Visa card 
by arrangement) I will arrange for collection of my purchase or I agree to pay for freight costs 
incurred. Unless otherwise requested, dispatch will be by standard post or carrier. Overseas by 
international airmail.
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auction or the following lots up to the prices indicated below. These bids are to be executed at 
the lowest price levels possible. We are glad to execute buying commissions on behalf of buyers 
unable to attend the sale but regret we cannot accept open bids. Each bid must be accompanied 
by a limit within which to bid. Minimum acceptable bid is $20-00. I understand that if successful 
I will purchase the lot or lots at or below the prices listed on this form and the listed buyer’s 
premium for this sale (18.5%) plus GST on the buyer’s premium. I warrant also that I have read 
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AutogrAphs

1 AgA KhAn 
Autograph 1918 [ Plus 6 others]
all cards are signed in ink on paper and laid on card, with typed 
inscription on base of cards they read
1. Signature in ink ‘aga Khan’. inscription - the aga Khan. Head of the 

ismaili mahomedans. 1918.
2. Signature in ink ‘yours faithfully douro’. inscription - marquis 

douro. Feb.1918.
3. Signature in ink ‘yours Sincerely de lazlo’. inscription - laszlo de 

lombos [painter] 1914.
4. Signature in ink ‘manuel r.’ inscription - ex King manuel of portugal 

1918.
5. Signature in ink ‘yours very sincerely louis raemaekers’. inscription 

- 1916. louis raemaekers [Cartoonist].
6. Signed in ink ‘a merry del val.’ inscription - His excellency merry de 

val [ Spanish ambassador] mar. 1918.
7. Signature in ink ‘yours very sincerely G. Boni.’ inscription - professor 

G. Boni, director of the excavations in the roman Forum and on 
the palatine. 1916. $100

2 british peers & peeresses 
Autographs from 1909 to 1918
50 signatures signed in ink on paper and laid onto card with typed 
descriptions beneath. they include marquis [3rd] of Salisbury [1895]; 
duke of marlborough [9th]. 1915; duke of Wellington [4th] 1914; duke 
of argyll [9th] 1909; duke of Sutherland [5th] 1918 ; the lord Kinnaird 
[11th] 1914; duchess of marlborough 1915. etc. 

3 british politiciAns 
D. Lloyd George [ plus bundle ]
all the cards are signed in ink on paper and laid on card with typed 
inscription on base.
1. ‘d. lloyd George’. inscribed - the rt. Hon. d. lloyd George, p.C., m.p. 

1915. 
2. ‘W.m. aitken’. inscribed- Sir W.m. aitken, m.p. 1911 [afterwards, lord 

beaverbrook].
3. ‘yours very truly e. Grey’. inscribed - Sir edward Grey. Secretary of 

State for Foreign affairs. 1914.
4. ‘yours very truly robert Cecil’. inscribed - lord robert Cecil. 1918.
5. ‘very truly yours J.e. redmond’. inscribed - 1916. J.e. redmond, m.p. 

Chairman of irish parliamentary party.
6. ‘andrew Fisher’. inscribed - High Commissioner of australia in 

england. 1916.
7. ‘yours sincerely Gordon Hewart.’ inscribed - Sir Gordon Hewart, 

K.C.m.p., 1918.
8. ‘yours sincerely W.p. Schreiner’. inscribed - the rt. Hon.W.p. 

Schreiner, p.C., K.C., C.m.G politician and Barrister.
9. ‘yours very sincerely r.anderson’. inscribed 1915 Sir rober 

anderson, K.C.B., [ H ome Office], author.
10. ‘ B.m. thomson’. inscribed [assis Commissioner metropolitan police 

1916.]
11. ‘Sincerely yours rennell rodd’. inscribed - rt.Hon Sir J. rennell 

rodd ambassador to the Court of italy 1918.
12. ‘yours sincerely donald macmaster’. 1915. donald macmaster was a 

Canadian lawyer and British politician. $200 - $400

4 cArnArvon, eArl 
autograph 1922 [ plus 1 ]
Signed in ink on paper laid on card with typed inscription on base.
1. ‘yours truly Carnarvon’ inscribed - the earl [5th] of Carnarvon 1922. 
Carnarvon was best known as financial backer of the search for and 
the excavation of tutankhamun’s tomb in the valley of the Kings. 
2. ‘Believe me, yours very truly rothschild’. inscribed - the lord 

rothschild/ [1st] Baron. 1914. $100

5 chArles, [mr and mrs muldoon] 
inscribed Christmas Card
an official royal Christmas card with a photograph of Charles and the 
Queen mother in the royal Carriage inscribed mr and mrs muldoon 
and signed from Charles. the white card has his crest on the front and 
measures open 12 x 36.5cms. robert muldoon was prime mininter of 
nZ 1975-1984. $500

6 chArles, [ mr and mrs muldoon] 
inscribed Christmas Card [1980 ]
an official royal Christmas card with a photograph of a watercolour of 
houses along a beach inscribed to mr and mrs muldoon with Charles’s 
signature.
the white card has his royal crest on the front and measures open, 
12 x 36.5cms. robert muldoon was prime mininter of nZ 1975-1984. 
$500

7 chArles And diAnA 
Inscribed Christmas Card
an official royal Christmas card with a photograph taken at Balmoral 
with Charles in a kilt beside diana on a swing holding prince William. 
inscribed ‘to you both’ [mr and mrs muldoon] and with the signatures 
of Charles and diana. the white card with the royal crests meaures, 
open, 18.5 x 26.5cms. robert muldoon was prime mininter of nZ 
1975-1984. $700 - $800

8 chArles And diAnA 
Inscribed Christmas Card
an official royal Christmas card with a real photograph of Charles, 
diana, William and Harry, inscribed ‘to you both’ [mr and mrs 
muldoon] with the signatures of Charles and diana. the white card 
with the royal crests measures open 15 x 35.5cm. robert muldoon was 
prime mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $700 - $800

9 chArles And diAnA, [inscribed mr and mrs muldoon] 
Signed Christmas Card
an official royal Christmas card with a colour photograph of Charles 
and diana on their wedding day inscribed to mr and mrs muldoon 
and signed with the signatures of Charles and diana. the white card 
open, measures 18.5 x 26.5 and has the royal monograpms on the 
front. robert muldoon was prime mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $700 - 
$1000

10 churchill, Winston 
Autograph 1909
Signed card ‘yours ??? Winston S. Churchill’. typed inscription on base 
of card reads the rt. Hon. Winston Churchill 1909. $300

11 eliZAbeth & philip 
1980 Royal Christmas Card
a royal Christmas card with an official image of the royal family. the 
blue card with the royal crests on the front was sent to mr and mrs 
muldoon and has the signatures of elizabeth r and philip and is dated 
1980, it measures open, 15 x 43cms. robert muldoon was prime 
mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $200 - $400

12 eliZAbeth r & philip 
1976 Christmas Card
an official royal Christmas card with a photograph of the royal family, 
philip, anne, Captain mark phillips, edward, Queen elizabeth, andrew 
and Charles. the card is inscribed with the signatures of elizabeth r, 
philip 1976. the cream card has the royal crests and measurs open 15 
x 43cms. robert muldoon was prime mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $200 
- $400

13 eliZAbeth r & philip 
1981 Royal Christmas Card
a royal Christmas card with an official image of Charles and diana 
on their wedding day standing between Queen elizabeth and 
prince philip. the card was sent to mr and mrs muldoon and has the 
signatures of elizabeth r and philip 1981. the white card has the royal 
crests and measures open, 21.5 x 30.5cms. robert muldoon was prime 
mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $200 - $400

15 ephemerA 
Christmas cards and Letters
1. letter on Buckingham palace letterhead typed and from Captain 

neil Blair [royal navy] to Sir robert muldoon turning down his 
request to the duchess of york to become patron of the north 
Shore Hopice.

2. letter on Clarence House letterhead to mr muldoon written by the 
private secretary on behalf of the the Queen mother thanking him 
for his card and kind message. dated 15th december 1978.
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3. two Offical Government House Christmas cards to mr and mrs 
muldoon one from arthur and Kay porritt the other from Keith and 
norma Holyoake and another card from prime minister’s Office 
rob and thea muldoon. $50 - $100

16 gAlsWorthY, john 
Autograph 1918 [ Plus
all are signed in ink and laid on card with typed description at the 
base.
1. ‘John Galsworthy’. description - novelist and playwright 1918.
2. ‘yours very sincerely edmund Gosse’. description - [Writer 1909].
3. ‘yours sincerely adrian doyle’. description - Sir a. Conan doyle. 

1915. adrian was the youngest son of Sir arthur Conan doyle.
4. ‘ William le Quex’. description - novelist 1915.
5. ‘Sincerely yours e.F. Benson’. description - author 1917.
6. ‘Sarah i. Wilson Oct 7’. description - Writer 1915. Born lady 

isaella augusta Spencer-Churchill, she was the first woman war 
correspondent when she covered the Siege of mafeking in 1899.

7. ‘”Hall Caine’. description -novelist 1914.
8. ‘yours very truly anthony H, Hawkins’. description - [anthony 

pope, author] 1918.
9. ‘yours faithfully W.J. locke’. description - novelist 1916.
10. ‘yours truly Stephen Graham’. description - author 1915.
11. Uours faithfully W. robertson nicoll’. description - editor of British 

Weekly and author 1918.
12. ‘With Kind regards Sincerely yours eden phillpots. description - 

novelist 1915.
13. ‘yours sincerely edwin pugh’, description - novelist 1916.
14. ‘yours faithfully W.l. George’. description - author Jan 1918. 
15  ‘yours always H.B. marriott Watson’. description - author 1918. 
16. ‘yours very sincerely marie Corelli’. description - authoress 1916. 

$200 - $400

17 hoover, herbert 
Autograph [ Plus 8 ]
Signature of Herbert Hoover on paper laid on to card Faithfully yours 
[typed] and signed in ink Herbert Hoover. typed inscription on base 
of the card reads mr. Herbert Hoover. Food administrator for the 
U.S.a. [Great War] 1916. 
all signed on paper and laid on card with typed descriptions at the 
base.
1. ‘yours ever James W. Grant, Jan 16th 1917’. description - [ex U.S. 

ambassador to Berlin ] 1917. 
2. ‘Sincerely yours Walton H. page’. description - [american 

ambassador. london 1918.]
3. ‘J.p. morgan’. mr J.p. morgan 1917.
4. ‘nicholas murray Butler’. description - dr. nicholas murray Butler 

1918.
5. ‘e.m. House’. description - Colonel e.m. House representative and 

close personal friend of president Wilson [U.S.a.] 1918.
6. ‘Shaugnessy’. description - [1st Baron] presdient of the Canadian 

pacific railway Co. 1916.
7. Sincerely George Harvey’. description - Col. George Harvey. 

president Harper and brothers, publishers, U.S.a. 1916.8. ‘yours 
faithfully Joseph mcCabe’. description author and lecturer 1915. 
$300

18 mArconi, g 
Autograph 1916 [ Plus 1]
Cards signed in ink on paper and laid on card, typed inscriptions on 
base of cards.
1. ‘yours very sincerely G. marconi’. inscribed - Senator G. marconi, 

inventor of marconi system of wireless tele-graphy 1916. 
2. ‘yours truly robert S Ball’. inscribed - robert Ball. astronomer 1909. 

$200

19 militArY 
Autographs - Military [ 7 Autographs ]
all are signed in ink on paper and laid on card with typed inscription 
to the base.
1. ? and Cordially ‘John J. pershing’. inscribed - General J.J. pershing, 

C-in-C, american expeditionary Force, France. 1918. 
pershing is the only person to be promoted in his own lifetime to the 
highest rank ever held in the U.S. army “General of the armies”.
2. ‘yours very truly d. Haig.’ inscription - Field marshall Sir douglas 

Haig. 1918.
3. yours Sincerely John French’. inscribed - Field marshall Sir John 

French 1915. 

4. ‘yours truly roberts’. inscribed Field marshall the earl roberts 1914.
5. Signature of J.C. Smuts. description Col. Hon Jan C. Smuts K.C. 

1917
6. ‘yours sincerely H. maitlan Kersey. description - major H. maitland 

Kersey, d.S.O. nov 13th, 1917.
7. ‘yours truly alfred Gaselee’. description - 1916. General Sir a. 

Gaselee. $300 - $400

20 pAnKhurst, christobel 
Autograph 1918
Signature on paper laid on card reads ‘Sincerely yours [typed] and 
signed in ink Christobel pankhurst. typed inscription on base of card 
reads Christobel pankhurst [Joint Founder of the Womens Social & 
political Union] 29th Jany. 1918. $300 - $400

21 roosevelt, theodore 
Autograph 1914
Signature of ‘theodore roosevelt’ on paper laid on to card. typed 
inscription on base of card reads Col. theodore roosevelt 1914. light 
foxing. $200

22 telegrAm -, bucKinghAm pAlAce 
The Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Muldoon
GCmG, CH, mp House of representatives Wellington new Zealand. 
the telegram reads ‘as you end your distinguished career in the House 
of representatives i send you my warm thanks for your many years 
of loyal service and my best wishes for your retirement. elizabeth r.’ . 
$100 - $200

23 the beAtles, & rolling stones 
Autograph Album 1960’s
an autograph album dating from new Zealand concerts in the 1960’s 
containing the autographs of the Beatles, paul mcCartney, George 
Harrison, John lennon and ringo Star, the signatures are written in 
a black fibre type pen. also autographs of rolling Stones members, 
Bill Wyman, Keith richardson, Brian Jones and Charlie Watts. it also 
contains various other signatiures including roy Orbison, dinah lee, 
Bobby vee and others, these are all written in blue ball point.
the vendor says these signatures were obtained by the father of the 
young woman who made up the album. He worked in lighting and 
sound at the theatre where the artists appeared in Christchurch, new 
Zealand in the 1960’s. $3000 - $5000

24 Wells h.g., & bArrie j.m. 
Autographs 1915 & 1918 [ Plus 10 other]
all signed with ink on paper and laid on card with typed description 
on the base.
1. ‘yours sincerely J.m Barrie’. description - Sir Jas m. Barrie, [novelist 

and playwright’ 1918.
2. ‘yours sincerely H.G. Wells’. description mr. H.G. Wells 1915.
3. ‘Sincerely H.B. irving’. description - [actor manager] mar.27th, 1918. 

Harry irving eldest sone of Sir Henry irving.
4. ‘yours sincerely Herbert B. tree’. description [ actor manager 2nd 

July, 1917.
5. ‘W.K. Clifford’. description - mrs W.K. Clifford authoress 1915.
6. ‘Sir George alexander’. description [actor-managaer 1915.
7. ‘J. martin Harvey’. description - actor. 1918.
8. ‘yours Sincerely r. Blatchford’. Journalist and author 1915.
9. ‘yours very truly leslie Ward’. description - artist. 1918. [‘Spy’ of 

vanity Fair, 1873-1909.]
10. ‘a. Bourchier’. description - actor manager 1917.
11. ‘Olga netherscole’. description - actress 1918.
12. ‘very sincerely yours t. Gibson Bowles’. description - Writer 1917. 

Founder of the British magazines “the lady” and “vanity Fair”. $300 
- $400 
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regionAl historY

25 AclAnd, l.g.d. 
The Early Canterbury Runs [ Plus 1 ]
[complete edition] and Glossary of Station Words. ChCh: W & t 1951. 
427p, fldg map at end. 22cms, light foxing on fore edge, maroon cloth, 
near fine, dJ chips. 
2. arthur dudley dobson - reminiscences 1841-1930. 2nd edition. 

W & t 1930. 225p, frontis, plates. Contemporary inscription front 
endpaper, light foxing. 19cms, original red cloth black titles, near 
fine in dJ, short tears, vG.

26 Anon 
Coal Range and Candlelight
Women of methven & districts. a legacy of memories. methven 
Women’s Historical Group 2001. 343p, illus, 25cms, pictorial boards, 
fine.

27 AucKlAnd 
Diocese of Auckland, New Zealand 1888. [ Plus ]
Canons, etc. auck; H. Brett [1888]. 82p, folding table, several pages 
with small neat notations some dated 1888, 1889. 21.5cms, cloth 
binding, vG. Signature of esther J. levin 1938 on endpaper. 
2. Bindle of 5 church histories - turakina, the story of a parish 1852-

1952; Hiona. the Centennial history of the church of Saint Stephen 
the martyr, Opotoki 1864-1964; S. Barnabas’ Church and early 
auckland; St peters and Old Onehunga through the years 1848-
1948; a short history of the cathedral of Saint paul the apostle, 
Wellington. 

28 bArr, jAmes 
The Old Identities
being sketches and reminiscences during the first decade of the 
province of Otago, n.Z. dn: mills, dick and Co 1879. 395p, frontis, 
[port]. illus. 19cms, in original full leather binding with gilt titles, 
leather a little scuffed but in vG condition for a usually damaged 
binding. $50

29 beAttie, herries 
Far - Famed Fiordland
Historic and descriptive. dn: Odt & Witness 1950. 141p, [1]p, illus. 
22.5cms, blue cloth with gilt titles, spine faded else vG. $50

30 beAttie, herries 
Maori Lore of Lake, Alp and Fiord [ Plus]
Odt and Witness 1945. 150p, illus. Signatures of members of Western 
Fiordland Cruise on back endpaper. Original paper covers discoloured 
with light creases.
2. three Booklets by Herries Beattie; doubtful Sound; i visit te anau; i 

visit manapouri. all Odt 1949 & 1955. $80 - $100

31 beAttie, herries [2 titles] 
Mackenzie of the Mackenzie Country
pioneer, explorer, Sheeplifter. Story of a remarkable man.
dn: Odt and Witness 1946. 113p, illus, map. neat signature on title 
page. 21.5cms, paper covers, some foxing else vG.
2. mackenzie the Sheep Stealer. Fresh information Considered. Odt & 

Witness 1959. 32p, illus. 21.5cms, cream card covers, fine. $40 

32 begg, A.c. & n.c. 
Dusky Bay [ Plus 1 ]
in the Steps of Captain Cook. W & t 1966, 1 st ed. 239p, illus. 25cms, dJ 
near fine.
2. the World of John Boultbee - Whitcoulls 1979. 329p, illus 24cms, 

dJ, vG. $60

33 bidWell W.e. & Woodhouse A.e., [compilers] 
Bidwell of Pihautea
the life of Charles robert Bidwell compiled by his Son William edward 
Bidwell and his grand-daughter airini elizabeth Woodhouse. an 
account of the early days at pihautea, nZ and a short history of the 
Bidwell family. ChCh: Coulls Somerville Wilkie 1927. 34p, frontis [port], 
1 plate, fldg map at end. 22cms, cream papered boards, lightly soiled. 

34 buicK, t. lindsAY [2 titles] 
The French at Akaroa
an adventure in Colonization. Well: nZ Book depot 1928. xvi, 420p, 
frontis, illus, fldg map. 21.5cms, in torn dJ else vG.
2. Old marlborough or the story of a province. palmerston north: 

Hart & Keeling 1900. 14p, 478p, adverts at end, frontis and plates. 
23cms, original dark blue cloth with gilt, spine faded else vG. $60 - 
$80

35 cAnteburY AssociAtion 
Canterbury Papers No’s 1 & 2
information concerning the principles, Objects, plans and proceedings 
of the Founders of the settlement of Canterbury in new Zealand. 
[February 1850], 7, [1]p of adverts, 556p, 2maps [ island of new 
Zealand & Canterbury settlement] on 1 fldg leaf. Original paper covers 
bound into papered boards, green cloth spine, gilt titles. 
‘the Canterbury assoc; preliminary arrangements; new Zealand and 
the Canterbury district; letters from Selwyn and others; lord lyttelton 
and earl Grey; Godleys instructions; Church Colonization; map site of 
Canterbury Settlement from Joseph thomas’. Bagnall 895. $200 

36 chAndler, c. [editor] 
Waiuta Ghosts
the meanderings of a Quartz-miner. privately printed July, 1962. 158p, 
illus. 18.5cms, paper covers, fine. $40- $60

37 cotterill, george 
Literary Foundlings
Verse and Prose, collected in Canterbury, N.Z. ChCh: ptd at the 
times Office 1864. 73p, [1]p, 17cms, original yellow papered boards.
‘ Collection published for sale at bazaar to help funds of Christchurch 
Orphan asylum. some items identified as being by dean Jacobs, 
S. Butler, Canon Cotterill, J.e. Fitzgerald, mrs rave, rev J. Stack, 
archdeacon Harper, C.C. Bowen, mrs Stack, mrs pauli, mrs Cass’. 
Bagnall 1441. $100 - $200

38 coWAn, jAmes 
The Old Frontier
te awamutu the Story of the Waipa valley. te awamutu: Waipa post 
ptg and pub Co 1922. 104p, frontis, plates including portraits, plans. 
Sprinkle of foxing, 25cms, green cloth boards with gilt titles, vG.

39 croZier, AnitA 
Beyond the Southern Lakes [ Plus}
the explorations of W.G. Grave.124p, illus, endpaper maps. 22cms, 
green cloth with gilt spine titles and in dJ, vG.
2. Julia Bradshaw - the land of doing Without. davey Gunn of the 

Hollyford. Canterbury Univ press 2008 rep. 176p, illus, 24cms, illus 
card covers, fine.

40 cYclopediA oF neW ZeAlAnd 
Auckland. Volume. 2.
ChCh: the Cyclopedia publishing Co 1902. xxxii, 1024p, errata at end 
illustrated throughout, many portraits, 28.5cms bound in HC binding 
with cloth boards and gilt spine titles, vG. $100

41 cYclopediA oF neW ZeAlAnd 
Christchurch, Volume 3
ChCh: the Cyclopedia Company ltd 1903. xxxi, 2 l., 1116p, 1 l., errata at 
end. illustrated throughout including many portraits. 28.5cms, original 
HC binding with gilt titles and monogram, a vG copy. $100

42 deAns, john 
Pioneers of Canterbury
deans letter 1840 - 1854. dn etc: reed [1937], 311p, plates, neat 
contemporay signature on endpaper. 22cms, original beige cloth 
blindstamped front board and brown spine titles, in dJ with laid on 
illus, discoloured, else vG. $80 - $100

43 deAns, johns 
Pioneers on Port Cooper Plains
the deans Family of riccarton and Homebush. ChCh: Simpson & 
Williams 1964. [8], 178p, frontis, plates including genealogical table. 
22cms, dJ, fine. $50

44 dicKie, pAulA 
Land of Many Hills [ Plus 2 ]
a History of arthurton, Benio, pukerau and Otaraia-Kaiwera. published 
for pukerau Historical Committee 1982. xvi, 528p, illus. 26cms, dJ, vG.
2. a History of Croydon Bush: From past to the present. published and 

inscribed by the author. 248p, illus, endpaper maps. 26cms, dJ, vG.
3. alex d. dickie - a History of Croydon Siding [1856-1985] signed by 

editor and author. 152p, illus. 26cms, dJ, vG. $60 



45 doWnes, t.W. 
Old Whanganui
Hawera: W. a. parkinson 1915. xiv, [2] l., 334p, plates, fldg genealogy 
table and fascimile. 24.5cms, original pictorial maroon cloth, near fine. 
$50 - $100

46 FAris, irWin 
Charleston [Nelson Province, New Zealand]
Well & dn: reed 1941. 231p, plates. Some foxing mostly front and back 
pages and fore edges. Small neat rubber stamp on endpaper and title 
page. 22cms, original green cloth, light wear spine ends and hinges, 
vG. $50

47 Fenton F.d., [chief judge native land court 
New Zealand Thermal Springs District.
papers relating to the township of rotorua, established under “the 
thermal Springs districts act, 1881 with maps and plans of the district 
and township” together with information relating to the Hot-Springs 
districts and a report on the mineral Waters. Well: Govt ptr 1882. 
36p, 4 colour maps at end, 2 fldg. Some foxing and browning 28cms, 
original green paper covers, front cover detached with small chips 
at edges. loosely enclosed 4 pages of penned notes regarding the 
history of the area and a typescript titled ‘the following is the result of 
investigations of this block “rotorua town Square’. $200 - $400

48 FitZgerAld, jAmes edWArd [ editor] 
A Selection from the Writings and Speeches of John Robert Godley.
ChCh: new Zealand press Office 1863, 1st ed. 5 p.l., 330p, frontis [port]. 
Bound in original qtr calf with maroon boards faded and leather 
rubbed. Some foxing and light marks on front and back pages, else a 
good tight copy. 
most of the volume deals with his work for the Canterbury association 
both in new Zealand and after his return, the selected despatches 
being a significant contemporary publication. Bagnall 2146. $100 - 
$200 

49 Fulton, robert 
Medical Practice in Otago and Southland In the Early Days. 
a description of the manner of life, trials, and difficulties of some of 
the pioneer doctors, of the places in which, and of the people among 
whom they they laboured. dn: Odt and Witness 1922. 304p, index at 
end. 22cms, original dark green cloth, G+. $75 - $100

50 godleY, chArlotte 
Letters from Early New Zealand
printed for private Circulation only 1936. xviii, [2], 376p, [2], frontis 
[port], 4 plates, map, genealogy table. 22.5cms, bound in white 
buckram with red armorial front board, spine discoloured and light 
fingermarks, else vG. 
taped onto the back endpaper - an envelope with a visiting card 
inscribed “at the Suggestion of General alexander Godley with miss 
Godley’s Compliments” Summerfield House lower Housell, malvern. 
$60 - $80

51 godleY, john robert 
Extracts From Letters of John Robert Godley
to C.B. adderley. ln: Savill and edwards 1863. xvii, 314p, [1]p, frontis 
[port], 22cms, sprinkle of foxing. 23cms, original maroon boards, 
rebacked with cloth and original title label laid on. $100 - $200

52 hAll - jones, john 
Mr Surveyor Thomson
early days in Otago and Southland. reed 1971. inscribed to John 
pascoe by Fred Hall-Jones and dated 1971. Signed by John Hall-Jones. 
146p, illus, dJ near fine. 
2. early Fiordland - reed 1968, signed by John Hall-Jones. 199p, illus 

and maps. 22cms, dJ, near fine. $40 - $60

53 hAll-jones, F.g. 
King of the Bluff
the life and times of tuhawaiki [“Bloody Jack”]. John tuhawaiki born 
at inch clutha about 1885; paramount Chief of the ngatitahu tribe, 
1835-1844; drowned near timaru, 1841. ingill: Southland Historical 
Committee 1943. viii, 144p, illus and sketch maps, 22.5cms, original 
dark blue pebble cloth with gilt titles to spine, vG near fine. $200 - 
$300

54 hAll-jones, F.g. [ 2 titles] 
Kelly of the Inverkelly
the Story of the Settlement in Southland 1824-1860. including 
the founding of invercargill and the life Story of its First Citizen. 
invercargill: Southland Historical Committee 1944. 22.5cms, bound in 
original purple cloth spine lightly faded, vG.
2. invercargill pioneers. ingill: Southland Historical Cmmttee 1946. 

inscribed by author. 184p, illus. 22.5cms, green cloth, vG. $100

55 hAWKins, d.n. 
Waimakariri
a regional History. ChCh: W & t 1957. viii, [3], 465p, plates, 22cm, blue 
cloth with light spots of mottling in dJ near fine. $50 

56 hAY, jAmes 
Reminiscences of Earliest Canterbury [ Plus 1 ]
[principally Bank’s peninsula] and its Settlers. ChCh: Christchurdh 
press Company ltd 1915. 215p, 21.5cms, original red cloth with gilt 
titles, near fine.
2. rev. H.t. purchas - Bishop Harper and the Canterbury Settlement. 

ChCh etc: W & t 1903. 241p, illus. 18.5cms, original green cloth, 
light wear, vG. $60

57 jAcobson, h.c. 
Tales of Banks Peninsula [ Plus]
second edition, akaroa: H.C. Jacobson”mail” Office 1893. viii, 307p, 
light foxing on endpapers, 17cms, green cloth with decorative titles 
front board, title has been penned on spine else vG. 
2. Johannes C. andersen - place-names of Banks peninsula. Well: Govt 

ptr 1927. 238p, fldg map at end, original green cloth with nZ map 
and gilt titles, vG. $50 - $80

58 mAcdonAld, gordon 
The Highlanders of Waipu
or echoes of 1745. a Scottish Odyssey. dn: Star print [1925].
19p, double column. 22cms card covers with blue titles, vG. 

59 mAY, philip ross 
The West Coast Gold Rushes
pegasus 1962. 587p, illus. 22.5cms, dJ a near fine copy. $50 - $60

60 mYers, john scott 
The Adventures of a Yorkshireman in New Zealand
ChCh:: J.S. myers [1900]. Cover-title, [3] - 30p, 1 l., viip, one portrait. 
Browning throughout, with small chips. 
Chiefly an account of litigation with marshland neighbours and 
petitions to parliament. Bagnall m2273

61 mchutcheson, WilliAm 
Camp-Life in Fiordland, New Zealand:
a tale of the Sutherland Falls. Well: Govt ptr 1892. ix, 134p, frontis, 14 
plates, large fldg map at end [closed tear where badly opened and 
foxing]. frontis. Calligraphic owners signature front endpaper. 22cms, 
bound in dark green cloth with gilt titles, light wear, vG. $100 - $150

62 mcindoe, jAs 
A Sketch of Otago
from the initiation of the settlement to the abolition of the province 
with a record of all the imortant events in its history, chronologically 
arranged. dn: t. Wheeler 1878. viii, [4]l., 152p, [ix]-xvip. adverts & fldg 
tables. 21.5cms original pictorial paper covers, small chips, vG. $40 - 
$60

63 mcKenZie, Alice 
Pioneers of Martins Bay.
life in new zealand’s most remote Settlement. ChCh: W & t 1963 rep. 
xiii, 129p, maps and plates. 22cms, dJ fine.
2. F.W.G. miller - Golden days of lake County. OCHp 1949. 299p, illus. 

22cms, dJ discoloured else vG.

64 mcnAb, robert 
Murihiku
a History of the South island and the islands adjacent and lying 
to the South from 1612 - 1825. Well etc: W & t 1909. xiv, 1 l., 499p, 
corrigenda tipped in at p1. plates and maps including fldg [corner 
loss from margin of ‘Chalky Bay’]22.5cms, original green cloth, corners 
knocked and edge wear G.+. edition of 515 copies. $80 - $120



65 mcnAb, robert 
Murihiku and the Southern Islands [ Plus]
a History of the West Coast Sounds, Foveaux, Stewart island, the 
Snares, Bounty, antipodes, auckland, Campbell and macquarie islands 
from 1770-1829. ingill: William Smith 1907. xiii, 377p, browning and 
fingermarks mostly on endpapers, contents generally clean. 22.5cms, 
grey cloth soiled. 
2. Howard H. Critchfield - pastoral murihiku. reprinted from nZ 

Geographer april 1951. 20p, illus, card covered booklet. $60 - $80

66 northlAnd 
A Regional Magazine [ Plus ]
an interupted run of 25 issues of northland magazine from no.25. 
January 1964 to no. 56. Summer 1971. all in original paper covers and 
vG. 
2. Five issues of the northlander no.6. 1966 - no.9. 1969 and no. 13. 

1973. also two visitors guides to northland.
3. John mortimer - From a distance. the Waimea river years. 

northland Historical pub Soc 2000. 160p, illus, card covers, vG.

67 oAmAru, [bundle ] 
Borough of Oamaru, New Zealand.
Jubilee of the Civic Government 1866-1916. 49p, photographic 
images [ports] and panorama’s. 
2. W.H. S. roberts - History of north Otago from 1853. Oamaru: mail 

Office. 173p, photos including panorama. and fldg key. 22cms, 
paper covers with yapp edges, chips. 

3. Six booklets mostly to do with Oamaru and surrounds. 

68 pYKe, vincent 
History of the Early Gold Discoveries in Otago
dn: Odt and Witness 1887. vii, 151p, frontis [Gabriels Gully in 1862] 
and portraits. 23cms, bound in original green cloth with gilt titles, 
spine and front cover. light foxing and marks else vG. $150 - $200

69 redAn committee 
Redan; Valley of Farming and Flaxmilling
From Bridge to Bridge.ingill: Craig prtg Co 1990. 188p, illus and map. 
Owners name title page, 22cms, paper covers, vG. 
2. margaret trotter - the Forgotten Flax Fields. linen Flax in the 

South. ingill. Woodlands: published by author. 44p, illus. 21cms, 
spiral binding, fine.

3. margaret trotter - Flax mills of the South. ingill: published by 
author 2005 rep. Signed by author. 220p, illus, 29.5cms, illus card 
covers, fine. $60

70 roberts, W.h.s [ 3 booklets & letter ] 
North Otago from The Earliest Days
Oamaru: Oamaru mail print [1906], Cover title, 20p, text on one side 
of paper only, ‘rough proof’ penned on to front cover and Stanley 
C roberts signature. 23cms, original blue paper covers with black 
titles, chips at edges. Bound in is a letter to the Oamaru mail titled 
Correspondence, early north Otago by W.H.S. roberts.
2. the nomenclature of Otago, and other interesting information. 

Oamaru: ptd at the Oamaru mail Office 1907. 1 p.l., 31p, 21cms, 
original paper covers. emma roberts name on front cover. vG.

3. maori nomenclature; early History of Otago. dn: Odt & Witness 
1910. 63p, 21cms, original brown card covers, vG.

loosely enclosed is a letter hand written by roberts to W.G. murray 
Chief Surveyor, nelson dated 1902, offering him a manuscript for 
publication on maori names in the provincial district of nelson. $100 
- $200

71 thomson, mrs chArles 
Twelve Years in Canterbury, New Zealand,
with visits to the other provinces, and reminiscneces of the route 
home through australia etc. [From a ladies Journal.] ln: Sampson 
low, Son, and marston [1867]. xiv, 226p, small sprinkle of foxing and 
light marks. 18cms, original blue cloth with decorative gilt and gilt 
titles, all edges gilt, light wear, a vG copy. $100 

72 tripp, ellen shephArd 
My Early Days [ Plus 1 ]
no imprint. Chch 1920?. Cover title, 20p, 18 plates. 21.5cms, original 
brown paper covers with black titles. includes family origins, the 
voyage out, marriage and life at mt peel and Orari Gorge etc. 
2. mrs a.r. moreton - lake Heron and its environs. Ch: marriner Bros 

[?1918]. 24p, 22cms, original brown paper covers, vG. scarce. $40 - 
$60

73 votes And proceedings 
Of the Southland Provincial Council [ Plus ]
from the establishment of the province in 1861 to its union with 
Otago under the Otago and Southland Union act 1870. two volumes 
Session.1. 1861 to Session XXiv, 1869 [both inclusive]. Coulls and 
Culling 1874 and appendix to the votes and proceedings of the 
Southland provincial Councl 186118869. dn: mills dick and Co 1875. 
2. the Southland provincial Government Gazette. vol.1. -1861-2-3. 

ingill: Harnett & Co 1864. 
all in original blue card covers. $100 - $200

74 Wilson, pAtriciA 
Fresh Plains of Edendale
the history of the edendale district and the dairy factory around 
which edendale grew. Balclutha: published by edendale dairy Factory 
[1961]. 213p, illus, fldg map. 22cms, binding tight, rubbed at edges. 
$40 

75 Woodhouse, A.e. 
George Rhodes of the Levels and his Brothers
early Settlers of new Zealand. particularly the story of the founding 
of the levels, the first sheep station in South Canterbury. auck etc: W 
& t 1937, 1st ed. xv, 227p, frontis [Coat of arms], 5 fldg maps, 2 fldg 
genealogy tables, fldg schedule of pastural tables, sprinkle of foxing 
mostly on fore edges. 22cms. blue cloth with gilt titles, light wear and 
a few marks, overall a G+ copy. $100 

neW ZeAlAnd historY

76 AlexAnder turnbull librArY 
Bulletins No 2 and 3
Zimmerman’s account of the third voyage of Captain Cook
1776-1780. translated by miss U. tewsley under direction of Johannes 
andersen. Well: Govt ptr 1926. 49p, 2 plates and fldg map. 24.5cms, 
grey paper covers, vG.
2. Journal kept in new Zealand by ensign alexander mccrae of the 

84th regiment, together with relevant documents. Well: Govt ptr 
1928. 33p, illus. grey paper covers, vG. $40 - $60

77 bArKer, lAdY 
Travelling About
Over new and Old Ground. ln: George routledge & Sons 1872. xii, 
353p, adverts at end, frontis [map], plates and maps. 19cms, bound 
in red cloth with gilt titles and black illustration. light wear vG. part .i. 
deals with australia and new Zealand. $60 - $80

78 bArrAud, chArles decimus [illustrator] 
New Zealand: Graphic and Descriptive
edited by W.t.l. travers. ln: Sampson low, marston, Searle and 
rivington 1877. 40p of text 25 colour chromolithographs [including 
title page vignette] 6 plain lithographs, wood engravings and 1 
map. a disbound complete copy with the original half calf boards, 
lacking spine strip. many of the text pages are worn and frayed at the 
edges, with some browning, the plates are mostly clean with a little 
browning at some of the margins. $400 - $800

79 bAthgAte, john 
New Zealand
its resources and prospects. ln & edin: W & r Chambers 1880, 1st ed. 
121p, frontis and colour fldg map, illus, double page map ‘the Orient 
line of Steamships’ at end. publishers adverts. 22.5cms, original green 
cloth, gilt spine titls, contemporary inscription front endpaper. a few 
light spots of foxing, vG. 
an outline prepared mainly for immigrants while the author was in 
the United Kingdon. Bagnall 349. $60 - $100



88 elder, j.r. [ 3 titles ] 
Glimpses of Old New Zealand
ln: Blackie & Son 1924.vi, [1]l, 103p, illus. 
2. Goldseekers and Bushrangers in new Zealand. ln: Blackie & Son 

1930. 205p, illus.
3. the pioneer explorers of new Zealand. ln: Blackie & Son [1928]. 

ivp, [1] l., 120p, illus. all volumes 19.5cms, with some foxing and in 
decorative papered boards with cloth spines, no’s 2 and 3 in dJs. 

89 Fenton, judge 
Important Judgements
Delivered in the Compensation Court and Native Land Court 
1866-1879. published under the direction of the Chief Judge, native 
land Court 1879. Henry Brett, printer. 4p.l., 147p, 1 Fldg map [short 
tear where badly opened], 4 fldg genealogy tables. 22cms, bound in 
HC binding with marbled boards sprinkle of foxing, vG. 
the cases selected for inclusion, although from the early period of 
the Court’s operation, show something of the historical reasons for 
its decisions as well as giving much on the maori history of the lands 
whose ownership was in dispute. Bagnal 4140. $400 - $600

90 goudie, jAmes 
Notes and Gleanings
being leaves from the diary of a voyage to and from australia and 
new Zealand in 1893. edinburgh: ptd by r & r Clark for private 
Circulation 1894. vii, 168p, 19.5cms, inscribed by aurthor, bound in 
maroon cloth a few light marks, vG.
Chapter v, “new Zealand”: p52-103. Bluff, dunedin, lake Wakatipu, 
Christchurch, Wellington, auckland via new plymouth and rotorua. 
Bagnall G535. $50 - $100

91 greY, sir george 
The Addresses of Sir George Grey
to the electors of auckland. aucl: Geo t. Chapman [1875]. 19p 
pamphlet original front of the paper covers. lacking the final page 
[p19] and a copy of the text for this page has been loosely enclosed. 

92 mAcleAn, hester 
Nursing in New Zealand
History and reminiscences. Well: tolan printing Co 1932. 283p, frontis 
and illus. Browning on endpapersa and edges, 19.5cms, cream cloth 
with nZrn medal and black titles. vG.
Hester maclean came to new Zealand in 1906 to take up the 
government position of assistant inspector of Hospitals, using her 
own funds and in her own time she established “Kai tiaki” [nursing 
periodical] first published in 1908.

93 mAning, F. e. 
Old New Zealand
a tale of the Good Old times; and a History of the War in the north 
against the Chief Heke, in the year 1845. told by an old Chief, ngapuhi 
tribe. ln: richard Bentley and Son, 1876. xxiv, 278p, sprinkle of foxing 
throughout. 23cms, brown decorative cloth boards, wear at edges, G+.

94 mAning, F.e. 
Old New Zealand
a tale of the Good Old times. auck: robert J. Creighton 1863.xiv, 239p. 
Contemporary name and date front endpaper. 22cms, original green 
cloth, gilt titles, rubbed and wear G+.

95 mArtin, s.m.d. 
New Zealand; In a Series of Letters,
Containing an account of the Country, both before and since its 
occupation by the British Government; with historical remarks on 
the conduct of the Government, the new Zealand and the manakau 
Companies; also a description of the various settlements, the 
character of the aborigines, and the natural production of the country. 
ln: Simmonds & Ward 1845. xii, 379p, 21.5cms, some light spotting, 
bound in HC with marbled boards, light wear and fading vG.
“the book gives in 16 letters, his impressions and activities. disputes 
with Government to his reconcilation with Fitzroy, some of whose 
policies he strongly defends, the maoris, the missionaries, Selwyn, the 
follies and deceptions of the new Zealand Company . ” Bagnall 3416. 
$600 - $800

80 broWn, WilliAm 
New Zealand and Its Aborigines:
Being an account of the aborigines, trade and resources of the 
Colony; and the advantages it now presents as a field for emigration 
and the investment of capital. ln: Smith elder and Co 1845. 20.5cms, 
bound in original blindstamped dark green cloth with gilt titles, a vG 
copy. 
Brown, a shrewd Scot arrived in the Bay of islands in January 1840 
and soon after, in partnership with logan Campbell established the 
successful firm of Brown and Campbell. He retired to Britain in 1855 
with a small fortune. Bagnall 708. $400 - $500

81 brYce, john 
Bryce V Rusden
in the High Court of Justice. Before Baron Huddleston and a Special 
Jury Bryce v rusden. ln: Waterlow Bros & layton printers [1886]. 
Caption title, 1 l., 634p, iip, fldg map. 21 cms original black cloth, errata 
on preliminary leaf. light wear and marks to the cloth, a vG copy. 
a full report of rusden’s trial for libel in march 1886, arising from his 
statements about Bryce, and in particular the affair at Handley’s wool 
shed, nukumaru. Baganll 724. $100 - $150

82 cAmpbell, john logAn 
Poenamo
Sketches of the early days of new Zealand, romance and reality 
of antipodean life in the infancy of a new Colony. ln: Williams and 
norgate 1881. xii, 359p, frontis [fldg map], lacks portrait. sprinkle of 
foxing, bound in geen cloth with gilt titles, vG. 

83 colemAn, rev. john noble 
A Memoir of the Rev Richard Davis
For thirty nine years a missionary in new Zealand. ln: James nisbet 
and Co 1865. xii, 457p,16p. of adverts at end. 20.5cms, original maroon 
cloth rebacked with original spine and boards, old damp damage and 
stains, binding tight. rare.
davis, a converted farm overseer in dorset, in 1824 joined the CmS 
missionaries at paihia and Kerikeri where he served, with an interval 
at Waimate, until appointed deacon at Kaikohe in 1845. Bagnall 1559. 
$200 - $300

84 crAiK 
The New Zealanders .
ln: Charles Knight 1830. iv, 424p, fldg map frontis and illus. Signature 
of H. ling roth on endpapers. 17cms, original cloth binding rebacked 
with original labels. vG. 
a book written round the experiences of John rutherford, ‘the white 
chief’who, after shipwreck on the east coast of the north island, was 
adopted by a maori tribe, tattooed, given wives and rank. Bagnalll 
1476. $100

85 cruise, richArd A. 
Journal of a Ten Months’ Residence in New Zealand. 
Captain in the 84th regt. Foot. ln: longman, Hurst, rees, Orme, and 
Brown 1823. 8p of adverts, 1 p.l., ivp, 321p, errata slip tipped in at 
end, colour frontis. 23cms, bound in original blue papered boards 
with later red cloth spine and typed title label, worn at edges, small 
sprinkle of foxing. rare with adverts. 
‘the storeship ‘dromedary’ after discharging convicts and supplies 
at Sydney crossed the tasman on her return voyage to collect spars. 
visits were paid to the Bay of islands, Whangaroa, tamaki, the thames.  
Cruise had time to record his impressions of the region and of maori 
society during the climax of Hongi’s influence and the intertribal wars. 
’ Bagnall 1503. $400 - $600

86 dieFFenbAch, ernest 
Travels in New Zealand
With contributions to the Geography, Geology, Botany and natural 
History of that Country. in two volumes. ln: John murray 1843 [reissue 
of the first edition published the same year.] v. i. vii, 431p, frontis, 2 
plates; vol. ii. iv, 396p, frontis, 1 plate, light foxing and browning on 
plates, 23cms, bound in contemporary HC with decorative gilt titles 
and spine, top edge gilt, leather wearing at hinges but boards intact, a 
handsome copy. $600 -$800

87 eArle, Augustus 
A Narrative of a Nine Months Residence in New Zealand
in 1827; together with a Journal of a residence in tristan d’acunha, an 
island situated between South america and the Cape of Good Hope. 
ln: longman, rees, orme, Brown, Green & longman 1832. x, 371p, 
frontis, 6 plates, [2 fldg] . Some foxing, 22cms, bound in contemporay 
HC binding with marbled boards, leather worn and boards scuffed. 
$300 - $400
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96 meAde, lieut. the hon herbert 
A Ride Through the Disturbed Districts of New Zealand;
together with some account of the South Sea islands. edited by his 
brother. With maps and illustrations from the authors sketches. ln: 
John murray 1871, 2nd edition. x, [1], 375p, frontis, illus, 2 maps [1 
fldg], 32p of adverts, 23cms, gilt illus green cloth boards with gilt 
spine titles, front inside hinge cracked, wear ar hinges and cloth lifting 
on front board. 
much valuable information on the country and a rapidly changing 
pattern of loyalties, all graphically recounted. Bagnall 3477. $300 - 
$400

97 mcnAb, robert 
Historical Records of New Zealand [ Plus]
Well: Govt ptr 1908. two volumes, vol.i. xv, 779p, contemporary 
signature front endpaper. vol. ii. Govt ptr 1914. xxii, 650p. 22cms, both 
volumes bound in original brown buckram light wear at edges, vG set.
2. From tasman to marsden - a History of northern new Zealand 

from 1642-1818. dn: J. Wilkie 1914. xiv, 236p, foxing to fore edge. 
22.5 cms, in dJ, near fine. 

98 neW ZeAlAnd 
Bundle of Booklets
1. James Cowan - maori Folk-tales of the port Hills, Canterbury new 

Zealand. W & t 1923. 
2. peter Bromley maling - Samuel Butler at mesopotamia. Govt ptr 

1960.
3. t. riney et al - lake monk expedition. dSir Bulletin 135, 1959.
4. arnold Wall - the Botany of Christchurch. reed 1953 rev. 5, m.W. 

Standish - the Waimate mission Station. Well: Govt ptr 1962.
6. J.r. munro - Gabriel’s Gully Centennial 1861 - 1961. dn: Odt 1961. 

Zealand. a Bib
7. e.H. mcCormick - tasman and new Zealand a Bibliographical 

Study. Well: Govt ptr 1959.
8. anon - Cross at rakaia. the Fatal Collision in march 1899. nZ rail & 

loco Soc nd. all in original card covers and vG to fine.

99 neW ZeAlAnd compAnY 
Letters from Settlers & Labouring Emigrants
in the new Zealand Company’s Settlements of Wellington, nelson. & 
new plymouth from February, 1842 to January 1843. ln: Smith,elder 
and Co 1843. v, 211p, publishers adverts at end. 18cms, original brown 
paper covers with chips at edges and soot stain on back advert. 
a careful selection from 90 or so originals which despite the 
Company’s natural preference for favourable, optimistic comment, 
nevertheless gave good first hand impressions of pioneer conditions 
in the four settlements [includes Wanganui]. Bagnall 3140. $100 - $200

100 neW ZeAlAnd compAnY, [2 items ] 
Supplement to the Eighteenth Report
of the directors of the new Zealand Company: being recent 
information received from the Colony on the 9th and 10th of June 
1845. ln: Stewart and murray 1845.62p cover title. includes letters 
from Colonel Wakefield to the Secretary of the Company; mr Fox to 
Colonel Wakefield; extracts from the new Zealand Spectator and 
Cook’s Strait Guardian regarding the cutting down of the flagpole and 
other incidents of lawlessness by the natives. etc. 21.5cm, original 
grey paper covers lacking front cover, else vG.
2. the twenty-Fourth report of the Court of directors of the new 

Zealand Company presented to the annual general court of 
proprietors held on 31st may 1848. ln: ptd by stewart and murray 
1848. 67p, cover title. includes accounts; porirua purchase; port 
nicholson deed of Grant; letters between Colonel Wakefield to the 
Secretary of the Company; mr Fox to Colonel Wakefield; report of 
the Committee of Settlers on the site of a Shipping town. mr Bell to 
Colonel Wakefield. 21.5cms, grey paper covers, lacking front cover 
else vG. $100 - $150.

101 nicholAs, john liddiArd 
Narrative of a Voyage to New Zealand
performed in the years 1814 and 1815, in company with the rev. 
Samuel marsden, principal Chaplain of new South Wales. in two 
volumes, ln: printed for James Black and Son 1817. v.i. xix, 431p, front 
[port] 1 fldg plate, 1 fldg map. vol.ii. xix, 397p, frontis, 1 plate, 1 map. 
[1]p directions to binder. Bound in contemporary HC binding with gilt 
decorative titles and maroon cloth boards, some old damp damage 
to the boards causing colour to leach onto front and back pages, and 
wrinkling to the text block, some browning and foxing. 
nicholas a new South Wales Settler of two years standing, 
accompanied marsden on his historic mission to the Bay of islands in 
dec. 1814 and was his close companion for the duration of their stay, 
to the end of February 1815.  Bagnall 4268. $600 - $800

102 petre, henrY WilliAm 
An Account of The Settlements of the New Zealand
Company, from personal observation during a residence there. 
third edition. ln: Smith elder and Co 1841. 94p, fldg frontis [fldg 
map, backed with cloth], two plates. Small rubber stamp of york 
Subscription library on map and title page, loosely enclosed the 
original library label stating book entered 1842, the forfeits and 
signature of e. Smith esq, president. 21.5cms, light browning, bound in 
a half calf binding with gilt titles on front boards, vG copy. $150

103 petre, hon. henrY WilliAm 
An Account of the settlements of the New Zealand
Company. From personal observation during a residence there. ln: 
Smith elder and Co 1841, 1st edition. 87p, [1]p, front. [fldg map] 2 
plates, 4p of adverts, 21.5cms, original blue stiffened covers with gilt 
titles. ‘With the publishers compliments’ top of title page. Foxing. a 
few interesting pencil notations in margins. Some foxing and spine 
faded, vG.
Chiefly an account of port nicholson and Wellington from Feb. 1840 
when petre arrived in the ‘Oriental’ until his temporary return to 
england 13 months later. Bagnall 4544. $200 

104 polAcK, j.s. 
New Zealand: Being a Narrative of Travels
and adventures during a residence in that Country Between the 
years 1831 and 1837. in two volumes. ln: richard Bentley 1838. vol.i. 
xii, 403p, frontis, fldg map [complete, torn & taped], two plates. vol.
ii. vi, 441p, two plates. Contemporary signatures on title pages. light 
browning and some fingermarks, bound in a contemporary HC 
binding with title labels, rubbed and worn at edges, complete.
polack a member of a Jewish family with australian connections 
was in nZ between 1831 and 1837, firstly for 12 months in Hokianga 
and then as a Bay of islands trader for four years before returning to 
england. Bagnall 4589. $400

105 pope, jAmes [ 2 volumes] 
The State: The Rudiments of New Zealand Sociology
For the use of beginners. Well: Govt ptr 1887. viii, 319p, index at end. 
Browning, 21.5cms, grey cloth, discoloured and worn at edges.
2. G.W. Griffin - new Zealand: Her Commerce and rescources. Well: 

Govt ptr 1884. inscribed by author on title page 176p, tables and 
fldg map at end. 24.5cms, original full red leather with gilt, worn 
with small losses at spine, overall vG.

3. W.n. Blair - the industries of new Zealand, an address delivered 
to the industrial association of Canterbury at Christchurch.  ChCh 
‘press’ 1887. 96p, 1 ., 21.5cms original paper covers chipped and 
foxing.

106 poWer, W tYrone 
Sketches in New Zealand,
with pen and pencil. From a Journal kept in that Country from July 
1846 to June 1848. ln: longman, Brown, Green and longmans 1849. 
xlviii, 290p, two black & white illustrations and eight colour plates. 
light browning, 19.5cms, bound in a later brown half calf binding with 
title label. vG. $150 - $250

107 poWer, W. tYrone 
Sketches in New Zealand with Pen and Pencil.
ln: longman 1849. xlviii, 290p, adverts at end. frontis, nine plates 
[some sepia toned] including title page vignette, 21cms, original red 
cloth, neatly rebacked using original spine. 
power, Commissariat Officer for the British Forces engaged in 
operations in the Hutt valley and Wanganui, gives a good account of 
his experiences and impressions.  auckland a “beggarly collection of 
poverty stricken huts and wooden houses and Wellington scarcely 
more pleasing; also includes, tr rauparaha and his son, Gilfillan 
murder etc. Bagnall4668. $200 - $300



108 preshAW, george ogilvY 
Banking Under Difficulties or Life
on the Goldfields of victoria, new South Wales & new Zealand by a 
Bank Official. melbourne etc: edwards, dunlop & Co 1888. xii, 179p, 
contemporary signature and one other front endpaper. 22cms, 
original dark green pebble cloth with gilt titles to spine, near fine. 
$100 - $200

109 rusden, g.W. 
History of New zealand
ln: Chapman and Hall 1883, [that is 1889], revised edition. inscribed 
by author and dated 1889 to the Constitutional Club and with book 
plate front endpaper. 3 volumes. 23 cms, original green cloth with 
decorative borders, spines discoloured and light wear spine ends. Fldg 
map showing the native tribal boundaries. [tear to margin]. 21 lines 
of asterisks replace the text found libellous, volume 2, p504-5. $200 - 
$300

110 sAvAge, john 
Some Account of New Zealand;
particularly the Bay of islands, and Surrounding Country; with 
a description of the religion and Government, language, arts, 
manufactures, manners and customs of the natives. ln: printed for J. 
murray 1807. viii, 110p, frontis [tiarrah], two plates, one coloured and 
titled ‘a new Zealand deity’. 22cms, bound in original full calf with 
gilt lines and original morocco title label, all edges gilt, light wear 
and scuffing. a vG copy of a rare new Zealand book, the first book 
published to be devoted entirely to new Zealand. 
Savage, assistant Surgeon to the Government of new South Wales 
was on board “the Ferret” in September and October in the Bay of 
islands. the book summarises his observations, more importantly 
by information which he was given by the chief moehanga who 
accompanied him. Bagnall 5019. $3000 - $4000

111 shortlAnd, edWArd 
The Southern Districts of New Zealand;
a Journal,with passing notices of the customs of the aborigines. ln: 
longman, Brown, Green & longmans 1851. xiv, [1]l., 315p, frontis [fldg 
map], 4 fldg genealogy tables, 7 plates including 6 maps [2 fldg], 32 
p of adverts.21 cms, bound in original dark green cloth, spine faded, 
boards lightly rubbed, vG.
Shortland whose brother Willoughby was Colonial Secretary, as 
protector of aborigines visited the east Coast of the South island 
on land claims business in 1843/44. much on the ngaitahu, maori 
customs, health, population trends, the Green woods, and others at 
Banks peninsula, the Otago Whaling Stations. Bagnall 5162. $200 - 
$250

112 sWAinson, WilliAm 
New Zealand and its Colonization
ln: Smith elder and Co 1859. viii, 416p, 16p of adverts, frontis [fldg 
coloured map], 23cms, bound in original blue blindstamped cloth 
with gilt spine titles. Spine discoloured and ends worn, light foxing 
and browning.
Survey written from knowledge gained by the author in leading role 
in many of the events he was describing. maori background, new 
Zealand Company’s part in forcing colonization.  Bagnall 5430. $100 
- $150

113 the neW presbYteriAn 
Vol.1. [New Series] Dunedin, July 1, 1887. [Plus]
26p, adverts front and back pages. 28.5cms, original paper covers, 
browning and chips at spine and edges. 
2. rev. James Kirkland - presbyterianism. an address delivered by rev 

James Kirkland moderator, at the Opening of the Synd of Otago 
and Southland on the 11th Jam 1872. dn: daily times, 2nd ed.12p, 
22cms, blue paper covered pamphlet. vG. 

3. rev. C.H. Garland - authority of the Bible. Wanganui: H.i. Jones & 
Sons [1893]. 48p, 22cms, original paper covers, browning. 

114 the QuArterlY revieW, no: xcv 
Includes: Augustus Earle
Bound volume Contents of no. XCv. includes article. v. a narrative 
of nine months’ residence in new Zealand in 1827; together with 
a Journal of residence in tristan d’ acunha, by augustus earle, 
draughtsman to His majesty’s Surveying Ship “the Beagle”. london 
1832. 132p - 165p. Bookplate of Henry Holden front endpaper and 
contemporary notations. 22cms, bound in original HC binding leather 
scuffed and edges rubbed. $200

115 thomson, Arthur s. 
The Story of New Zealand
past and present - Savage and Civilized. in two volumes. ln: John 
murray 1859. vol.1. ix, 331p, fldg frontis, 4 plates, 2 maps [1 fldg]. vol 
2. 1 p.l., vii, [1], 368p. frontis, plates, 2 fldg plans. 20.5cms, both vols 
bound in original brown pebble cloth ,light fading else near fine. 
each volume has bound in Copies of auckland provincial Council land 
regulation [1866], also ridgeway’s emigration to auckland. these 
issues presumably published in 1867. Bagnall 5538. $200

116  trAnsActions And proceedings, oF the neW ZeAlAnd 
institute 
Complete run 1860 -1961
the transactions and proceedings of the royal Society of new Zealand 
was a scientific journal and magazine published by the royal Society 
of new Zealand. Before 1933 the society was call the new Zealand 
insitute, and the journal’s name was transactions and proceedings of 
the new Zealand institute, it was active between 1868 and 1969 and 
was the most important scientific journal in new Zealand. this is a 
complete run from vol.1. 1868 [bound in contemporary red buckram] 
to vol.89. 1961 the remainder bound some in papered boards and 
some with paper covers, a few have covers detached most are vG. 
vol.1. includess William Colenso’s “maori races of new Zealand” and 
“On the Botany of the north island”. many with fldg charts, plans and 
illustrations. $600 - $1000

117 WAKeField, edWArd gibbon 
The British Colonization of New Zealand;
being an account of the principles, objects, and plans of the new 
Zealand association; together with particulars, concerning the 
position, extent, soil and climate, natural productions, and native 
inhabitants of new Zealand. With charts and illustrations. ln: John W. 
parker 1837. xvi, 423p, adverts at end, frontis, 4 plates and 5 maps [4 
fldg], 16cms, bound in original dark blue cloth, gilt titles to spine light 
fading vG near fine copy. $200 - $400

118 WAKeField, edWArd gibbon 
The Trial of Edward Gibbon Wakefield,
William Wakefield, and Frances Wakefield, indicted with one edward 
thevenot a Servant, for a Conspiracy and for the abduction of miss 
ellen turner, the only child and heiress of William turner, esq., of 
Shrigley park, in the County of Chester. ln: John murray 1827. xv, 
303p. 20.5cms, bound in a later half calf binding with cloth boards, 
some light foxing and browning, a vG copy. $300 - $500

119 WAKeField, edWArd jerninghAm 
Adventure in New Zealand
from 1839-1844; with some account of the beginning of the British 
colonizations of the islands. in two volumes. ln: John murray 1845. 
vol.i. x, 482p. vol. ii. x, 546p, fldg map in pocket. 23cms, bound in 
original green cloth blindstamped neatly and professionally rebacked 
using original bindings, and endpapers. a very nice set
early rubberstamp of thomas nottidge on front endpaper with his 
armorial bookplate. thomas nottidge of ashford Kent was responsible 
for the shipping of bees to new Zealand in 1883. inscribed by author 
on title page. $800 - $1000

120 Wilson, j.A. 
The Story of Te Waharoa
in three parts. Chapter in early new Zealand History. auck: daily 
Southern Cross 1866. 63p, 1 p.l., vi, [9]-63p. 21cms, bound in original 
green soft covers with red cloth spine, black titles, covers worn, 
contents complete and legible, foxing and old mildew marks, rare.
Outline of events in the life of ngatihaua chief te Waharoa 
with emphasis on the missionary period. in 3 parts, pt.1. tribal 
conflicts in the early 1830’s in thames and the Bay of plenty.  pt 
ii. the establishment of the CmS at puriri and the nature of maori 
Christianity. pt.iii. the attack by Waharoa on the ngatiwhakaue of 
rotorua after assaults on maketu and te tumu in the Bay of plenty. 
Bagnall 6143. $100 



121 Wright, olive [ 2 titles ] 
The Voyage of the Astrolabe - 1840
an english rendering of the journals of dumont d’Urville and his 
officers on their visit to new Zealand in 1840, together with some 
account of Bishop pompallier and Charles Baron de thierry. Well: reed 
1955. 180p, illus, dJ, vG.
2. new Zealand 1826-1829 from the French of dumont d’Urville. 

published by author 1950. frontis, 250p, 1 l., plates. new Zealand 
Free lance, front endpaper. dJ small chips.

122 YAte, WilliAm 
An Account of New Zealand
and of the Formation and progress of the Church missionary Society’s 
mission in the northern island. ln: Seeley and Burnside 1835. 4 
p.l.,310, [10]p, frontis [port]., 9 plates [1 col.], 1 fldg map. Some light 
foxing mostly on front pages, 19cms, bound in original half calf 
binding, leather with gilt and light scuffing at hinges and corners, 
original title label, boards stained.
yate arrived in the Bay of islands in Jan 1828, spending over 5 years 
in Kerikeri and at Waimate [from 1831] He left in June 1834 and on 
the voyage home prepared the manuscript of his book which had the 
endorsement of the C.m.S. Bagnall 6205 . $150 - $200 

AustrAliA & pAciFic historY

123 Anderson, george WilliAm 
Voyage Round the World
new, authentic, and Complete Collections of voyages round the 
World, Undertaken and performed by royal authority. Containing 
a new authentic, entertaining, instructive and Complete Historical 
account of Captain Cook’s First, Second , third and last voyages. 
ln: alex Hogg [1784-86]. 655p, directions to the binder and list of 
subscribers at end. 150 full page engravings and charts including 
folding General Chart of the World. the frontispiece is dated 1781, one 
page with a closed tear [ no loss] and a few short marginal tears on a 
small number of pages.
Originally published in 80 six-penny numbers, and later bound 
together, browning commensurate with age, this volume is bound in 
a modern full calf binding with marbled endpapers. $1000 - $1500

124 beAglehole, j.c. 
The Endeavour Journals of Joseph Banks
1768 - 1771. trustees of the public library of nSW in assoc with angus 
and robertson 1963 [2nd ed]. vol.1. xxvii, 476p, plates. vol.2. xvi, 406p, 
plates. 24cms, bound in maroon cloth and in dJs, both vG. $150

125 beAglehole, j.c. [ editor ] 
The Journals of Captain James Cook [5 Vols]
On His voyages of discovery. vol.i. the voyage of the endeavour 1768-
1771. vol. ii. the voyage of the resolution and adventure 1772-1775. 
vol. iii, part One. the voyage of the resolution and discovery 1776-
1780. vol. iv. part two. the voyage of the resolution and discovery 
1776-1780. Cambridge: Hakluyt 1955 - 1967. Bound in blue cloth with 
gilt titles and portrait, fine in dJs spines discoloured. volume i. owners 
signature front endpaper. 
together with the folio containing Charts and views, drawn by Cook 
and his Officers and reproduced from the original manuscripts. 
Hakluyt Society 1969. in original folder with insect damage to the 
margin of front paste down. Some light mottling to cloth, in original 
discoloured wrapper. Overall a vG set. $600 - $800

126 bucK, p.h. 
The Material Culture of the Cook Islands [Aitutaki]
new plymouth: thomas avery & Son 1927. xxv, 384p, frontis [col] 
plates maps [including fldg] 25.5cms, original red cloth with maori 
motifs, vG near fine. $100

127 burneY, jAmes 
 A Chronological History of the Discoveries In The South Sea or 
Pacific Ocean.
parts 1 and 2. ln: printed by luke Hansard and sold by G & W nicol etc 
1803 and 1806. part.1. Commencing with an account of the earliest 
discovery of that Sea by europeans, and terminating with the voyage 
of Sir Francis drake, in 1579. xii, 8pp, 383p, 5 fldg charts. part ii. From 
the year 1579 to the year 1620. v, 11p, 482p, 14 charts and engravings. 
Sporadic browning both parts bound into one volume a later half calf 
binding with title labels, new endpapers. vG. $600 - S1000

128 cooK, cAptAin jAmes 
 A Voyage Towards the South Pole and Round the World performed 
in His Majesty’s Ships the Resolution and Adventure, in the Years 
1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775.
in which is included Captain Furneaux’s narrative of his proceedings 
in the adventure during the separation of the ships. in two volumes. 
ln: ptd for W.Strahan and t. Cadell 1777, first edition. vol.i. xl, 378p, 
frontis [port]. 36 plates and charts, some fldg [chart of the Southern 
hemisphere, paper repair]. vol. ii. 8p, 396p, 26 plates, [lacking plate 
15, man of new Zealand]. Usual age browning, 30cms, bound with 
original tree calf boards, vol. i, front board detached, fragments of 
original spine with modern title label, vol.ii. both boards detached, 
original spine with modern title label surface scratching and edge 
wear with small losses. rubber stamp of dunedin Club library on verso 
of all the plates. $3000

129 cooK, cAptAin jAmes [with atlas] 
 A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean Undertaken by Command of his 
Majesty for making Discoveries in the Nothern Hemisphere 
Performed under the Direction of Captains Cook, Clerke and 
Gore,
in his majesty’s ships the resolution and discovery in the years 
1776,1777, 1778, and 1780. the Second edition. ln: printed by H 
Hughs for G. nicol, and t. Cadell 1785. three volumes, quarto and an 
atlas, folio with altogether 87 engraved plates and maps, of which 
63 appear in the atlas. Some light foxing and browning throughout 
heavier on the front pages and on some of the plates. volumes i. ii and 
iii are bound in contemporary tree calf bindings with original titles 
labels, gilt numbers and gilt ships between the cords, the bindings 
are worn and scuffed with small surface losses to the leather, the back 
board of vol.ii is detached. the folio is in the original tree calf boards 
with pieces of the original spine intact, the front board detached, 
bound in at the end, the chart of the north Coast of america and 
n.e. Coast of asia is creased where it has been badly folded and the 
folding plates have short marginal tears where badly opened [ 2-3 
cms]. $8000 - $10000

130 cooK cApt jAmes, & King cApt jAmes 
 A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean Undertaken by Command of his 
Majesty for Making Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere
performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke and Gore in 
the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780.
 in four volumes ln: John Stockdale, Scratchard and Whitaker, John 
Fielding, and John Hardy 1784. vol.1. viii, 370p, frontis [portof Captain 
Cook] larg fldg chart, 17 plates. vol.2. xii, 359p, 11 plates. vol.3. 
xii, 400p, 17 plates. vol.4. xii, 310p, 35p [index], list of subscribers, 
directions for placing plates and charts, 6p adverts. all vols 21cms 
bound in a contemporary HC binding with marbled boards, original 
title labels and gilt labels. Boards are worn with edge wear, leather 
scuffed but all complete and unbroken. $2000 - $4000

131 croZet, julien mArie 
Crozet’s Voyage to Tasmania, New Zealand
the ladrone islands, and the philippines in the years 1771-1772. 
translated by H. ling roth. ln: truslove & Shirley 1891. no 454 of a ltd 
ed of 500 copies initialled by H.l.r. xxiii, 148p, frontis, complete with 
plates and fldg map. 22.5cms, bound in original brown cloth, gilt titles, 
vG near fine.
the story of the expedition based on the journal of Crozet who took 
command of mascarin after death of marion du Fresne. $300 



132 dillon, chevAlier cApt. p. 
Narrative and Successful Result of a Voyage In the South Seas.
performed by Order of the Government of British india, to ascertain 
the actual Fate of la perouse’s expedition, interspersed with accounts 
of the religion, manners, Customs and Cannibal practices of the South 
Sea islanders. in two volumes, ln: Hurst, Chance and Co 1829. vol.1. 
lxxviii, errata, 302p, fldg frontis and fldg chart. vol. ii. [ii], 436p, fldg 
[colour] frontis, and one plate. Small neat signature and date [1898] 
on title page of both volumes. light browning and sprinkle of foxing. 
23cms, bound in original papered boards with cloth spine and original 
title labels. vG. $1800 - $2000

133 Forster, george 
 A Voyage Round the World In His Britannic Majesty’s Sloop, 
Resolut ion commanded by Capt. James Cook.
during the years 1772, 3, 4 and 5. in two volumes. ln: printed for B. 
White, Fleet Street etc 1777. lacking fldg chart and table. Sporadic 
foxing and browning heavier on front and back pages, both volumes 
bound in contemporary full calf bindings with original title labels 
neatly rebacked using original spines. $600 - $800

134 hAWKesWorth, john 
 An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of His 
Present Majesty for Making Discoveries in the Southern 
Hemisphere
and Successfuly performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Carteret, 
Captain Wallis and Captain Cook in the dolphin, the Swallow and the 
endeavour. 
drawn up from the Journals which were kept by the several 
Commanders and from the papers of Joseph Bank, in three volumes, 
illustrated with cuts, and a great variety of charts and maps relative to 
countries now first discovered, or hitherto but imperfectly known. ln: 
W. Strahan and t. Cadell in the Strand 1773. vol.1. 20p, xxxvi, directions 
for placing plates and charts, 456p. complete with charts and plates. 
vol. ii. xiv, 410p, lacking plate no 3.
vol. iii. 395p, lacking plate no. 19. else all plates and charts complete. 
Bayley’s chart of new Zealand crisp and clean with a short tear at top 
outside margin. Some of the charts have closed splits and darkening 
along fold lines along the fold lines. all are bound in original full calf 
with title labels lacking the number labels, wear at edges and hinges, 
superficial losses to leather otherwise a good clean set. $5000

135 hooKer, sir joseph d. 
Journal of The Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks
during Captain Cook’s First voyage in H.m.S. endeavour in 1768-71 to 
terra del Fuego, Otahite, new Zealand, australia, the dutch indies etc. 
With portraits and Charts. ln: macmillan and Co 1896. li, 466p, 2 ports, 
and maps at end, light browning. 23cms, original blue cloth, spine 
faded, vG. $200 - $300

136 moss, sir FredericK j. 
Addresses to Sir George Grey
ln: Fisher Unwin [1896]. Facsimile of letters in english and rarotongan 
on the occasion of Sir George Grey’s retirement from the parliament 
of new Zealand. 34cms, original brown cloth with gilt titles, neat 
signature of esther levin front end paper,. vG. $80 - $100

137 tregeAr, e. [ plus ] 
The Right Hon. R.J. Seddons Visit to Tonga,
Fiji, Savage island and the Cook island. may 1900. Well: Govt ptr 1900. 
445p, plates, fldg map at end. 21.5cms, red cloth, blindstamped, gilt 
titles,. tipped onto endpaper a presentation label ‘With the prime 
minister’s compliments’
2. Hon. r.J. Seddon - Souvenir of the prime minister’s 59th Birthday, 

22nd June 1904. 
3. the missionary Society and Chronicle; relating chiefly to the 

missions of the london missionary Society. vol.v. Jamuary to 
december 1841. ln: missionary Society 1841. 18 issues bound into 
one, includes Samoa; india; the death of rev John Williams in the 
new Hebrides; tahiti etc. Original maroon binding, with title label, 
faded. vG. 

nAturAl historY

138 bAnnermAn, dAvid 
The Birds of the British Isles
illustrated by George e. lodge. edin: Oliver and Boyd 1953 - 1963, 1st 
ed. Complete set of 12 volumes. Colour plates throughout, owners 
signatures front endpapers. all in original dJ and vG to fine. $300 - 
$400

139 buller, sir WAlter lAWrY 
A History of the Birds of New Zealand.
ln: published for the Subscribers by the author 1888, 2nd edition. vol 
1. lxxxiv, 250p, 6p of reviews. vol 2. xv, 359p. 48 colour plates, 2 B/W, 
plate xiii, kingfisher has been misbound into volume 2 and 121p and 
122p bound in at p166 of vol 1. a total of 48 colour & 2 b/w plates. 
moderate to heavy foxing on front and back few pages, else a sprinkle 
throughout, heavier on some plates, mostly on margins. Fingermarks, 
and some tears [paper repairs] no loss. Bound in a later H/C binding 
with original boards with gilt takahe. Binding tight. $3000 - $5000. 

140 buller, sir WAlter lAWrY 
Supplement to the “Birds of New Zealand”
published for the Subscribers by the author 1905. vol.1. l., 200p, 
frontis [mounted port] illus and 5 coloured plates, vol. 2. 2 p.l., 178p, 1 
l., illus, 7 coloured plates. a few light fingermarks overall, the 12 hand 
coloured plates by Keuleumans are generally clean, 30cms, bound in 
original red buckram with gilt kiwi on front boards, and gilt titles. a vG 
set. $3000 - $4000

141 cheesemAn, t.F. 
Illustrations of the New Zealand Flora. [Plus]
plates drawn by miss matilda Smith. 2 volumes, Well: Govt ptr 1914. 
vol.i. 8, [4]p., 121 i., 121 p; vol 2. [6]p, 129 i., xxxivp, 129 plates. 31.5cms, 
signature of a.W. Bathgate, on index page. original green cloth with 
black plant illus front covers and gilt titles,light wear a vG copy
2. manual of the new Zealand Flora. Well: Govt ptr 1925. xliv, 1163p, 

signature of a.W. Bathgate 11/1925 [dunedin photographer] on 
title page. tipped into front endpaper a letter to Bathgate from 
t.F. Cheeseman, regarding publication of the book also glue verso 
of endpaper a newspaper image of a photo by Bathgate of n.Z. 
alpine scenery. a nice association copy. $200 - $300

142 eAgle, AudreY 
Eagles Complete Trees and Shrubs of New Zealand
Well: te papa press 2006. in 2 volumes, numerous colour plates 
throughout both volumes. 28.5cms illustrated papered boards, in 
original slipcase, fine. $100 - $200

143 FeAton, mr & mrs e.h. 
The Art Album of New Zealand Flora;
being a Systematic and popular description of the native Flowering 
plants of new Zealand and the adjacent islands. volume i. [only one 
volume published]. Well, nZ: ln: Bock & Cousins 1889. xviii, 180p, col. 
frontis, 39 chromolithograph plates, errata and addenda slip laid in. 
30.5cms, bound in original HC binding leather lightly scuffed, vG tight 
copy. $600 - $800

144 Fleming, c.A. 
George Edward Lodge [ Plus 1]
the unpublished Bird paintings. nova pacifica in assoc with the 
national museum of nZ 1982. xiv, 409p,colour plates. 36cms, dJ, near 
fine. 
2. raymond Harris-Ching - Wild portraits. auck: Seto pub 1988. text 

by peter Hansard. 216p, plates, 29cms, dJ faded else vG.

145 ginders, AlFred 
The Thermal Springs, Rotorua, New Zealand.
Hints on cases likely to benefit by treatment thereat. Well: Govt ptr 
1885. 10p, booklet with original pale blue paper covers, rust at staples.

146 guthrie smith, h. [ 4 titles] 
Mutton Birds and Other Birds.
Well etc: W & t 1914. Sepia toned plates, 22cms, green cloth with gilt 
nesting bird and titles, near fine.
2. Sorrows and Joys of a new Zealand naturalist. reed 1936, no 12 of 

1000 copies signed by the author. frontis and sepia toned plates 
22cms, dark green cloth, fine in a toned torn dJ. 
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3. Birds of the Water Wood & Waste. W & t 1927. frontis and plates, 
name erased front endpaper, else vG.

4. Bird life on island and Seashore. ln: William Blackwood and Sons 
1925. frontis and plates. dark green cloth with gilt titles. Small area 
of insect damage to base of spine, dJ. $100 - $150

147 guthrie-smith, h 
Tutira
the Story of a new Zealand Sheep Station. William Blackwood 1953. 
xxxi, 444p, frontis, plates and fld maps. Some foxing. 25.5cms, blue 
cloth with gilt map and titles. vG

148 hetleY, georginA bArne 
The Native Flowers of New Zealand
illustrated in colours in the best style of modern chromo-litho art, 
from drawings coloured to nature by mrs Charles Hetley. ln: Sampson 
low, marston and rivington 1888.
in three volumes. 2 p.l., 8, [1]p., part i. plates 1-12 part.ii. plates 13-24. 
part iii. plates 25-36. all plates with descriptive letterpress. each part 
bound in original blue papered boards with black titles, plates and 
text loose in bindings, a small amount of browning on a few plates 
mostly crisp and clean. paper spines chipped and edge wear to 
boards. 
the plates are by leighton Brothers. “excellent reproductions of some 
45 species on 36 plates. the artist outlines in the preface her journeys 
in search of appropriate specimens”. Bagnall 284a. $600 - $800

149 hochstetter, dr FerdinAnd von 
New Zealand
its physical Geography, Geology and natural History with special 
reference to the results of government expeditions in the provinces 
of auckland and nelson. Stuttgart, J.G. Cotta 1867.xvi, 515p, frontis 
[colour port] illus, 16 plates [6 colour], 2 fldg maps, fldg table. foxing 
throughout. 27cms, original green cloth with oval gilt vignettte on 
front cover. corners knocked and wear at edges, binding sound. $300 
- $500

150 hooKer, j.d. 
Handbook of the New Zealand Flora:
a Systematic description of the native plants of new Zealand and the 
Chatham, Kernadecs, lord auckland’s, Campbell’s and macquarrie’s 
islands. ln: reeve and Co 1867. 15p, lxviii, 798p, 24p of adverts. Free 
endpapers adhered to boards, sprinkle of foxing, 23 cms, original dark 
green cloth rubbed and short splits head of spine. G.

151 hudson, g.v. 
A Supplement to the Butterflies and Moths of New Zealand.
Well: Ferguson & Osborn ltd 1939. 3 p.l., [387] - 481, 10 colour plates. 
30cms, bound in original dark green cloth with gilt titles and butterfly, 
fine. $200 - $400

152 hudson, g.v. 
Fragments of New Zealand Entomology [ Plus ]
Well: Ferguson & Osborn [1950], 188p, 19 plates [ 2 b/w and 17 colour]. 
22cms, bound in blue cloth with gilt titles, fine.
2. a.d. imms - Outlines of entomology. ln: methuen & Co ltd 1961 

rep. dJ fine. 

153 hudson, g.v. 
Manual of New Zealand Entomology
an elementary manual of new Zealand entomology being an 
introduction to the study of insects. ln: West, newman & Co 1892. 
128p of text, 21 coloured plates. rubber name stamp on endpapers 
and throughout the text, light foxing, spine cocked in original blue 
cloth, wear at edges and light marks. $60 - $100

154 hudson, g.v. 
New Zealand Beetles
and their larvae. Well: Ferguson and Osburn ltd 1934. 8p, 236p, 17 
colour plates. 22.5cms, blue cloth with gilt beetle front board, vG. 
$100 - $150

155 hudson, g.v. 
New Zealand Moths and Butterflies
[macro-lepidotera]. ln” West newman and Co 1898, 1st ed. xix, 144p, 
13 plates [11 coloured], some fingermarks, a sprinkle of foxing mostly 
on tissue guards and fore edges. 31 cms, bound in original brick red 
cloth with gilt titles, wear spine ends and corners, overall a vG copy. 
$300

156 hudson, g.v. 
New Zealand Neuroptera
a popular introduction to the life-histories and habits of may-Flies, 
dragon-Flies, Caddis-Flies and allied insects inhabiting new Zealand 
including notes on their relation to angling. ln: West, newman & Co 
1904. viii, 1 l., 102p, 11 colour plates. 22.5ms, original maroon cloth 
with gilt dragon fly and titles, spine faded, vG. $100 - $150

157 hudson, g.v. 
The Butterflies and Moths of New Zealand.
Well: Ferguson & Osborn ltd 1928. xi, 386p, colour frontis, 61 plates 
[52 colouredd] 30cms, bound in original maroon HC binding with 
green cloth boards and gilt titles, a fine copy. $300 - $400

158 jArdine, sir WilliAm 
The Naturalists Library, Entomology. Bees
Comprehending the uses and economical management of the 
honey bee of Britan and other countries together with descriptions 
of the known wild species. edin: W.H. lizars 1843. ix, 30 plates many 
beautifully hand coloured, some browning mostly on tissue guards. 
17.5 cms, original blind stamped red cloth with gilt titles, cloth fragile 
at hinges with short splits, binding tight. $150 - $200

159 KirK, t. 
The Forest Flora of New Zealand
Well: Govt ptr 1889. xv, 345p, complete with many plates, foxing 
34cms, bound in green cloth with decorative black borders and gilt 
titles, light wear at edges and spine ends, vG. $150

160 leWer, s.h. 
Wrights Book of Poultry
revised and edited in accordance with the latest poultry club 
standards. ln: Cassell nad Co nd [ circa1910]. viip, 627p, 30 colour 
plates including frontis, black & white plates and illustrations in 
text, 27.5cms, rebound in green cloth with gilt titles and marbled 
endpapers. $150 - $300

161 mcKAY, AlexAnder 
Report on the Older Auriferous Drifts of Central Otago.
Well: Govt ptr 1897, 2nd ed. vi, [1]p, 119p, folding colour geological 
sketch map of the goldfields of Otago [1894], and sections at end. 
25cms, lacking back cover original front cover, taped. Contents vG.

162 neW ZeAlAnd pApers, 1883 - 1884 
Confederaton and Annexation,
papers relating to the pacific islands, [Generally and to the 
principal Groups], the labour traffic, naval defence of the Colonies, 
intercolonial reciprocity: reprinted from appendices to the Journals, 
n.Z. in Compliance with the report of the pacific islands annexation 
Committee, 1883. the islands Generally, 289p, report of the Select 
Cmmttee appointed to consider and report on the best route for the 
north island trunk railway: 105p, fldg maps; also financial Statements; 
public Works tables and annual reports of the engineers in Charge, 
north and middle islands, fldg maps; Crown lands dept reports; 
Surveys of new Zealand, fldg maps; appendices, with many fldg 
maps; Gold Fields of new Zealand with plans of pumping machine, 
ross United Gold mining Company and Section of main Shaft ross 
United Gold mining Coy; auckland Goldfields, Hauraki Coromandel, 
marlborough nelson Gold fields, Westland Goldfields, also includes 
Clyde, naseby, lawrence, Oamaru. etc. 34cms, bound in original HC 
binding with gilt spine titles, some wear to edges, contents and maps 
crips and clean. $600 - $800

163 pArK, jAmes 
The Geology of New Zealand.
an introduction to the historical, structural and economic geology. 
ChCh etc: W & t 1910. xx, 486p, frontis, plates and illus, fldg map. 
22.5cms, maroon cloth, vG.

164 phillipps, W.j. 
The Book of the Huia
W & t 1963. 159p, illus. 25cms, dark mottled blue/green boards, fine 
dJ with tear. 

165 poole, A.l. 
The New Zealand-American Fiordland Expedition
investigations in Fiordland, in 1949. Well: Govt ptr 1951. 999p, illus and 
fldg map, paper covers, rust at staples.
2. K.a. Wodzicki - introduced mammals of new Zealand. dSir Bulletin 

98, 1950. 255p, illus, fldg table. 25cms, dJ, rubbed at edges, else 
vG.

3. d.G. Kiddie - the Sika [Cervus nippon] in new Zealand. n.Z. Forest 
service 1962. illustrated card covered booklet.



166 potts, t.h. 
 Catalogue of the Collections of Birds’ Eggs [Plus] of the late T.H. 
Potts.
notice. the Undermentioned Collections are now for sale. the 
attention of collectors is called to the eggs of the new Zealand long 
tailed Cuckoo; of the new Zealand Quail [ now extinct]; and to the 
egg of the Great auk. comprised in these collection. all offers and 
Communications should be addresssed to Heinrich von Haast.  ChCh: 
anthony Sellers and Co 1889. 12p, catalogue listing the Birds eggs. 
18.5cms, rust at staples else fine.
2. thomas H. potts - notes on Keropia Crassirostris. [extracted from 

the linnean Society’s Journal - Zoology vol.xi.]4p, pamphlet in 
original plain pink paper covers. vG. $200

167 potts, t.h. 
Out in the Open:
a Budget of Scraps of natural History, gathered in new Zealand. ChCh: 
lyttelton times 1882. vii, 301p, 4 plates, 1 mounted photo [portrait 
of a moriori]. 21.5cms, original quarter green cloth with illustrated 
papered boards. light browning and binding loose , else vG.
a series of notes on nZ natural history chiefly ornithological 
observations . there is also an account of the meeting of Grey and 
Sheehan with tawhaio at Hikurangi, te Kopua, Waikato, in may 1879. 
Bagnall 4664. $300

168 potts, t.h. [ 4 pamphlets ] 
On the Birds of New Zealand
part.i. With illustrations. [ read before the Wellington philosophical 
Society July 17, 1869. p40 - 78p; part.ii. read before Wellington 
and Canterbury philosophical Societies 1870, from the tnZi 1870. 
p60 - 110p, illus; part. iii. read before Wellington and Canterbury 
philosophical Societies 1872. p171 - 206p, illus.; all with contemporary 
plain blue paper covers. part. iv. notes on new Zealand Birds. Well: 
James Hughes Govt ptr 1874. p139 - 153p, Blue paper covers with 
black titles. all vG. $150 - $200

169 reid, AlexAnder 
Rudiments of Modern Geography
with apendix.  edin: Oliver & Boyd 1855. 122p, frontis [fldg map 
showing Western and eastern Hemisphere]. Contemporary signatures 
front endpapers. Original full calf binding, vG. 
2. James adams - Geography of the pacific Ocean. ln: Collins 1877. 

47p, illus and maps including double page maps, small loss to 
corner of Ocean Current map. Green cloth rubbed & worn at edges. 

3. two copies - e.m. Bourke - a little History of new Zealand 
published by George robertson [2nd ed] and Upton and Co [5th 
ed]. both in original soft covers, worn at hinges.

170 reid, r.c. 
Rambles on the Golden Coast
of the South island of new Zealand. ln: the Colonial printing & 
publishing Co 1886, 2nd edition. 176p, 20 plates, [4 col] 24.5cms, grey 
illustrated cloth binding,light wear vG. text as in 1884 editon but with 
a much superior set of lithographs including the ‘a digger on the 
tramp”. all of the West Coast ferns are tinted green. $150

171 root, A.i. 
The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture [ Plus ]
an encyclopedia pertaining to scientific and practical culture of bees. 
U.S.a: the a.i. root Co. 712p, xiv, illus.23cms, dark blue cloth with silver 
titles and bee. 
2. ronald ribbands - the behaviour and Social life of Honeybees. ln: 

Bee research assoc ltd 1953. 352p, illus, 22cms, dJ edges rubbed.
3. langstroth on the Hive and the Honey- Bee. a Bee Keepers manual. 

1977 published by i.a. root Co, fascimile of the 1853 edition.

172 smith, percY 
The Eruption of Tarawera, New Zealand
Well: Govt ptr 1887. 84p, front [col map] 3 col maps [1 fldg] 47 
plaates. 24cms, small sprinkle of foxing, grey paper covers, front cover 
detached with chips and losses round the margins. contents vG.

173 suter, henrY [with atlas] 
Manual of the New Zealand Mollusc
With an atlas of plates. Well: Govt ptr 1913.xxiii, 1120p, 21.5cms, 
original green cloth with gilt titles, fine.
manual of the new Zealand mollusca: atlas of plates. Well: Govt ptr 
1915. 72 plates each with a page of descriptive letterpress. 28cms, 
green cloth, gilt titles, fine. $100 - $150 

174 tegetmeir, W.b. 
The Poultry Book
Comprising the breeding and management of profitable and 
ornamental poultry, their qualities and characteristics: to which is 
added “the Standard of excellence in exhibition Birds”, authorized 
by the poultry club. ln: George routledge and Sons 1867, 1st ed. 
illustrated by Harrison Weir. viii, 356p, frontis, and colour title page, 
27 of 28 colour plates [lacking plate facing p249 ‘White and Game 
Bantams.] Sprinkle of foxing, plates generally clean, grease mark lower 
corner margin p184 - 242. 28cms, original green and gilt pictorial cloth 
split down half of front hinge. $200 - $300

175 thomson, hon. geo. m. 
The Naturalisation of Animals and Plants in New Zealand.
Cambridge: at the University press 1922. x, 607p, neat owners 
signature front endpaper, light browning. 24.5cms, bound in original 
green cloth, gilt spine titles, vG.

176 turbott, e.g 
Buller’s Birds of New zealand [ Plus ]
a new edition of Sir Walter lawry Buller’s a History of the Birds of new 
Zealand.  nZ. W & t 1967. in original dJ and slipcase, vG.
2. C.a. Fleming - George edward lodge. the Unpublished new 

Zealand Bird paintings. nova pacifica 1982. dJ, fine.
also four other books on nature and birds. $80 - $100

177 von hAAst, julius 
 Geology of the Provinces of Canterbury and Westland, New 
Zealand.
a report Comprising the results of Official explorations. ChCh: “times” 
Office 1879. ix, 1 l., 486p, 9 l., of diagrams. frontis [fldg], 4maps [3 
fldg., one coloured], 9 fldg plates, does not have the mt Cook Hooker 
Glacier plate or the Skeleton of diornis maximus. 
21 cms, foxing and light browning mostly on endpapers,, glue residue 
front endpaper, bound in original maroon cloth, faded spine. spine 
ends rubbed and short split in cloth. $200 - $400

178 Weir, hArrison 
Our Poultry
and all about them. their varieties, Habits, mating, Breeding, Selection 
and management for pleasure and profit with Chapters and notes 
Historical, antiquarian, traditional, proverbial, Curious, instructive 
and interesting. ln: Hutchinson & Co [1903] in 2 volumes. Complete 
with 34 full page colour plates, illustrations in text and B/W plates. 
Originally issued in parts and this set has been handsomely bound 
in full red leather with gilt titles, a little light wear but a vG set. $500 - 
$800

179 Wright, leWis 
The New Book of Poultry
with 45 plates in colour and b/w by J.W. ludlow and the poultry Club 
Standards of perfection for the various breeds.
ln etc: Cassell and Co nd [circa 1900]. vii, 600p, adverts at end, colour 
plates, black and white plates and illus in text28cms, original maroon 
cloth blindstamped with gilt titles, cloth split at hinges, spine ends 
frayed. contents clean.
2. W.powell-Owen - the Complete Book of poultry. Cassell & Co 1953. 

399p, illus. 22.5cms, green cloth, shelf faded in a repaired dJ. $100

180 von hochstetter, dr. F 
The Geology of New Zealand
in explanation of the Geographic and topographical atlas of new 
Zealand by d.F. von Hochstetter and dr a. petermann. From the 
Scientific publications of the novara expeditions. auck: J. delattre 
1864. 113p, map of nelson inside front cover, two notations and 
clipping front endpaper. Browning, 21cms, red stiffened cloth with gilt 
titles, front cover and endpapers detached. 

181 von hochstetter, FerdinAnd 
Geology of New Zealand
Contributions to the Geology of the provinces of auckland and 
nelson. Well: Govt ptr 1959. xxim 3p, 320p, illus and plates, fldg map, 
fldg table. 25cms, in dJ, a fine copy. 
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182 bAnWell, d. bruce 
Wapiti in New Zealand
the Story of the Fiordland Herd. Well etc: reed 1966. 183p, frontis and 
illus. 24cms, dJ near fine. $80 - $100

183 beAmish, colonel d.W. 
Trout and Other Fishing in New Zealand [ Plus 1]
ln: George allen & Unwin 1953, 1st ed. 210p, illus. Owners isgnature 
front endpaper. 22cms, dJ, vG. loosely enclosed letter to dr Wade 
from maF Fisheries, regarding the size of a salmon caught in the 
rakaia river. 
2. O. S. Hintz - trout at taupo. illus by minhinnick. ln: reinhardt 1955, 

1st ed. ix, 186p, colour frontis, illus. Signature on endpaper. 22cms, 
dJ, vG. 

184 bell, WAlter d.m. [ 2 titles] 
Bell of Africa
with appendix on rifles and shooting. ln: neville Spearman & the 
Holland press 1960. xvi, 236p, plates, sprinkle of foxing on fore edges. 
24cms, dJ, vG.
2. the Wanderings of an elephant Hunter. neville Spearman 1986. vii, 

187p, illus. 24cms, dJ near fine. 

185 brAddon, sir edWArd 
Thirty Years of Shikar
edin & ln: William Blackwood and Sons1895. x, 373p, frontis and 
illus, fldg map at end [tear in margin, complete and clean]. exlib copy 
repaired and with library marks, complete. 22.5cms, original green 
boards rebacked with qtr brown cloth and original title to spine. Good 
reading copy. 

186 burrArd, mAjor sir gerAld [ 2 titles] 
The Modern Shotgun. 3 Volumes
vol.i. the Gun; vol. ii. the Cartridge; vol. iii. the Gun and the Cartridge. 
ln: Herbert Jenkins 1950 reps. all illustrated, 22cms, bound in blue 
buckram with gilt titles, vG set. 
2. notes on Sporting rifles. ln: edward arnold and Co 1953, 4th ed. 

dJ. vG.

187 chAYtor, A.h. 
Letters to a Salmon Fisher’s Sons. [ Plus ]
With diagrams and illus. ln: John murray 1948, 4th ed, 1st rep. xxiv, 
316p, a sprinkle of foxing on fore edge. vG in a dJ.
2. George Brennand - the Fisherman’s Handbook. trout, Salmon and 

sea trout with notes on coarse fishing. ln: Ward lock and Co 1951. 
Colour frontis, B/W and colour plates. brown cloth vG.

188 churchill, robert 
Game Shooting
a textbook of the successful use of the modern shot-gun. ln: michael 
Joseph 1955, 1st ed. 250p, illus. 26cms, original maroon cloth, gilt 
titles, vG, in dJ rubbed with short tear. $50 - $75

189 donne, t.e. 
Red Deer Stalking in New Zealand.
ln: Constable and Co 1924. xii, 270p, 2 maps [ 1 fldg], plates. 22.5cms, 
some foxing mostly on fore edges, original orange cloth with gilt deer 
and gilt titles, spine faded, a few light marks and wear. $300 - $400

190 donne, t.e. 
Rod Fishing in New Zealand Waters.
a description of a fisherman’s paradise with its teeming lakes, 
rivers and seas, the story of the introduction of game fish and full 
informations about sport, equipment, regulation of camping. ln: 
Seeley Service & Co ltd 1927. xv, 246p, plates and colour fldg map at 
end. [short tear where badly opened]. 22cms, original cream cloth 
with blue marlin and titles. light soiling to boards, one loose plate. 
$100 - $200

191 donne, t.e. 
The Game Animals of New Zealand
an account of their introduction, acclimatization and development. 
ln: John murray 1924. xviii, 322p, frontis, plates, fldg map, many of 
the pages uncut. 23.5cms, original blindstamped green cloth with gilt 
spine titles, dusty fore edges,near fine in a dJ spine faded, and split 
down hinge. $200 - $400

192 Ferris, george 
Fly Fishing in New Zealand [ Plus ]
Heinemann 1954. dJ, small chips vG.
2. John veniard - Fly dressers’ Guide. england: published by author 

1952. illis, signature front endpaper, dJ near fine. loosely enclosed 
colour leaflet “Feathers for trout Flies” by veniard.

3. rex Forester - trout Fishing in new Zealand. Whitcoulls 1979 rep 
dJ, fne.

4. rex Gerlach - Fly Fishing for rainbows. Stackpole Books 1988. dJ, 
vG.

5. ray Bergman - trout. ln: Hutchinson’s library of Sports and 
pastimes [1950].293p, plates and illus. Sprinkle of foxing, green 
cloth, near fine, dJ tape repair.

193 Fishing 
Five Titles
1. peter Goadby - Big Fish and Blue Water. W & t 1970, dJ fine. 
2. Jack pollard - australian and new Zealand Fishing. Spectrum Books 

1970, paper covers.
3. roy doogue - Hook line and Sinker. reed 1974 rep. dJ, vG.
4. david H. Graham - a treasury of Fishes. dJ, chips.
5. derisley F. Hobbs - trout Fisheries in new Zealand. nZ marine dept 

Bulletin 9. [1948]. paper covers. 
5. G. Stokell - Fresh Water Fishes of new Zealand. ChCh: Simpson & 

Williams ltd 1955. dJ, vG.

194 FitZgerAld, e.A. 
Climbs in the New Zealand Alps.
Being an account of travel and discovery. ln: t. Fisher Unwin 1896, 
2nd ed. xvi, 363p, frontis and plates, fldg map in back pocket [ map 
taped with adhesive tape along crease marks on verso, clean on the 
front with no losses.] Sporadic foxing heavier on some plates, 25cms, 
bound in original gold buckram with black title labels and emblem 
front board, spine lightly discoloured. $300 - $400

195 Forbes, j. 
New Zealand Deer Heads
ln: Country life 1924, no 116 of 500 copies. 37p, frontis, illus, maps. 
31 cms, bound in qtr cloth with papered boards. Some foxing on 
front prelims, else vG near fine. notes on red deer and wapiti heads 
exhibited at the imperial exhibition. Bagnall F571. $600 - $800 

196 hicKling, hArold 
Freshwater Admiral
Fishing the tongariro river and lake taupo. Well: reed 1960, 1st ed. 
illus, dJ spine sunned, vG.
2. Gary Kemsley’s taupo Fishing Guide. petone: lithographic Services 

ltd 1983. Small notation front endpaper. dJ vG near fine. 
3. W. Carter platts - modern trout Fishing. ln: a & C Black 1947. illus, 

signature front endpaper. dJ lined, vG.
4. G.K. prebble - “tuhua” mayor island. tauranga: ashford Kent and Co, 

1971. dJ, fine. 

197 lehmAnn, r.c. 
Conversational Hints for Young Shooters [ Plus 6 ]
a Guide to polite talk in Field, Covert and Country House. ln: Chatto & 
Windus 1894. viii, 114p, 32p of adverts. Foxing on endpapers, 17cms, 
original red pictorial cloth, vG.
2. W. mcCombie Smith - the romance of poaching in the Highlands. 

Stirling: eneas mackay 924 rep. dJ. vG
3. a.G. Banks - ‘a.G.’s’ Book of the rifle. ln: Jordon & Sons 1950. dJ, vG.
4. Brigadier J.a. Barloe - the elements of rifle Shooting. Gale & polden 

1958, 5th ed. dJ.
5. J.Wentworth day - the modern shooter. ln: Herbert Jenkins 1952, 

1st ed. dJ. 5. a.G. Banks - random Writings on rifle Shooting. 
Jordon & Sons 1954. dJ.

6. W.H.t. long - the Gun in the Field. ln: rober Hale 1948. exlib copy, 
worn.

198 londsdAle librArY [2 vols], - jAmes AndreWs 
Wildfowling
vol. xxix. ln: Seeley Service & Co, nd. 352p, illus. Owners signature on 
endpaper. 22cms, dJ, vG.
2. eric parker [et al]- Shooting by moor, Field and Shore. vol.iii. ln: 

Seeley Service and Co, nd. 22cms, Qtr cloth, lightly mottled. 



199 lYell, denis d. 
Memories of an African Hunter
With a Chapter on eastern india. ln: t, Fisher Unwin 1923, 1st ed. 267p, 
plates, sprinkle of foxing mostly front and back pages and fore edges. 
23cms, original green cloth wear at spine ends, with some fading and 
spots. 
loosely enclosed advertising booklet for hunting book by Seeley 
Service and Co. $100 - $150

200 mAsters, reAd [inscribed] 
With the All Blacks in Great Britain,
France, Canada and australia 1924-25. Christchurch press Co ltd 1928, 
inscribed by author on front endpaper. 166p, illus, original paper 
covers edges rubbed. G+.
2. Sir donald Bradman - the art of Cricket. ln: H & S 1942 4th imp. 

inscription front endpaper, 239p, illus. 25.5cms, dJ, vG. 

201 mAYdon, mAjor h.c. 
Big Game Shooting in Africa.
the lonsdale library vol xiv. ln: Seeley, Service and Co ltd, nd. 445p, 
plates. dJ. vG.

202 mcdonAld, john [editor ] 
The Complete Fly Fisherman
the notes and letters of theodore Gordon. ln: Jonathon Cape 1949, 
1st ed. xxix, 551p, illus endpapers, 24cms, original red cloth, gilt titles, 
vG. 

203 pArKer, eric 
Shooting Days.
ln: philip allan 1932, rev and illus edition. xi, 294p. 23cms, owners 
name on endpaper, blue cloth faded at margins and in taped dJ. 
2.C.e. Hare - the language of Sport. ln: Country life ltd 1939. xvi, 
192p, illus. 22.5cms, foxing on fore edges. 22cms, green cloth, gilt 
titles, fine and in repaired dJ.

204 pAscoe, john 
Unclimbed New Zealand [ Plus ]
alpine travel in the Canterbury and Westland ranges, Southern alps. 
ln: George allen & Unwin 1939, 1st ed. 238p, illus, fldg map at end. 
brown cloth 23.5cms, light marks and edge wear.
2. p. dickinson - Field notes for the Freshwater naturalist. dominion 

museum Booklet no.
3. 2. ivan H. Crowell - How to tie trout Flies. macmillan.
4. e. veniard - price list of Flytying materials. march 1954.
5. Safety in the mountains, a handbook for trampers, Stalkers, Skiers, 

mountaineers. 1963.
6. Shooters Guide to new Zealand waterbirds. 6. C.H. Kendrick - trout 

Fishing. auck: the Unity press 1948 [lacks wrapper]. 

205 pAscoe, john [ 3 items] 
Unclimbed New Zealand.
alpine travel in the Canterbury and Westland ranges, Southern alps. 
ln: George allen and Unwin 1939, 1st ed. 238p, plates and fldg map. 
dJ chipped at edges else vG.
2. the Southern alps. from the Kaikouras to the rangitata. [part 1] 

pegasus press 1956, 2nd ed. vG.
3. Over the Whitcombe pass. the narrative of Jakob lauper reprinted 

from the Canterbury Gazette, July 1863. W & t 1960. vG.

206 robinson, cAptAin ernest h. 
Rifle and Target
Cassell 1930, 1st ed. xi, 242p, frontis, presentation inscription front 

endpaper. light foxing, original brown cloth. 
2. W.H.t. long - the Gun in the Field. ln: robert Hale 1948. dJ.
3. p.r.a. moxon - Gundogs. ln: popular dogs 1974. dJ.
4. H & J van lawick Goodall - innocent Killers. dJ.
5. richard arnold - the Book of the .22. ln: nicholas Kaye 1962. dJ. all 

vG.

207 rollett, F. cArr 
Angling in New Zealand [ Plus 1]
W & t [1924]. 159p, illus and adverts. 19cms, blue cloth black titles, vG.
2. J.r. Harris - an angler’s entomology. the new naturalist. ln: 

Collins 1952. xv, 268p, illustrated and publishers adverts. Owners 
signature and some spotting front endpaper. 22cms, green cloth 
and in dJ, vG.

208 selous, FredericK courteneY 
A Hunter’s Wanderings in Africa
Fascimile of the 1881 edition. Bulawayo: Books of Zimbabwe 1981. 
455p, plates, 22.5cms, dJ fine.

209 sKues, g.e.m. [3 titles] 
The Way of a Trout with a Fly.
ln: adam & Charles Black 1949. 133p, frontis, 22.5cms, dJ, vG.
2. minor tactics of the Chalk Stream and Kindred Studies. ln: adam 

& Charles Black 1950. 269p, frontis, 22.5cms, dJ, vG. Owners 
signature front endpaper of both vols. 

3. nymph Fishing for Chalk Stream trout. ln: adam & Charles Black 
1939. 135p. 25.5cms, dJ, vG.

210 tAverner, eric [ 3 titles ] 
Fly-Tying For Salmon
the whole art of tying salmon-flies with details of the principal 
dressings. ln: Seeley Service & Co [1942]. 110p, frontis, plates. 22cms, 
original yellow cloth with black titles vG. 
2. the making of a trout Stream. ln: Seeley, Service & Co 1952. 140p, 

illus. 21cms, green cloth, gilt titles, vG.
3. introduction to angling. ln: Seeley Service & Co [1953]. 160p, 

frontis, plates. 22cms, original red cloth near fine. $80 - $120

211 tAYlor, john 
PONDORO [PLUS ]
last of the ivory Hunters. ln: Frederick muller 1956. 275p, illus. 22cms, 
dJ edge chips, else vG.
2. Big Game and Big Game rifles. ln: Herbert Jenkins 1958. 215p, 

illus. 22cms, dJ, vG.

212 thomson, joFF 
Deer Shooting Days [ Plus 1 ]
reed 1964, inscribed to dr Wade by author front endpaper. 166p, illus, 
22cms, green cloth fine and in a fine dJ. 
2. p. Fraser darling - a Herd of red deer. Oxford Univ press 1946. 

215p, illus and fldg map. 23cms, dJ, vG. $50 - $75

213 thomson, joFF [inscribed copy] 
Deer Hunter
reed 1954, 2nd ed. 194p, illus, maps, 22 cms, dJ short tear and small 
loss. vG. $50 

214 turrell, W.j. 
Ancient Angling Authors
ln: Gurney and Jackson 1910. xiii, 239p, 5 plates. 19cms, green cloth 
with decorative gilt titles, light wear and browning, vG. $60 - $80

215 WAddington, richArd 
Fly Fishing for Salmon
a modern technique. ln: Faber and Faber 1951. 205p, diagrams and 
illus. Owners signature on endpaper and light foxing on fore edges. 
22cms, dJ small chips, vG.

216 WAllAce, hArold FrAnK 
Stalks Abroad [ Plus 2 ]
Being some account of the sport obtained during a two years’ tour 
of the world. ln: longmans, Green and Co 1908. lacking p1-2. else 
appears to be complete. exlib copy in original green cloth, worn and 
damaged. Fair
2. major p.m. Stewart round the World with rod and rifle.
ln: thornton Butterworth 1924. 1st ed. exlib copy with many library 

stamps. in a qtr calf library binding. Fair.
3. lt. Col. p. Hawker - instructions to young Sportsmen in all that 

relates ot Guns and Shooting. ln: longman, Orme etc 1838. 
xxv, 549p, 16p adverts, plates and engravings. 23cms, original 
blindstamped cloth faded and worn, inside hinged broke, appears 
to be complete. 

217 WhiteheAd, g. Kenneth 
Deer [ Plus ]
and their management in the deer parks of Great Britain and ireland. 
ln: Country life 1950. 370p, plates,some foxing front and back pages, 
owners signature on endpaper. 25.5cms, green cloth with gilt deer 
head and titles, vG.
2. Jean m. linsdale & p.Q. tomich - a Herd of mule deer. a record of 

Observations made on the Hastings natural History reservation. 
Univ of California press 1953. illus, 24cms, green cloth red deer and 
titles, dJ, vG. 

3. John madson - the White-tailed deer. illinois 1961. 108p illus, 
booklet. card covers, vG.

4. Olaus J. murie - the elk of north america. U.S.: the Stackpole Co 
1957. 376p, illus, 23.5cms, dJ, vG. 
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218 WilliAms, A. courtneY 
A Dictionary of Trout Flies [ Plus ]
and of Flies for Sea-trout & Grayling. a & C Black 1950, 2nd ed. colour 
frontis and illus. Owners signature front endpaper, 23cms, green cloth 
vG, dJ torn.
2. t.e. pryce tannatt - How to dress salmon Flies. a handbook 

for amateurs. a & C Black 1948, rep. Colour frontis and plates, 
diagrams. Owners signature front end paper, 20cms, maroon cloth 
lightly faded, vG.

3. t.C. ivens - Still Water Fly Fishing. ln: derek verschoyle 1952. 
Owners signature front endpaper. dJ, vG.

4. major Sir Gerald Burrard - Flytying: principles & practice. Herbert 
Jenkins 1951, rep. Owners signature, dJ, vG.

5. e. veniard - Fly tying for the beginner [trout]. published by author 
[ca 1950]. illus 23p, booklet. paper covers, vG.

219 Wilson, mAjor r.A. 
My Stalking Memories
ChCh: published by author at pegasus press 1961. 137p, illus, end 
paper maps, 22cms, in dJ a fine copy. $50 - $100 

neW ZeAlAnd WArs

220 bAbbAge, s. bArton 
Hauhauism
an episode in the maori Wars 1863- 1866. dn: reed 1937. 96p, frontis, 
2 maps, 1 plate. 19cms, original green cloth near fine. 

221 buicK, t. lindsAY [ 2 titles] 
New Zealand’s First War
Or the rebellion of Hone Heke. Well: Govt ptr 1926. 4 l., 304p, frontis 
and illus. 22cms, dJ, vG. $40

222 coWAn, jAmes 
The New Zealand Wars
and the pioneering period. 2 volumes. vol.i. 1845-64 & vol. ii. the 
Hauhau Wars 1864-72. Well: Govt ptr 1955 rep. rubber name stamps 
on endpapers and title pages of both volumes. 22cms, red cloth, vG, 
dJs rubbed at edges and light marks.

223 duncAn, russell 
The Fight at Ruakituri
reed 1939. 19p, illus, card covers with laid on illus, light foxing and 
marks. G+.

224 gilbert, rev thomAs 
New Zealand Settlers and Soldiers or The War in Taranaki: 
being incidents in the life of a Settler. ln: a.W. Bennett 1861. iv, 220p, 
frontis, 5 plates, 19cms, Bound into 19th century full calf binding with 
decorative tooling on boards and spine, original title label. marbled 
endpapers with some superficial loss to paper where label has been 
removed, else a handsome copy.
Gilbert an Omata settler of nine years standing and a friend of the 
maori, described most graphically the opening exchanges in the first 
taranaki War around his farmhouse; the killing of settlers and maoris, 
the battle of Waireka, the destruction of his and other homes and his 
family’s retreat to nelson.  Bagnall2103. $300 - $500

225 grAce, morgAn. s 
A Sketch of the New Zealand War [ Plus 1]
ln: Horace marshall 1899. 171p, frontis, plates and adverts at end. 
lacking front free endpaper. Sprinkle of foxing, original blue cloth 
with pale blue titles, light wear.
2. Jesse page - among the maoris or daybreak in new Zealand. ln: 

S.W. partridge [1894]. 160p, illus, adverts, decorative endpapers, 
illustrated cloth binding near fine. $40 - $60

226 mAir, cAptAin gilbert 
The Story of Gate Pa
april 29th, 1864. tauranga: Bay of plenty times Office 1926, 1st 
ed. 50p, frontis, 4 plates, map. 21.5cms, original grey paper covers. 
reprinted from special issue Bay of plenty times 1924. 

227 mAori WArs 
4 Volumes
1. John Featon - the Waikato War. together with some account of 

te Kooti rikirangi. auck: the Brett pub Co 1923. 22cms original 
maroon cloth, light marks and wear.

2. t. lindsay Buick - new Zealands First War or the rebellion of Hone 
Heke. Well: Govt ptr 1926. 22cms, black cloth gilt titles, worn copy.

3. a.J. Harrop - england and the maori Wars. W & t 1937. exlib copy, 
worn.

4. K. Sinclair - the Origins of the maori Wars. nZ Univ press 1957. 
Worn copy.

228 mcKillop, lieut. h.F. 
Reminiscences of Twelve Months’ Service in New Zealand
as a midshipman, during the late disturbances in that colony. ln: 
richard Bentley 1849. viii, 275p, Sprinkle of foxing, sewing loose in 
one or two sections, book plate front endpaper. 18cms, bound in 
original green cloth, blind stamped with gilt spine titles, age worn. 
$200 - $300

229 sWAinson, WilliAm 
New Zealand and the War
ln: Smith elder and Co 1862. vii, 199p, 20cms, original green 
cloth,blind stamped with gilt titles, errata slip laid in at p1. 20cms, 
original green cloth blind stamped with gilt tiles. vG. $200 

militArY historY

230 A hAndbooK For soldiers 
Marching Songs
a Handbook of national melodies for our Soldiers in Camp, in Barracks 
- or on the march. together with tommies’ and Sammies’ tunes.  Well: 
the national Committee of the y.m.C.a. 64p, original paper covers, 
with small chips to spine. 

231 AnnAbell, n. 
Official History of the New Zealand Engineers
during the Great War 1914-1919. a record of the work carried out by 
the Field Companies, Field troops, Signal troop, and Wireless troops, 
during the operations in Samoa [1914-15]; egypt. Gallipoli, Sinai, and 
palestine [1914-1918]; France, Belgium and Germany [1916-1919], and 
mesopotamia [1916-1918]. Wanganui: evans,Cobb & Sharpe 1927. 6 
p.l., 314p, maps and plates. Owners signature front endpaper, 22cms, 
brown cloth with black titles, vG. $150- $200

232 Anon, [plus ship board journal] 
Standing Orders of 1st Battalion the Wellington Regiment.
[City of Wellington’s Own]. lnakshear ptg Co, nd. 55p, plan at end. 
21cms, original textured cloth boards, rust at staples.
2. the Fag end. an Unofficial Journal pf the Fortieth reinforcement. 

n.Z.e.F. H.m.t. “tahiti”, august 1918. 38p, illustrated with 
silhouettes. Foxing and rust at staples, original paper covers, chips 
and tears. 

233 Austin, lieut.-col. W.s. 
The Official History of the New Zealand
rifle Brigade [ the earl of liverpool’s Own]. Well: l.t. Watkins 1924. xx, 
587p, frontis [port] plates and maps including 11 fldg maps at end. 
light browning and fingermarks, 22cms, original green decorative 
with black titles, showing wear. loosely enclosed Souvenir
programes [2] for nZrB dinner at Soldiers Club room, Gore July 30th 
1938. $200

234 brAithWAite, joseph 
Fourth Contingent New Zealand Rough Riders
From Otago and Southland march 1900. dn: Joseph Braithwaite 
[1900]. Unpaginated, images throughout, portraits, group images and 
images of the preparations for the Boer War. Oblong 19cms x 27cms, 
original pictorial card covers browning and losses to lower corner and 
first page. 



246 militArY neWspApers, (bundle ) 
N.Z.E.F. Times [ Plus others ]
Six issues, december 20, 1943; march 6, 1944; may 22, 1944; Christmas 
1944; may 7, 1945; august 13, 1945.
2. the Stars and Stripes mediterranean. 2 issues Feb 14, 1944 and 

march 4, 1944; 
3. the Union Jack. 3 issues, Feb 16, 1944; august 13, 1945; Feb 14, 

1944.
4. eighth army news. 2 issues, dec 12, 1943 and dec 18, 1944
5. the Crusader. 3 issues, dec 12, 1943; Oct 1, 1944 and dec 17, 1944.
Condition variable with short tears and chips. 
also: minhinnick’s Cartoons and “Old Soldier Sam” 1946. edges rubbed 
and light soiling. $100 - 200

247 montgomerY oF, AlAmein [ signed ] 
Scrapbook
a scrapbook of 77p titled inside the front cover “montgomery of 
alamein” with his signature and date ‘montgomery of alamein 30-
7-47’ in pen. the album consists of war time newspaper clippings. 
32.5cms bound into full home made, tooled leather covers. $200

248 moorheAd, murrAY 
First and Strong
the Wellington West Coast and taranaki regimental Story.
auck: published by author with assitance of nZ lottery Grants Board. 
362p, illustrated throughout. inscription front endpaper. 30cms, dJ 
short tears, vG. $60 - $80

249 neill, j.c. 
The New Zealand Tunnelling Company 1915-1919.
[late lieut. n.Z. tunnelling Company]. auck etc: W & t 1922. 1 p.l., iv, 
159p, [1]p, illis, 4 fldg maps, diagrams. 19cms, original brown cloth, 
black titles, vG, dJ in archival cover [neat tape repairs]. $250 - $300

250 nicol, sergt. c.g. 
The Story of Two Campaigns
Official War History of the auckland mounted rifles regiment 1914-
1919. auck: Wilson & Horton 1921. 4p.l, 265p, [1]p, plates, 4 fldg maps 
at end. Owners name and rubber stamp front end paper, browning 
front endpaper. 22cms, original red textured cloth with black titles, 
spine lightly faded, vG. $200

251 poWles, lieut-col.c. guY 
The New Zealanders in Sinai and Palestine
auck etc: W & t 1922. iv, 284p, frontis, plates and maps including fldg 
maps. 22,5cms, original decorative beig cloth with black titles. dJ 
discoloured and short tears. $40 - $60

252 rhind, bettY [compiler] 
He Maharatanga [ Plus ephemera []
[in memory of ] the new Zealanders. Who fought and died in the 
Gallipoli campaign of the Great War. ln: Simpkin, marshall, Hamilton 
lent and Co [1916]. 27p, decorative headings and black pages at end 
for cuttings.21.5cms, paper covers, yapp edges and laid on illus in 
original envelope, near fine.
2. W.W.1 envelope with stamp and postmark. nZ Featherston military 

Camp ; Four invitations to the 13th Battery & 10th Field ambulance 
Ball and card evenings in Greytown dated august 12 and 
november 13th 1942 ; letter and envelope ymCa on active service 
dated 20th august 1945 ; St John’s ambulance Kings appeal 
badge, October 20th, 1916. $100

253 shAdbolt, mAurice [2 titles] 
Once on Chunuk Bair
H & S 1992 rep. 106p, illus. paper covers, fine.
2. voices of Gallipoli. auck: david ling 2001 rep. 123p, illus. paper 

covers, fine.

254 smith, stephen john 
The Samoa [N.Z.] Expeditionary Force 1914-1915
Well: Ferguson & Osborn ltd 1924. 218p, frontis, plates and ports, 
maps. 22.5cms, original grey cloth with black titles, stain on front 
board and spine discoloured and ends worn. $400 - $500

255 steWArt, col. h. 
The New Zealand Division 1916 - 1919 [ Plus 1]
a popular History Based on Official records. auck etc: W & t 1921. xv, 
634p, frontis, plates and maps. 22.5cms, original beige cloth, mottled, 
in dJ tears with some losses. 
2. major Fred Waite - the new Zealanders at Gallipoli. auck: W & 

t 1921. xix, 330p, plates and maps. 22.5cms, original decorative 
cloth, vG in dJ discoloured and chips. 

3. lieut H.t.B. drew the War effort of new Zealand. W & t 1923. xxii, 
276p, illus, maps. exlib copy with library marks. $80 - $100

235 briscoe moore, A. 
The Mounted Riflemen in Sinai and Palestine
the Story of new Zealand’s Crusaders. auck etc: W & t 1920. 175p, 
frontis, plates, advert at end. rubberstamps for H.B. & e.C. aero Club 
and signatures nn prelim. Bound in original brown papercovers with 
yapp edges and laid on illustration, wear at edges. $150

236 bYrne, lieut A.e. 
Official History of the Otago Regiment
in the Great War 1914-1918. Second edition, dn: J. Wilkie and Co 
[1921]. 8 p.l., 407p, frontis, plates and 11 fldg maps. neat owners 
signature on fixed endpaper, 22cms, dark blue cloth, spine 
discoloured else vG. 

237 bYrne, lieut. j.r. 
New Zealand Artillery in the Field 1914-18
auck etc: W & t 1922. xii, 314p, plates and fldg maps. Owners 
signature front endpaper. 22.5cm bound in original dark blue cloth 
with gilt monogram front board, worn and mottled, binding tight. 
$80 - $100

238 crAmm, richArd 
The First Five Hundred
Being a historical sketch of the military operations of the 
newfoundland regiment in Gallipoli and on the Western Front during 
the Great War [1914-1918] together with the individual military 
records and photographs where obtainable of the men of the first 
contingent, known as “the First Five Hundred”, or “the Blue puttees”. 
ny: C.F. Williams nd, ca 1921. 315p, group photos and portraits, maps 
including 1 fldg. 26cms, original black cloth with gilt titles and deer 
head front boards, spine titles faded. vG. rare. $200 - $400

239 cunninghAm W.h, treAdWell W.h. & hAnnA A.s. 
The Wellington Regiment N.Z.E.F. 1914-1919
Well: Ferguson and Osborn ltd 1928. xii, 399p, 2 fldg maps and one 
fldg table [ torn where badly opened, no loss]. Signature front end 
paper, 22cms, original black cloth with gilt and in a torn dJ with loss 
vG copy. $250 - $300

240 Ferguson, cAptAin dAvid 
The History of the Canterbury Regiment,
n.Z.e.F. 1914 - 1919. auck: W & t 1921. vii, 5p, 364p, frontis [port], ports 
and fldg maps, 23cms, original brown cloth with red and blue stripes, 
cloth mottled else vG. $80 - $100

241 Field, hArrY 
A History of the Northland Regiment
Unity press 1960. 122p, illus. “pour devoir” at head of title. inscribed 
on endpapers, text block coming loose from binding where glue has 
cracked, browning and some foxing. Binding complete with wear at 
extremities. 

242 hAll, d.o.W. 
The New Zealanders in South Africa.
War History Branch. Well” dia 1949. xvi, 1 p.l., 97p, complete with 
plates and fldg maps. Sprinkle of foxing on endpapers and small 
ammount of insect damage to back free endpaper. 22cms, original red 
cloth with black titles, wear to lower edge and light marks. $60

243 hArding, WilliAm 
War in South Africa and the Dark Continent.
From Savagery to Civilization. the strange story of a weird world 
from the earliest ages to the present, including the war with the 
Boers. Chicago: the dominion Co [1899]. 534p, illus, fldg map. paper 
browned, 2.5cms, bound in blindstamped black leather with gilt titles, 
split to front hinge. 

244 hArle, jAmes g 
With the Fourth New Zealand Rough Riders
dn: Odt and Witness 1906. 200p, frontis [fldg plate with neat tape 
repair]. plates. 21.5cms, rebound in blue cloth boards, gilt spine titles, 
vG. $100 - $200

245 luxFord, mAjor j.h. 
With the Machine Gunners in France and Palestine.
the Official History of the new Zealand machine Gun Corps in the 
Great War 1914-1918. auck etc; W & t 1923. 255p, frontis, maps and 
plates including fldg maps. name front fixed endpaper blacked out. 
22cms, original red cloth with black titles, light marks, vG. $200 - $250



256 the greAt WAr, 1914-1918 
New Zealand Expeditionary Force
roll of Honour. Well: Govt ptr 1924. xviii, 1 l., 358p. 23.5cms, bound in 
original purple papered boards with silver titles, spine faded and small 
chips and splits it the paper at spine ends. 

257 the sphere, - World WAr 1 
An illustrated Newspaper for the Home.
a long run of 16 bound folio volumes covering W.W.1 from volume 
59. no. 767, October 3rd 1914 to volume. 74. September 28th 1918. 
during W.W. 1. the weekly issues were called “war numbers” it covered 
home and foreign events, the latter in particular detail for its targeted 
British readers in the Colonies. it covers W.W. 1 in graphic pictorial 
detail. 
nine are bound in red cloth with elaborate decorative gilt titles and 
illustration, six are bound in dark blue cloth and one in pale blue with 
the same decorative covers blocked in black. Some wear at spine 
ends, condition if vG. $1000 - $2000 

mAori

258 AoterAngi, WirihAnA 
Fragments of Ancient Maori History
[Chief of the ngatitahinga, tribe of raglan]. auck: Champtaloup & 
edmiston 1923. 23p, 21.5cms, grey paper paper covers, black titles, vG.

259 best, elsdon [ plus 6 booklets ] 
The Whare Kohanga [The “Nest House”]
and its lore. Well: Govt ptr 1929; 72p, [1] l.,of adverts. 25cms, bound in 
original decorative blue cloth with black titles. 
also dominion monographs no’s 1 - 6. maori myth and religion; 
Spiritual and mental Concepts of the maori; the astronomical 
Knowledge of the maori; the maori division of time; polynesian 
voyagers; the maori School of learning. all Govt ptr 1922 -1923. all 
complete and in original paper covers and vG. $80- $100

260 broWn, deidre 
Maori Architecture
frpm Fale to Wharenui and Beyond. raupo Book 2009. 187p, plates 
throughout. 27cms, white boards and in dJ, fine. $40 - $60

261 duFF, roger 
The Moa - Hunter Period of Maori Culture.
Well: Govt ptr 1956. xix, 400p, line drawings, plates and maps, 25cms, 
red cloth and gilt titles, a fine copy in a vG dJ.

262 evison, hArrY 
Te Wai Pounamu. The Greenstone Island
a history of the southern maori during the european Colonization of 
new Zealand. published by aoraki press 1993. xxii, 582p, xxiii-xxvi, 
maps and fascimiles, 24cms, illustrated card covers, near fine.

263 gorst, j.m. 
The Maori King;
or, the Story of our Quarrel with the natives of new Zealand. ln: 
macmillan and Co 1864. x, [1]l., 409p, frontis [fldg map of Waikato to 
illustrate “the maori King”]. Some foxing mostly front and back pages. 
19cms, bound in original pebble maroon cloth, rubbed at edges and 
wear spine ends, G+ copy. 

264 greenWood, WilliAm 
Iconography of Te Kooti Rikirangi
J.p.S. memoir no. 21 1942. p1 -14, plates and fascimile. 25cms, bound 
into maroon cloth boards, fine. $50 

265 greY, george 
Polynesian Mythology
and ancient traditional History of the new Zealand race. ln: John 
murray 1855. xiii, 3p, 333p, 1 l., contemporary inscription and owners 
signatures. Hinges loose and browning, 20.5cms, original green cloth, 
blind stamped with gilt, faded and worn spine ends and corners. $50 
- $100

266 gudgeon, thos WAYth 
The History and Doings of the Maoris
From the year 1820 to the Signing pf the treaty of Waitangi 1840. 
auck: H. Brett 1885. 225p. p[95] - 255 is: maori customs and 
superstitions by John White. 22cms, browning, original brown cloth 
with black and gilt titles. light soiling.

267 hAmilton, Augustus 
Maori Art
the art Workmanship of the maori race in new Zealand: a Series 
of illustrations from specially taken photographs, with descriptive 
notes and essays on the Canoes, Habitations, Weapons, Ornaments, 
and dress of the maoris, together with lists of the words in the maori 
language used in relation to the subjects. Well: new Zealand institute 
1901. 438p, illus, ports, plates including colour. lacking title page to 
part.1. 32cms, bound in original decorative brown cloth binding with 
maori rafter pattern and decorative gilt titles, aside from the lack of 
title page to pt.1. a near fine copy. $600 - $1000

268 hAmilton, Augustus 
Maori Art [ V Parts ]
the art Workmanship of the maori race in new Zealand: a Series 
of illustrations from specially taken photographs, with descriptive 
notes and essays on the Canoes, Habitations, Weapons, Ornaments, 
and dress of the maoris, together with lists of the wordsin the maori 
language used in relation to the subjects. Well: the new Zealand 
institute 1896 to 1901. text fine, each issue has been rebound into 
appropriately coloured card covers with the original cover laid on 
and housed in a black cloth covered box with rafter patterning on the 
edges [ corner broken.]. $400 - $500

269 KellY, leslie g. 
Tainui
the Story of Hotorua and his descendants. Well: the polynesian 
Society 1949. xi, 482p, illus, genealogy table and fldg map at end. 
25.5cms, in dJ and near fine. 

270 King, michAel 
Te Puea Herangi
From darkness to light. Well: School publications Branch, dept of 
education 1984. 72p, illustrations including maps. 24cms card covers, 
fine. Scarce.

271 mAcKenZie, d.A. 
Myths and Traditions of the South Sea Islands
ln: Gresham pub Co nd. xii, 406p, colour frontis, plates, endpaper 
maps, sprinkle of foxing, 22cms, black cloth with gilt titles and maori 
club, some mottling else vG. 

272 mAning, judge 
Maori Traditions
auck: Free lance Office 1885. 24p, frontis [port], sprinkle of foxing, 
original paper covers, stain to front cover. W.H.S. robert’s, Oamaru, 
name inside cover. $100

273 menZies, j. h. 
Maori Patterns, Painted and Carved.
de luxe facsimile edition 1975, no.98 of 750 numbered copies. a plate 
from the original 1904 edition has been bound in to follow plate 28. 
ChCh: J.W. Baty 1975. Oblong folio, 35.5 by 45.5cm, in original papered 
boards with leather spine, small superficial loss of paper to the base 
of back cover, else vG in original soiled and damaged slipcase. $200 - 
$400

274 millArd collection 
Portraits of Tattooed Warrior Chiefs [ Plus ]
of new Zealand. the millard Collection, auckland 1942. 10 sepia toned 
images of maori Chiefs by e.r. millard. 28.5cms, original cream paper 
covers, vG.
2. maori paintings by Gottfried lindauer. edited by J.C. Graham. 

pictures from the partridge Collection of paintings auckland art 
Gallery. Honolulu: east-West Center press 1965.117p, 24.5cms, dJ, 
vG.

3. W.J. phillips - maori Carving illustrated. reed 1955. illustrated card 
covered booklet. 

275 pAi, rongoA [pseud] 
Ratana; The Miracle Man
the Story of his life; the record of his miracles. auck: Geddis and 
Blomfield [1921]. 46p, 20.5cms. Original decorative card covers yapp 
edges, rust at staples. $80 - $120



276 polAcK, j.s. 
Manners and Customs of the New Zealanders;
with notes corroborative of their habits, usages, etc and remarks to 
intending emigrants, with numerous cuts drawn on wood. in two 
volumes, ln: James madden & Co 1840. v.i. xxxiv, 288p, front, lacking 
map, and there appear to be two leaves missing 251-254 [there is no 
sign that these have ever been bound in. vol. ii. xviii, 304p, frontis and 
illustratrations. 21.5cms, both volumes with sporadic foxing mostly 
round margins, bound in original brown cloth, blindstamped and with 
decorative gilt, binding vG.

277 roberts, W.h.s. 
Maori Nomenclature [ Plus]
reprinted from the Otago daily times. dn: Otago daily times 1912. 
103p, double column. 21.5cms, original paper covers, spine chipped.
2. elsdon Best - the mythopoetuc maori. His Genius for 

personification as seen in his mythological concepts.
thomas avery 1922. 16p, grey paper covers, vG.
3. James Stack - a White Boy among the maoris in the Forties. reed 

1934. raupo series.pictorial card covers, vG.
4. david Simmons - JpS reprint vol.79. no.1 1970 - the Sources of the 

lore of the Whare - Wananga. 

278 robleY, h.g. 
Study of a Maori Chief with Moko
in pen and watercolour the image shows head and shoulders of a 
maori Chief with moko and the carved prow of a war canoe. 8.5 x 
13.5cms. $400 - $600

279 robleY, h.g. 
Watercolour
a pen and watercolour sketch of two tattooing chisels, a maori moko 
pattern, a Hei tiki and a greenstone mere with a maori pa. annotated 
on the back with a desciption of the painting in the hand of robley. 
8.5 x 13.5cms . $300 - $500

280 smith, percY 
Hawaiki : The Original Home of the Maori
with a sketch of polynesian history. W & t 1904. 223p, frontis [fldg 
map] genealogy table at end. 18.5 cms, Half cloth with cloth boards, 
gilt titles vG.

281 smith, s. percY 
Hawaiki:
the Original Home of the maori; with a personal sketch of polynesian 
History. W & t 1910. 301p, Fldg map and genealogy table, illustrated, 
18.5cms, bound in full leather, tooled gilt spine and auckland 
Grammar School monogram on front board. a handsome copy.

282 stAcK, j.W. 
More Maoriland Adventures. [ Plus]
reed 1936. dJ, vG. 
2. a White Boy among the maoris. reed 1934, fine.
3. early maoriland adventures. Oxford Univ press 1937, 1st British 

edition. Fine. 
4. alfred Cox - recollections: australia, england, ireland, Scotlans, 

new Zealand. ChCh: W & t 1884. Original brown cloth.
5. John miller - early victorian new Zealand. Oxford Univ press 1958. 

dJ, fine. 

283 tAmArApA, AWhinA 
Whatu Kakahu / Maori Clocks
te papa press 2011. 200p, colour illus. 30 cms, dJ, fine. $60

284 te porohAu ruKA te KorAKo 
Whispers of Waitaha
traditions of a nation. the Grandmother Stories. ChCh: Wharariki 
publishing Co. 334p, illu, 30.5cms, bound in white laminated boards, 
fine. $40 - $80

285 te porohAu ruKA korAKo 
Song of Waitaha
the Histories of a nation. Being the teachings of iharaira te meihana; 
Wiremu ruka te Korako; taare rewiti te maiharoa; perenara Hone 
Hare; Heremia te Wake; renata Kauere. ChCh: Wharariki publishing Co. 
311p, illus, 30.5cms, bound in white laminated boards, fine. $40 - $80

286 trAvers, W.t.l. 
The Stirring Times of Te Rauparaha [ Plus ]
[Chief of the ngatitoa] also the Sacking of Kaiapohia by the rev. J.W. 
Stack. Ch etc, W & t nd. 246p, illus, 18.5cms, red decorative cloth, fine. 
2. James drummond - John rutherford. the White Chief. the story of 

adventure in new Zealand. W & t [1908]. 234p, frontis and plates. 
20cms, original green cloth with laid on illustration, light wear, vG

287 White, john 
The Ancient History of the Maori his Mythology and Traditions.
Horo-Uta or taki-timu migration, in 6 volumes together with the 
scarce book of illustrations. Well: George didsbury 1887-1891. vol.1. 
[1887] xii, 182, 164p, frontis, 3 plates, fldg genealogy table [tear, no 
loss]. vol. ii. [1887], x, 196, 177p, frontis, 5 plates. vol. iii. [1887], xii, 
318, 126p, frontis, 10 plates. vol. iv. [1888], x, [3]-246p, 236p, frontis, 
12 plates. vol. v. [1888], ix, [2] - 272p, 174p, opinions of the press [3]p, 
frontis, 12 plates, map in text. vol. vi. [1890], x, 264p, 70p, opinions of 
the press [3]p, frontis, 12 plates. the illustrations prepared for Whites 
ancient History of the maori. Govt ptr 1891. 124 black and white 
plates bound with the original blue paper covers. all seven volumes 
in contemporary HC binding with pebble cloth boards, tooled spines 
and titles, marbled endpapers and fore edges. Some sporadic foxing, a 
very handsome set.
together with n.Z. Collectors monograph no.1. White’s ancient 
History of the maori by Johannes C. andersen. Beltane Book Bureau. 
$4000 - $6000
John Whites interest in maori history and language and books in 
general, developed during his 15 years of early life at Hokianga, before 
his first appointment as Government interpreter in 1852. Grey was 
sufficiently impressed with White’s knowledge to authorise a contract 
for the preparation of the history. Bagnall 6028, 6030

288 WilliAms, herbert W. 
A Bibliography of Printed Maori to 1900
dominion museum monograph no.7 together with the Supplement. 
Well: Govt ptr 1924 and 1928. Both in original red paper covers and 
vG. 

289 WilliAms, WilliAm 
A Dictionary of the New Zealand Language,
and a Concise Grammar; to which is added a selection of colloquial 
sentences. second edition. ln: Williams and norgate 1852. xxxix, 323p, 
19cms, bound in original blind stamped pale blue cloth with gilt spine 
titles, spine lightly discoloured gilt titles, vG. $100 - $200 

n.Z docs & mAori printings

290 cobb & co, ticKet 
Cobb & Co’s Telegraph Line of Royal Mail Coaches
mangatawhiri Creek to auckland. this ticket is available only for the 
day’s Coach for which it is issued; and passengers losing their seat in 
the Coach for which they are Booked, will not be forwarded, except by 
paying again the full Coach fare. Hand written name of James Fenton 
and dated march 18/62. Browning else vG. $50 - $100

291 coWAn mAnuscript 
Bishop Selwyns Visit to Te Heuheu Tukino
5p, of penned script by James Cowan narrating how soon after his 
arrival in new Zealand Bishop Selwyn went to re rapa, taupo to see 
te Heuheu, the chief rejoiced to see him and set about making him 
comfortable including directing his men servants to find a suitable 
“sleeping partner” for the bishop. at the end ‘note - this is G.F. allens 
story - and it is quite possible it was true. But the missionary family say 
te Heiheu would have known better. $200

292 greY, sir george 
Ko Nga Mahinga a Nga Tupuna Maori
He mea Kohikohi mai. mythology and traditions of the new 
Zealanders. ln: George Willis 1854. vi, 202p, in three parts. 22cms, 
bound in original maroon cloth blind stamped with gilt titles on front 
boards, cloth is faded with stains, but binding tight and unbroken. 
$300 - $500

293 greY, sir george 
Ko Nga Waiata Maori
He mea Kohikohi mai. Capetown: printed at pike’s machine printing 
Office 1857, [i.e. 1950]. 57p, 25cms.
in 1949 sufficient printed sections were located in the tower of the 
auckland public library to enable about 150 copies, with a special 
printing of p.57 from the proof copy, to be bound and sold by the 
polynesian Society. the work therefore although printed in 1857 was 
not published until 1950. 26cms, bound in original maroon cloth, fine. 
$300 - $500
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294 henderson, j mcleod 
Ratana [ Original typescript thesis ]
the history of the origins, growth and nature of the ratana 
movement, with reference to the adjustment of the maori people to 
their changing social environment in the nineteeth and twentieth 
centuries, some effects of the movement and the character of 
t.W. ratana the leader. an original typescript/ thesis submitted in 
completion of the requirements for the degree in m.a. in history in 
the University of new Zealand 1955. xp, 199p, includes handwritten 
notations and corrections, frontis portraait [t.W. ratana], Hand 
drawn and coloured emblems and sumbols of the ratana faith, real 
photographs including ‘nga loata e Wha - the Four Quarters and t.W. 
ratana, mangai’; the temple interior; the wife of ratana Urumanao 
ngapati; interior of Whare maori, the museum with objects of 
superstition etc, a list of contents, illustrations, glossary, bound into a 
contemporary dark red cloth binding with small gilt spine emblem. 
the manuscript differs from the version published by the polynesian 
Society in 1963, with 11 ink illustrations, 9 original photographs, a 
hand coloured full page sketch of the ratana sign and an ink sketch of 
the mission school. 
a highly significant work about the man who lay the groundwork for 
the current renaissance of maoridom and his influential religious and 
political movement. $800 - $1000

295  n.Z. government postAl historY, - thAmes & originAl 
letters 
Joshua Thorp & F.D. Bell [ 1857]
an early O.H.m.S envelope from office of the land Claims 
Commissioner, 9th march 1857 to addressee Joshua thorpe esp, 
together with a series of letters between Joshua thorpe and Frances 
dillon Bell [land Claims Commissioner] regarding land claims at 
thames, 16 letters in total 8 by Joshua thorpe, 7 by Frances dillon Bell 
and 1 from C.H. mcintosh. dated from 7th Jan 1857 to 1861. 
increasing conflict over land issues , Joshua thorpe engaged in a 
battle with the Colonial authorities over land claims which he felt 
infringed on the rights of the settlers by excessive concessions to the 
“natives” in land courts.
“Sir, i did myself the honour of writing a letter to you urging the 
settlement of my claim to land at Belmont at the thames, to which i 
have received no answer. do give me an answer. ”
Joshua thorpe was one of the first permanent european settlers to 
settle in paeroa near thames, he purchased land in 1839 pre treaty 
and it was subject to dispute, it was finally settled before the land 
claims court [case no 342 and 342a] in 1864. $2000 - $4000

296 neW ZeAlAnd postAl historY, - thAmes, & letters 
John Guilding - Joshua Thorpe
thames cover and letter to addressee ‘Joshua thorpe esq. thames, 
with 3 boxes and 1 bag sugar to the care of mcCaskill esq’, [ an early 
thames settler and neighbour of thorpe] together with letter from 
Jno Guilding written from Fort Street auckland and dated 25th July 
1845. 
With 10 other letters including 6 covers and letters all dated 1845 
-1846 with one dated 1865 all to Joshua thorpe. the letters include 
local information re the prices of produce and also news regarding the 
wars ‘Our army are again gone to the Bay and we are in expectation 
daily of an important victory over the savages’. ‘ another reads ‘the 
Governor has commenced hanging the rebels at the South, which i 
hope will be a good example. ’
all the letters are accompanied with typescripts of the contents.
Joshua was one of the first permanent settlers to paeroa, thames he 
arrived in 1839 purchased land at te Kouma Bay on the Coromandel 
peninsula & paid a deposit on a block of land between Komata and 
puke he named this land Belmont it was later the subject to dispute. 
$2000 - $4000

297 rAtAnA 
Ratana Movement
Four rare items. He paahi Whakamaharatanga ratana pa. te Hui o te 
Kirihimete te nu-ia. tihema 23 1929 - Heauere 1, 1930. invitation in 
maori to a hui at ratana pa to discuss whether the ‘treaty of Waitangi 
is alive or dead’. an attendence of 5,400 is expected. printed signature 
t.W. ratana, mangai, piri Wiri tua. 
three ratana church membership cards printed in maori. One issued 
to mereana epahi, 13 aperira 1925 & two others to Whakapae tamou 
1937 & 1938. Both with oval personal ink stamp of t.W. ratana on 
reverse. autograph hand written signature “mangai r.W.r.” in centre of 
stamp on 1937 card. [4]. $300 - $600

298 WilliAms, W.l. 
First Lessons in the Maori Landuage;
With a Short vocabulary. ln: Williams and norgate; auck: Upton & 
Co 1892. 97p, xiip. 16cms, original red cloth with gilt spine titles. 
Contemporary signature front endpaper, light marks, vG.

299 Yonge chArlotte m., [inscribed by sir george grey] 
The Lances of Lynwood.
ln: macmillan 1864. inscribed on half title ‘annie matthews with Sir 
George Greys love’. also has esther levins signature and date 1938. 
Original red cloth binding spine detached [loosely enclosed].
annie matthews [mrs thorne George ] was the daughter of Sir George 
Grey’s half brother and was adopted by Sir George after the death of 
his brother in 1861. $80 - $100 

Art

300 Architects drAWing 
Miss Horton’s House Remuera
Framed archtiects drawing titled at the top preliminary Sketches for 
House in remuera for miss Horton 1913. Watercolour sketch of the 
north elevation and the elevation to remuera rd. 45 x 33cms, some 
browning else vG. $200

301 AutogrAph Album 
Minnie Hyatt, Coromandel May 4th 1907
an album with minnie Hyatt, date and area expertly calligraphed on 
endpaper, and with approximately 70 l., most of them with entries 
on both sides of the pages. they include signatures, addresses,and 
poems and sayings, Officiers on board the r.m.S. Baltic and S.S. Suevic 
many with small proficient watercolours and ink drawings. 
they include two watercolors by robert pheney who is represented 
in the auckland City art Gallery one of a nZ bush scene the other 
manakau Heads, signed and dated. album measures 20.5cms, full 
leather binding with gilt titles, with wear at hinges. $200 - $400

302 broWn, gordon. h 
Towards a Promised Land. [ Plus 2 ]
On the life and art of Colin mcCahon. auck Univ press 2010. 210p, illus. 
25.5cms, dJ, fine.
2. marja Bloem and martin Browne - Colin mcCahon, a Question 

of Faith. Craig potton 2002. 271p, illus. 29.5cms, illustrated card 
wrapper, light marks, vG.

3. te maori, maori art from new Zealand Collections. Heinemann 
1984. dJ, vG. $60

303 clArK justine, & WAlKer pAul 
Looking For The Local
architecture and the new Zealand modern. Well: victoria Univ press 
2000. 206p, illus. 28cms, near fine. $60 

304 design 
Three Books
1. douglas lloyd Jenkins - at Home. a Century of new zealand 

design. Godwit 2004. 342p, illustrated throughout. 28cms, 
illustrated wrappers with satin bookmark. Fine.

2. peter noever - Josef Hoffmann designs. ny: prestel 1992. 331p, 
illustratedthroughout. 28cms, blue card covers, vG.

3. terence Conran On design. Conran Octopus 1996. 285p, illus. 
26.5cms, dJ, near fine. 

305 lloYd, trevor 
Alpine Sports Club Posters
two cards designed and painted by trevor lloyd for the alpine Sports 
Club inc both in ink on card depicting humerous camping scenes 
also another graphite and watercolour on scrapbook page, scene of 
people camping in the rain, inscribed beneath national park, “the rain 
it raineth every day” Shakespeare.
Some finger marks and chips.

306 mccAhon, colin 
Gates and Journeys [ Plus 1 ]
auckland City art Gallery 1988. 157p, plates. Smoke stain to top and 
bottom margins, else vG. loosely enclosed invitation to the Civic 
reception marking the opening, also clippinga. Oblong, 24 x 29.5cms. 
Black card covers. 



2. Hotere. a Survey 1963-73. dn public art Gallery & Q.e. ii arts 
Council 1974. illustrated catalogue. Oblong card covers, light 
fading, loosely enclosed letter of thanks re the lending of a Hotere 
painting to the exhibition. 

307 neW ZeAlAnd Architecture 
3 Volumes
1. John walsh & patrick reynolds - Home Work. leading new Zealand 

architects’ Own Houses. Godwit 2010. 335p, illus. 30.5cms, 
illustrated papered boards, near fine.

2. James ross [editor] - noel lane architect. recent new Zealand 
projects. 2003. vG.

3. Stephen Stratford - pete Bossley architects. nZ architectural pub 
2005. vG.

308 stAcpoole, john 
Colonial Architecture in New Zealand [ Plus]
reed 1976. 224p, illus, owners signature front endpaper. 25cms, dJ, 

vG. 
2. John Fields & John Stacpoole - victorian auckland. 139 images of 

photographs with titles. 28cms, dJ, vG.
3. peter Shaw & robin morrison - new Zealand architecture. from 

polynesian Beginnings to 1990. H & S 1991. 216p, plates, 29.5cms, 
dJ, vG. 

309 tAYlor, mervYn e. 
Engravings on Wood
Well: the mermaid press 1957. 52p with plates. light foxing front and 
back pages. 28.5cms, grey boards with red titles and in dJ, vG. $80 - 
$120 

mAps, plAns, prints

310 illustrAted london neWs,, dec 9, 1905 
The ‘All Blacks’ Against England,
the new Zealand victory at the Crystal palace, december 2. drawn 
by richard prater. Centre leaf of the london illustrated news with a 
descriptive caption and crease mark down the centre. Framed and 
mounted, 46.5 x 52cms. $400

311 AngAs, george French 
Volcano of Tongairo with Motupoi Pah [Plus]
From roto-aire lake. Hand coloured lithograph circa 1847 from the 
new Zealanders illustrated engraved by J.W. Giles.
image measures 24 x 33.5cms light foxing in the margins. 
also:
lake taupo and Waikato river, with tongariro and ruapehu. litho 
at nZ Graphic and Star printing Works; taupo moano, new Zealands 
largest lake. Christmas Bretts annuals 1927; tokaano lake taupo. Star 
litho printing Works; Sunset on lake taupo. H. Brett ptg Co, nZ Weekly 
Graphic Christmas no 1912; Untititled - lake taupo and tongariro, 
ngauruhoe and ruapehu. marcus Ward and Co london. Condition 
varies. $200 - $400

312 AucKlAnd A.A. AssociAion 
Motorist’s Road Map, North Island 1928. [ Plus]
auckland : automobie asscoiation 1928. 8 fldg maps, adverts, all 
folded in card cover, vG,
2. index map of new Zealand showing areas comprised in Strips no’s 

1 to 6 of Flying maps. Well: dept of lands and Surveys 1936. Fldg 
map on cloth and folded in original blue cloth boards. 

313 AucKlAnd engrAving 
Auckland [Nouvelle-Zelande]
vue du nouveau Quai p p 210. Framed original hand coloured wood 
engraving circa 1880. image of early Colonial scene with maori and 
Settlers auckland Harbour.14.5 x 24.5cms. $100 - $200

314 cAptAin cooK, ‘dusky bay” 
Schets van de Donkere Baai in Nieuw Zeeland 1773
dutch Sketch map of dusky Bay in new Zeeland. plate no. Xiv, 
copperplate map 21.5 x 39 cms [from plate marks]. From the dutch 
edition vol.1. of Cook’s ‘a voyage towards the South pole and round 
the World. ’ published in 1778. Clean and clear.
For six weeks Cook’s crew and their ship benefited from recuperative 
acitivities - smoking fish, brewing beer repairing sails and other 
damage as well as exoloring the complex fjiord. $300 

315 cooK, cAptAin jAmes 
Carte de la N.le Zelande
visitee en 1769. et 1770. par le lieutenant J. Cook Commandant 
de l’endevour vaisseau de sa majeste. paris, Saillant et nyon & 
panckouke, 1774. Black and white, 480 x 380mm, mounted and 
framed, clean with fold marks. 
antique map of new Zealand engraved by Benard for the French 
edition of Hawkesworth’s important work ‘an 
account of the voyages.  for making discoveries in the Southern 
Hemisphere’, first published 1773. the dutchman abel tasman 
discovered new Zealand in 1642: hovever it was Cook’s 
cirumnavigation of the islands in 1769 & 1770 that proved they were 
not part of the great southern continent. an important map. tooley: 
australia pl.21. $1000

316 cooK, cAptAin jAmes 
Dutch Oceanic Charts [3X]
1. Karte van de eilanden in den omtrek ran Otahiti - Black & white 

map of French polynesia with the tracks around the islands of 
tahiti by Captain Byron, Wallis, Carteret and Cook in 1765, 1767 
and 1769. plate v from the dutch text edition of Cooks first voyage. 
Untrimmed, 21 x 55 cms to plate marks. 

2. Karte van de Societeit eilanden ontdekt door luit Cook in het faar 
1769. - Black and white chart of the Society islands. plate iii from 
the dutch edition published leiden 1795 - 1803. Untrimmed, 30.5 
x 44cms, 

3. matavia Baai te Otahiti; Haven van Ohamaneno tte Ulietea; Haven 
van Owharre te Huaheine; Haven van Oopoa te Ulietea. Black and 
white chart, plate no. iv from the dutch edition published leiden 
1795-1803. Untrimmed 24 x 35cms.

all are clean and clear. $300 - $500

317 d’urville, dumont [ 2 lithographs] 
Voyage de la Corvette L’Astrolabe
two framed black and white lithographs from dumont d’Urville’s 
scond voyage [1826-1829], published in 1835. plate 234 ‘Celebes’ by 
laurent, 420 x 270mm and plate 227, image of canoes by Sainson, 410 
x 270mm. $200 - $300

318 delile, e 
Lepidium Oleraceum
Framed and mounted engraving of “lepidium Oleraceum” from 
voyage de l’ astrolabe. Flore de la nouvelle Zelande plate 35. Ca 1843, 
460 x 280mm. $250 - $350

319 heAphY, chArles 
View of Nelson Haven in Tasman’s Gulf
new Zealand. an original framed lithograph by t. allom from a 
drawing made in november 1841 by C. Heaphy draughtsman to the 
new Zealand Company. view from the first ridge above the beach 
showing a prefabricated barracks to the left and the tent erected to 
house the first settlers to nelson, a flag and several carts. 38 x 35cms. 
$300 - $500

320 hogg, A 
Chart of Cooks Strait in New Zealand
pubished by alexr Hogg at the Kings arms no.16 paternoster row 
[1775]. Black and white map of Cook Strait in the vicinity of Queen 
Charlottes Sound and admiralty Bay. 22.5 x 35 cms. $200 

321 jAnsson, jAn 
Polus Antarcticus [Third State]
amsterdam ca 1650. Hand coloured hemispherical map with notes, 
centred on the South pole to the tropic of Capricorn, includes 
southern parts of South america and South africa, and West and 
South Coasts of australia. Corners are filled with native scenes, 
including animals, birds, boats and a penguin. at centre of map: 
terra australis incognito, title and name of Joannes Janssonius in a 
cartouche, 43 x 49cms. $2000

322 lAurie, robert 
‘The Poa’ [Tui]
new Zealand’s rarest print. ‘ the poa [tui] From the bird which was 
brought from new Zealand by Captain Cook in his late voyage around 
the world, and which obtained of the Society of arts, a premium of 30 
Guineas - Sold at no.1. Johnsons Court. Fleet street and no 37 maiden 
lane, Convent Garden. robert laurie laurie del etc fec’. 
mezzotint printed in oil colours 360 x 250mm around the plate mark, 
[1776]. in fiine original condition as published.
 



the tui on the branch, its head turned to catch an insect, drawn 
from a speciman taken back to england by Captain Cook after his 
second voyage to new Zealand. it was separately issued in 1776 and 
is the earliest english print in oil colours, a process invented by the 
engraver robert laurie a young Scottish designer who seized on the 
excitement created by Cook’s first voyage to use the first tui seen in 
england as the subject for his newly invented process. the poa was 
the first print to be published using the new process for which laurie 
was awarded a premium of 30 guineas by the Society of arts.

this print is a rare 1776 first issue from the same plate as the specimen 
held by the alexander turnbull library, national library of new 
Zealand: Bequest of Sir alistair mcintosh, 1976. Our example appears 
to have finer and more detailed colouring to the plumage.

there are only around 10 known copies of the coloured mezzotint, 
with few in private hands. these include a variant later handcoloured 
version published in london by J. Sharpe in 1786. examples of the 
later 1786 printing are held by the mitchell library Sydney, ellis 
Collectopn. the British museum, and the rex nan Kivell Collection, 
national library of australia. Some copies are in black & white only 
and may have been run to test black inking. For a description of the 
technique and history of this print, see ellis e.m. and d.G. ‘early prints 
of new Zealand’, pp30-35. $12 000 - $18 000

323 levAsseur, victor 
Oceanie
pelissier editeur rue des noyers, 37 paris [1861]. description 
Historique Sur l’Oceanie. Hand coloured copper engraved map from 
atlas Universal illustre. Hand coloured marginal illustrations showing 
landscapes, local heroes, dress, ships in a harbour etc. 32x 45cms, vG. 
$200 - $300

324 lloYd, trevor 
Pencil Sketch
a pencil drawing of maori carvings, titled “Centre & Side carvings 
at tieKe meeting House. 34.5 x 15.5 in original mount and framed, 
browned and sprinkle of foxing. 

325 lottin, m.r 
Carte Generale de la Partie de la Nouvelle Zelande
reconnue par le Capitaine de Fregate dumont d’Urville, dressee par 
m.r lottin, enseigne de vaisseau. expedition de la Corvette de S.m. 
l’astrolabe Janvier, Fevrier, mars 1827
map showing the route taken by the astrolabe under dumont 
d’Urville in 1825 from just south of Cape Foulwind [West Coast of 
South island] past Farewell Spit into Golden and tasman Bays through 
Cook Strait and up the east coast of the north island of new Zealand 
from its Southernmost to nothernmost point. the coastlines visited 
are showm in detail. 28 x22.5cms, clean and vG. $800 - $1200

326 le breton, louis 
Port Otago [Nouvelle Zelande]
Framed and mounted original black and white lithograph of port 
Otago from voyage au pole Ssud et dans l’Oceanie, atlas pittoresque, 
plate 180. image shows ships in Otago harbour with whares ad 
natives and naval men in the foreground. 33 x 45cms. 
louis le Breton was on dumont d’ Urvilles second voyage to new 
Zealand, he visited Otago Harbour and spent four days there in 1840. 
$800

327 mAp 
Index Map of Manukau County, 2nd Sheet
Wilson and Horton 1887. Survey Office, auckland June 1887. F. Weber 
lithographer. percy Smith assistant Surveyor General. Shows county, 
parish and sub division boundaries. Oyster beds have been neatly 
penned in, in colour to show those, leased; surrendered; not taken up; 
not surveyed and recommended for natives; surveyed and surveyed 
and recommended for natives. 101 x 75cms, mounted on cloth a few 
light marks and chip at edges, overall vG. $300 - $500

328 mAp 
Waiheke Island
a paper map of Waiheke island showing Oneroa in colour.
insert in map reads “matiatia, Oneroa Beach estate. n.Z. insurance 
Buildings auckland. printed by Wilson & Horton, auckland, verso of 
map shows aeroplane images of matiatia, Oneroa and Surounding 
districts. 40 x 53cms, small splits at fold marks. $200 - $400

329 mAp, - AucKlAnd 
Auckland and Environs; Sheet No. 8
area shown is Onehunga and One tree Hill. Colour paper map 
mounted on cloth, W.t. neill, Govt Surveyor. 82 x 68cms Some foxing 
and and creases, overall vG.

330 mAp -, cArrington octAvius 
Province of Taranaki from Waitara to Oeo
Finely engraved lithograph map outlined in watercolour. Hightlights 
in detail houses destroyed by the natives since the commencement 
of the war. lands acquired for settlement, Blockhouses, military 
positions, roads and native pas. Signature of Octavius Carrington, 
provincial Surveyor, 10 July 1862, 52 x 41.5cms.
a rare taranaki land wars map by a member of a family of new 
Zealand Company surveyors. Carrington assisted his brother Frederick 
alonzo Carrington to lay out the town of new plymouth in 1841. 
$2000 - $4000

331 mAps 
Bundle of New Zealand Maps [ Paper ]
1. te anau to milford Sound. nZ Govt tourist and Health resorts. 

Showing the tourist Foot road from lake te anau to milford 
Sound. 43 x 24cms, short tears in margins, vG.

Condition varies with foxing and edge tears. 
2. Six paper maps - nZ Govt tourist Bureaux. nd, ca 1930’s.
 Southern lakes and West Coast Sounds; South Westland and 

Central portion of the Southern alps [2x]; portion of the West Coast 
showing the route from nelson via Buller, Hokitika and Otira Gorge 
route [2x]; Southern lakes and West Coast Sounds. 

3. town district of papakura. dept of lands and Survey 1925, Shows 
boundaries and the land sections. 65 x 65 tears at folds and loss 
from corner [no loss to plan]; 

4. middle new Zealand “districts under the public Health act 1900”. 
Well: dept lands and Survet 1904. Short splits at folds

5. rail, postal & telegraph map of the middle island new Zealand 
1889. picturesque atlas pub Co. vG.

332 map 
Urewera Native Res.
land as set forth in the “Urewera district native reserve act 1896” 
and the Urewera district native reserves act , amendment act 1900 
and boundaries of the various blocks thereof as defined by the order 
of the native minister made regarding the various appeals under 
the said act. Well: Govt prt [?1907]. paper map mounted on cotton, 
boundaries red, paper browned and chips and soiling to margins and 
folds 75 x 58cms, . $300 - $500

333 maps, upper Waikato district [x3] 
Plan of the Military Settlement
in the Upper Waikato district. military Settlements Sheets no’s 1, 4 and 
5. no publication details, ? by a. Sinclair, new Zealand dept of lands 
and Survey 1869. Sheet i. from taupiri in the north to Koromatua 
in the South. Sheet 4. te rukuhia Swamp in the north to Kihi Kihi in 
the South, many names penned into the various blocks. Sheet no. 5. 
Shows Cambridge and moana tua tua Swamp. 
all three are paper maps mounted on cloth, foxing and edge creases 
with small superficial losses. $600 - $800

334 oliver, commAnder r.A 
 A Series of Lithographic Drawings from Sketches in New Zealand, 
etc... 
dedicated by permission to His royal Highness prince albert. 
lithographed and published by dickinson Bros, publishers to the 
Queen, 114 Bond Street [1852]. Original buff wrappers, the front 
wrapper reproducing the title, 1p of descriptive letterpress, 9 
beautifully hand coloured engravings on 8 l., light and isolated 
spotting confined to the margins otherwise a very clean copy. Folio 
58cms, bound in brown half calf with gilt titles on front board.
a rare early new Zealand colour plate book. Oliver was Captain 
of the famous H.m.S. Fly, a royal new Zealand survey ship active 
around new zealand, australia and the pacific in the 1840’s. Original 
watercolours from Sketches in new Zealand are held in te papa, 
the alexander turnbull library and the Fletcher Collection [te 
rangihaeta]. the quality of the hand coloured engravings in this 
particular copy are exceptional.
ref: abbey J.r. travel in aquating and lithography. $10,000 - $15,000



335 plAn 
Plan of the City of Auckland 1865
Copied from the Government registration map. published by Geo 
t. Chapman, Bookseller and Stationer, auckland. the plan shows all 
the land blocks in the area bound by Karangahaoe rd and Symonds 
Street in the South, auckland Harbour in the north, mechanic’s Bay to 
the east and ponsonby road in the West. also shows albert Barracks 
and the military reserve, the banks, churches, schools and other 
institutions. 54 x 89cms, some browning and chips at fold marks. $300

336 sKetch oF the KoheroA, And mAori position 
At Mere-mere
the map shows the naval Camp on the mangatawhiri river in the 
South, and Kukutai’s pah and the Bluff Stockade on the Waikato river 
also in the South to meremere in the north it includes Koheroa Hill, 
the Whangamarino river and the position of maori whares. 
34.5 x 30cms, a beautifully drawn, hand sketched plan in ink and 
green watercolour showing the rivers and bushland. Small detail 
sketch of the hills and bush at the top edge of the plan. appears to be 
contemporary, no signature or details. 
the British invasion of the Waikato began on the 12th July with the 
first skirmish of the Waikato war taking place on 17th July 1863 after 
a brief skirmish the maori fell back to Whangamarino and meremere. 
$600 - $800

337 topogrAphicAl & geologicAl mAp 
Of the Special Area of Thames Goldfield N.Z.
drawn by G.e. Harris, topography by e.F. adams, Geology by Colin 
Fraser. Well: Govt ptr 1909. Shows Block 27, named streets for 
Grahamstown and Shortland, moanataiari and areas by gold company 
names as follows: day dawn & norfolk mines, dixon’s Consolidated, 
Watchman, Bonanza, Kuranui, Old alburnia, reliance, thames, Kuranui 
Caledonia, Waiotahi, moanataiari, trafalgar, Southern Queen, Halycon, 
may Queen and others. paper map in colour 70 x 66cms, splits alongs 
foldmarks. $200 - $300

338 vArtY john, - mAp 
The “Daily Southern Cross” Map of the Seat of War, 1863.
auck: J. varty, lithographer. map shows Waitemata Harbour, South 
auckland down to ngarawahia, maori paths, bridle paths and Govt 
roads, Shows sites of the following : pilot station, Whau lockhouse, 
Junction hotel, Harp of erin, native land, native cultication, Hewling’s 
line, Chisholm Bush, cavalry stables, youngs inn, transport Corps 
and Comps, artillery stables, Queens redoubt, te Wheoro pa, 
Bluff Stockade, redoubts - Koheroa block, Battle of 17th July and 
mission station - Kaitotehe. also gives maori placenames and some 
european homestead sites. 84 x 55cms paper map mounted on cloth, 
discoloured with small chips and losses to margins. $600 - $1000

339 Weller, edWArd 
 Map of the Districts Proposed to be Included within the Operation 
of the New Zealand Settlements Act.
[enclosed in Governors despatch no. 130 - Sept 3rd, 1864. ln: edward 
Weller. 30 x 30cms, coloured paper map, light browning, vG.
the new Zealand Confiscations took place during the 1860’s to punish 
the Kingitanga movement for attempting to set up an alternative form 
of government that forbade the selling of land. Confiscations, took 
place in South auckland, Waikato, tauranga, etc. Bigger confiscations 
took place in Waikato and taranaki. $300 - $400

340 Wilson, W.c. 
Plan of the Lower Waikato District
extending From Waikato and pokeno to ngarawahia. includes, 
foot paths, horse pathes, cart roads, settlers houses and native 
setttlements. also includes, Kohanga mission station, Queens 
redoubt, Kohiroa - site of the fight of the 16th July 1863, the Bluff 
Stockade etc. paper map 92 x 65 cms lightly discoloured splits along 
some of the folds, complete. Supplement to the new Zealander 
[1863]. $300 - $500 

bibliogrAphY

341 Andersen, johAnnes 
The Lure of New Zealand Book Collecting [ Plus] 
auck: W & t 1936. 118p, light foxing. 23cms, bound in an original 
quarter cloth binding, papered boards and original paper title label 
laid on. vG. 
2. p.H. muir [edit] - talks on Book Collecting. Cassell & Co 1952, dJ, 

near fine.
3. the literature relating to new Zealand. Govt ptr 1889. $50 

342 bibliogrAphies 
New Zealand and Canterbury [ 7 Items]
1. a.J. Hoppe - a Bibliography of the Writings of Samuel Butler. ln: 

the Bookman’s Journal 1925, no 97 of a ltd ed of 500 copies. 
2. W.H. trimble - Catalogue of the Hocken library. dn: Odt & Witness 

1912.
3. a.H. Johnstone - Supplement to Hocken’s Bibliography of new 

Zealadn literature. W & t 1927.
4. a.H. Johnstone - Canterbury Books 1847-1955. a Bibliography/ W & 

t 1956.
5. a.a. Smith - printing in Canterbury a History of newspapers and 

printing Houses.  Christchurch Club of printing House Craftsmen 
1953.

6. l.J.B. Chapple - a Bibliographical Brochure containing addenda 
and Corrigenda to extant Bibliographies of nZ literature. reed 
1938.

7. early Canterbury photography. the Centennial Collection. ptd 
at pegasus press. 8.James duff Brown - a manual of practical 
Bibliography. Geo routledge nd. 

343 cArter, john 
Books and Book Collectors [ Plus ]
rupert Hart-david 1956. dJ, vG near fine.
2. aBC for Book Collectors. ln: rupert Hart-davies 1961, 3rd ed. dJ 

near fine.
3. Charkes p. everitt - adventures of a Book dealer. ln: victor Gollancz 

1952. dJ, fixing.
4. douglas Cockerell - Bookbinding and the care of Books. ln: isaac 

pitman 1957 rep. vG.

344 chAmbers d, & sAndFord c 
Cock A Hoop
a Sequel to Chanticleer, pertelote, and Cockalorum being a 
bibliography of the Golden Cockerell press september 1949 - 
december 1961.  with a list of prospectuses 1920-62 and illustratiosn 
from the books. published by the private libraries assoc [1958]. 126p, 
illus. 25cms, dJ fine.

345 jAcKson, holbrooK 
Bookman’s Holiday [ Plus ]
a recreation for booklover’s. Faber and Faber, 1945, 1st ed. dJ. vG. 
2. Bernard J. Farmer - the Gentle art of Book Collecting. ln: thorson’s 

1950. dJ, vG.
3. p.H. muir - Book-Collecting as a Hobby. in a series of letters to 

everyman. ln: Gramol publications. Card covers, vG.

346 jAcKson, holbrooK 
The Anatomy of Bibliomania [ Plus ]
ln: the Soncino press 1930, no 326 of 1000 numbered copies. 2 vols, 
both in original maroon buckram, signed amanda thomson on front 
covers and front end papers else a vG set. 
2. John p. Harthan - Book Bindings. ln: HmSO 1950. 26p, with 60 

plates at end. 21.5cms, cream paper covers, gilt titles, vG. 

347 lAWlor, p.A. 
Books and Bookmen
new Zealand and Overseas. Original illustrations by margaret lawlor. 
Well: W & t 1954, no 393 of 400 signed copies. xii, 267p, plates. 25cms, 
book plate front endpaper, original maroon cloth with gilt titles, dJ 
spine sunned and small chips, vG.
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356 hoWe, K.r. 
Singer in a Songless Land [ Plus 2 ]
a life of edward tregear 1846-1931. auckland University press 1991. 
dJ, fine.
2. Judith Binney - the legacy of Guilt. a life of thomas Kendall. Univ 

of auckland/ Oxford Univ press 1968. dJ, vG.
3. michael King - Being pakeha. auck: H & S 1985. dJ, faded, vG.

357 KeYs, lilliAn 
The Life and Times of Bishop Pompallier
ChCh: pegasus press 1957. 415p, plates and illus. 25cms, bound in 
original cloth with title label and in torn dJ. vG. 
History of the roman Catholic Church in new Zealand and of Bishop 
pompallier the first Catholic Bishop.

358 rAmsden, eric [ 2 titles] 
Busby of Waitangi [ Plus 2 ]
H.m’s resident at new Zealand 1833-40. Well: reed [1942]. 396p, plates 
and maps. 21.5cms, light library stamps on title and flyleaf, maroon 
cloth, vG in a chipped dJ. 
2. James Busby. the prophet of australian viticulture and British 

resident at new zealand 1833-40. published by author, no 57 of 
250 signed copies. also inscribed inside cover to Justice northcroft 
by eric ramsden. 

3. anthony trollope - new Zealand. Chapman and Hall 1874. 166p, 
fldg map, lacking frontis. Book plate of Brian Wyn irwin front paste 
down. 

4. Samuel Butler life and Habiit. ln: trubner & Co 1878. 307p, owners 
inscription half title. 20cms, brown cloth, black titles, vG.

359 von hAAst, h.F. 
The Life and Times of Sir Julius von Haast
explorer, Geologist, museum Builder. Well: published by author 
1948. xxi, 1142p, illus, 4 fldg maps at end. inscription front endpaper, 
superficial silver fish damage to front endpapers, 25.5cms blue cloth 
wear at spine ends and hinges. G. 

mAritime historY

360 Anon 
 New Zealand Nautical Guide & Otago Almanac and Directory for 
1879.
Containing sailing directions for all the principal ports etc. dunedin: 
mills, dick and Co 1879. 263p, 18cms, original paper covers, vG. 
Cancellation stamp on title page. 
includes notice to mariners for, Foveaux Strait; port William [Stewart’s 
island]; riverton; Catlins river, molyneux or Clutha; port Chalmers; 
Waikouaiti river and Bay; timaru; Oamaru etc. $250 - $350

361 Anson, F.A. 
The Piraki Log [E Pirangi Ahau Koe]
or diary of Captain Hempleman. ln, ny etc: Henry Frowde, Oxford 
Univ press [1910]. 171p, frontis [fldg map], 7 plates, light foxing mostly 
on fore edges, 23cms, original green cloth, fine. $100

362 brett, sir henrY 
White Wings [2 vols]
Fifty years of Sail in the new Zealand trade, 1850-1900. two volumes, 
auckland: the Brett publishing Co 1924 & 1928. vol.i. 368p, illus. 
Contemporary signature front end paper, 25cms, original blue cloth 
with white titles, wear at edges. vol.ii. Founding of the provinces and 
Old-time Shipping. passenger Ships from 1840-1885. 259p, illus. light 
browning 25cms, bound in blue cloth with dark blue titles. vG. $150 
- $200

363 broWn & son, jAmes [publisher] 
Standards and Flags of All Nations
royal victorian edition. Glasgow: James Brown and Sons, nd [Ca 
1900]large framed colour plan includes, Flags of the British empire, 
Flags of the royal yacht Clubs, Flags of the international [Commercial] 
Code of Signals. Signals of distress, Semophore and Boat Signals etc, 
lithographed at the base with images of ships and sails. 57 x 63cm, 
light sprinkle of foxing, and fold lines, vG. $200 - $300

348 mcKAY, r. A. [editor] 
The History of Printing in New Zealand 1830-1940
Wellington House of printing House Craftsmen 1940, no 526 of 600 
copies. 249p, 3p index, illust, colour and B/W plates 29cms, half faux 
leather. Well: published by editor for Wellington Club of printing 
with blue papered boards, in original titled glassine wrapper, in 
original card box with printer’s label and with the original publishers 
advertising booklet. a fine copy in its original box. $300 - $400 

349 mcKAY, r.A. [editor] 
A History of Printing in New Zealand 1830-1940
House Craftsmen 1940, no 276 of 600 copies. 249p, 3p index, illust, 
colour and B/W plates 29cms, half faux leather. Well: published by 
editor for Wellington Club of printing with blue papered boards, light 
discolouration and wear, vG. $200 - $300

350 pArtington, WilFred 
Thomas J. Wise in the Original Cloth [ Plus ]
the life and record of the Forger of the nineteenth - Century 
pamphlets. ln: robert Hale 1946, 1st ed. 372p, frontis, illus. 23cms, 
maroon cloth with gilt. in dJ with tear and small loss head of spine. 
this is the first biographical and critical study of thomas James Wise 

who has gained immortality as the perpetrator of the most original 
and extensive series of forgeries in British literary annals.

2. William Harris arnold - ventures in Book Collecting. ny, ln: Charles 
Scribner’s Sons 1923. xvii, 356p,illus. 22.5cms, Qtr black cloth with 
grey boards, discoloured. 

3. Bundle of Catalogues and guides to Book values. 

biogrAphY

351 burdon, r.m. 
The Life and Times of Sir Julius Vogel
the Caxton press 1948. 236p, bibliography at end. 22cms, blue cloth 
with red titles, and dJ, vG near fine.

352 cArleton, hugh 
The Life of Henry Williams
archdeacon of Waimate. volume .i. auck: Upton and Co 1874. 
245p, xivp, frontis, 2 plates [1 mounted] 2 maps [1 fldg]. volume. ii. 
auck: Wilson & Horton 1877. 364p, lxxxiiip, frontis [mounted port], 
5 mounted plates, errata slip tipped in. 22cms, rebound in cream 
buckram with leather title labels.
‘Biography by the subjects son-in-law, written with the avowed 
purpose of vindicating Williams character.  ‘ Bagnall 980

353 cox, AlFred 
Men of Mark of New Zealand
ChCh: W & t 1886. xi, 237p. 19.5cms, bound in original red cloth 
with gilt portrati of Captain Cook and gilt and black titles, spine 
discoloured else vG.

354 elder, john rAWson 
The Letters and Journals of Samual Marsden
1765-1838. Senior Chaplain in the Colony of new South Wales and 
Superintendent of the mission of the Church missionary Society in 
new Zealand. dn: Whitcoulls 1932. no 506 of 1000 copies signed by 
author. 580p, frontis, and plates, maps. 24cms, sprinkle of foxing on 
fore edge, loosely enclosed corrigenda. Blue cloth, gilt titles vG. 

355 houghton, john 
Memories of the Life of J.F. H. Wohlers
missionary at ruapuke, new Zealand. an autobiography. dn: Odt 
and Witness 1895. vi, [1], 216p. frontis [port]. 22cms, bound in original 
buckram with gilt, vG. newspaper clipping loosely enclosed. 
“the most interesting missionary figure in the history of Otago is that 
of the rev. Johann Friedrich Heinrich Wohlers of ruapuke island, who 
was practically the only apostle to the maori in the far South. ”Odt 
14/3/1930. $100 - $200



364 hAWKins, cliFFord 
Out of Auckland
auck: pelorus press 1960, signed by author on title page. 199p, illus, 
22cms dJ, near fine.

365 illuminAted Address, - thames 
To Captain Alexander Farquhar
Captain Farquhar was Captain of the northern Steamship Coy’s p.S. 
Wakatere which travelled between thames and auckland. the address 
was presented to him by the people of thames and Surrounding 
districts for his services “We have pleasure in testifying to the 
high esteem in which you are held by the people and how deeply 
you are respected for the amiable and courteous manner which 
characteriesed all your dealings with the travelling public for the 
past forty two years.” He was a well known member of the Scottish 
community in thames. 63 X 49cms, signed by members of the 
executive committee and dated January 1914. 

366 reed, A.W. 
The Wreck of the Osprey
reed [1937]. 24p, illus, map. edition of 1,000 copies. 19cms, crea, 
paper wrappers with pictorial onlay. Book plate of W.p. Clifford. vG.
the Osprey was shipwrecked near Hokianga in 1846. 

367 rhodes, cAptAin W.b. 
The Whaling Journal of Captain W.B. Rhodes
Barque australian of Sydney 1836-1838. introduction and notes by 
C.r. Straubel. ChCh: W & t 1954. 122p, frontis and and illus. 22cms, dJ, 
vG. 

neWspApers

368 neWspAper, broAdsheet 
Rev Mr Volkner
new Zealander; Second edition, murder of the rev. mr volkner, by pai 
mariri natives at Opotiki. new Zealander Office, march 8, 1865. a rare 
broadsheet with details of the murder of volkner. also a newspaper 
clipping of a letter to the editor by morris levy, [Captain of the eclipse] 
and giving his side of the event. $200 - $400

369 neWspApers 
The New Zealander [10 issues] Plus
a royal Christmas card with an official image of Charles and diana 
on their wedding day standing between Queen elizabeth and 
prince philip. the card was sent to mr and mrs muldoon and has the 
signatures of elizabeth r and philip 1981. the white card has the royal 
crests and measures open, 21.5 x 30.5cms.
robert muldoon was prime mininter of nZ 1975-1984. $200 - $400

370 shipboArd pAper 
Pamir Press
published at sea 1944. a Bound volume of eight issues from vol. 1. no. 
1. 19th may 1944 to vol. 1. no. 8 august 27th 1944. 37cms, cyclostyled, 
ink pale on some pages, text is legible bound into cream light card 
covers with an image of the pamir. rare. $450 - $500 

polAr

371 Amundsen, roAld 
The South Pole
an account of the norwegian antarctic expedition in the “Fram” 1910-
1912. ln: John murray 1912. in 2 volumes with maps and numerous 
illustrations. vol.i. xxxv, 392p, plates and charts including fldg map 
at end. vol. ii. x, 449p, plates and charts including fldg map. Sprinkle 
of foxing, 23.5cms, both volumes in original maroon cloth with 
norwegian Flags and gilt titles, bindings worn and cloth splitting at 
hinges. $200 - $400

372 bAileY AlFred m., & sorenson j.h. 
Subantarctic Campbell Island [plus]
proceedings number 10. denver museum of natural History 1962. 
305p, illus. 25.5cms, dJ fine.
2. J.H. Sorenson Cape expedition Series Bulletins no’s 2, 6 and 7. 

the royal albatross; elephant Seals of Campbell island; Botanical 
investigations on Campbell island. Well: dSir 1950 & 1951. all in 
original cream card covers and fine. 

373 bellinghAusen, FAbiAn gottlieb von 
The Voyage of Captain Bellingshausen
to the antarctic Seas 18189 1821. Hakluyt Society issued for 1945. 
Second Series no. XCi. two volumes. vol.1. xxxp, 259p, vol .ii. viii, p261 
- p474, plates and maps including fldg maps. 22.5cms, both bound 
in original blue blindstamped cloth with gilt ship front boards and 
gilt spine titles, in original plain paper wrappers, vG, near fine. $800 - 
$1000

374 borchgrevinK, c.e. 
First on the Antarctic Continent
Being an account of the British antarctic expedition 1898-1900. ln: 
George newnes 1901. with portraits, maps and illustrations. xv, 333p, 
illus, 3 fldg [colour] maps at end. 32p of adverts. 22.5cms, original dark 
blue cloth with pictorial gilt and silver front boards and spine, gilt 
titles. Knock to top edge of front board and light wear spine ends and 
corners. 
in 1898-1900 Borchgrevink led the British financed Southern Cross 
expedition which in 1899 became the first to overwinter on the 
antarctic mainland and the first to visit the Great ice Barrier since the 
expedition of Sir James ross nearly sixty years previously. Wikipedia. 
$500 - $800

375 bYrd, richArd e. 
Skyward [Inscribed]
man’s mastery of the air as shown by the Brilliant Flights of america’s 
leading air explorer. His life, His thrilling adventures. ny, ln: G.p. 
putnam’s 1928. xv, 359p, frontis [port] plates. portrait inscribed “to 
S.m. Swan with best wishes, r.e. Byrd”. ? exlib copy, some erasure 
marks on prelims. 22.5cms, blue cloth with gilt titles, browning and 
light marks. 

376 cArricK, ro. 
New Zealands Lone Lands.
Being brief notes of a visit to the outlying islands of the Colony. Well: 
Govt ptr 1892. vi, [1]p, 71p, 4 plates, 2 maps. 22cms, original grey front 
cover lacking back cover, chips with small losses. 

377 huntFord, rolAnd 
The Shackleton Voyages [ Plus 3 ]
a pictorial anthology of the polar explorer and edwardian hero. 
Weidenfelf & nicolson 2002. Small paper owners label, 287p, 
illustrated, 30cms, dJ near fine.
2. Christopher ralling - Shackleton. His antarctic writings selected 

and introduced by .  263p, illus. 23.5cms, dJ near fine. 
3. m & J Fisher - Shackleton. ln: Barrie 1957. xvi, 559p, illus. Foxing, 

22cms, dJ vG.
4. Herbert ponting & Frank Hurley - 1910-1916 antarctic 

photographs. Scott mawson and Shackleton expeditions. 
macmillan 1979. dJ, vG.

378 joYce, ernest mills 
The South Polar Trail
the log of ernest mills Joyce on the imperial trans-antarctic 
expedition. introduction by Hugh robert mill. ln: duckworth 1929. 
220p, frontis and plates. 22cms, sprinkle of foxing mostly on fore 
edges, bound in original blue cloth with gilt titles to spine, vG in a 
repaired and tatty dJ which is mostly complete. $600 - $800

379 mAWson, sir douglAs 
The Home of the Blizzard
Being the story of the australian antarctic expedition, 1911-1914. ln: 
William Heinemann 1915, 1st ed. vol.i. xxx, 348p, 1p. lacking frontis 
[port] and plate facing p166 else complete, inscribed on endpaper. 
vol. ii. xiii, 337p, 1p, lacking plate facing p208 and lacking maps in 
back pocket. Both in original bindings with silver illus and gilt titles, 
cloth damaged in both volumes, small knocks to spine in vol.i. and 
and to top of spine and the top edge of vol. ii. reading copy. 



380 nAnsen, dr FridtjoF [inscribed] 
‘Farthest North’
Being a record of a voyage of exploration of the ship “Fram” 1893-
1896 and of a fifteen months’ sleigh journey by dr nansen and lieut. 
Johansen with an appendix by Otto Sverdrup Captain of the Fram. 
Westminster: Constable and Co 1897. vol. 1. xiii, 3p, 510p, frontis, and 
illus, colour plates and 2 fldg colour maps at end. vol. 2. xiii, 3p, 671p, 
frontis, and illus, colour plates, 2 fldg maps at end. Both volumes are 
in their original decorative cloth bindings which is worn, vol 2, has 
scrapes to the top edge and corners knocked. volune 1 has tipped 
into the front endpaper an inscription “to Sir Clement markham as 
a token of warm friendship and admiration, Fridtjof nansen, Feb. 13. 
1897”. $300 - $400

381 nAnsen, FridtjoF 
The First Crossing of Greenland
ln: longmans, Green and Co 1890. 2 volumes, vol.1. xxii, 510p, plates 
and illustrations, 2 fldg maps [colour] lacking map at front. vol. 2. 
xp, 497p, plates and illustrations, 2 fldg maps [colour]. Some foxing 
throughout both vols, 23cms, original bindings with silver illus and 
titles, both bindings worn, volume 1. spine detached, hinges fragile 
and back board detached from vol.2.

382 peArY, robert e. 
The North Pole [ Plus 1 ]
with an introduction by theodore roosevelt. ln: H & S 1910. xii, 326p, 
frontis, plates. lacking front free endpaper, bookplate front endpaper, 
some foxing mainly at margins, 26cms, original grey cloth with laid on 
portrait of r.e. peary, worn at edges. 
2. J. Gordon Hayes - robert edwin peary. a record of his explorations 

1886-1909. ln: Grant richards & Humphrey toulmin [1929]. xv, 
297p, 1 l., plates, four fldg maps in back pocket. 23cms, black cloth 
spine faded.

383 polAr booKs 
Five Volumes
1. roland Huntford - the amundsen photographs. ln: H & S 1987. 

199p, illus, 29cms, dJ fine.
2. Sara Wheeler - Cherry. a life of apsley Cherry-Garrard. ln: 

Jonathon Cape 2001. dJ near fine.
3. trevor Hatherton - antarctica. Well: reed 1965. dJ edges rubbed, 

vG.
4. lord tweedsmuir - Hudson’s Bay trader. ln: Clerke & Cockeran 

[1951]. dJ. G. 
5. George Seaver - edward Wilson: nature lover. ln: John murray 

1938 rep. Blue cloth, with title label, and gilt. G.

384 QuArtermAin, l.b. [2 tites ] 
South to the Pole [ Inscribed ]
the early History of the ross Sea Sector antarctica. ln: Oxford Univ 
press 1967. inscription by len B. Quartermain on title page. xx, [1] p.l., 
481p, illus and maps, paper cracked at back hinge. 25.5cms original 
cream cloth with dJ, loss to back.
2. new Zealand and the antarctic. Well: Govt ptr 1971. xix, 269p, illus, 

maps in back pocket. 25cms, dJ, vG. 

385 ross, cAptAin jAmes clArK 
14 Engravings.
Four colour lithographs titled andrew ross island; Shulanina, 
tullachiu, tirikshiu; Somerset House - transverse and longitudinal 
section; and plan of the ice House. all printed by Graf and Soret, 
published 1835.
also 10 black and white lithographs plates from Captain James ross 
- narrative of a Second voyage of discovery and research in Search 
of a north West passage. all ln: 1834 published by Captain J. ross. 
Condition varies. 

386 ross, cAptAin sir jAmes clArK 
A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern
and antarctic regions. First published by John murray in 1847, this 
edition published by david & Charles reprints 1969. two volumes, 
with maps and plates. 22cms, blue cloth with dark blue titles labels, 
light sprinkle of mottling in dJs, vG. 

387 scott, cAptAin r.F. 
The Voyage of the Discovery [ 3 Volumes]
ln: John murray 1953 rep. in a chipped dJ with short tears. 
2. Scott’s last expedition. John murray 1954 rep. in torn dJ. 
3. Sir edward r.G.r. evans - South with Scott. Collins nd. dJ chips with 

loss. 

388 shAcKleton, e.h. 
The Heart of the Antarctic.
Being the Story of the British antarctic expedition 1907-1909. ln: 
William Heinemann 1909, 1st ed. 2 volumes. vol. i. xlviiip, 371p, 
1p, complete with plates. vol. ii. xv, 418p, 1p, plates, fldg maps and 
panorama in back pocket. Complete set in a damaged binding with 
spine faded and detached in vol.ii. vol i. chips with loss at spine ends 
and cloth split along back hinge. $200 - $400 

childrens And illustrAted 
booK

389 brent, john 
“ Just Us” [ Plus ]
illustrated by Stop Wrathall. rotorua: the morning post printing House 
n.Z. [ca 1940’s]. Unpaginated, paper browned, full page colour plates 
and B/W illus. 27.5cms, illus papered boards, spine chipped and 
edgeworn.
2. isabel maud peacock - Sand playmates. illustrated by trevor lloyd 

nd. Original card covers with corner losses.
3. Brian Birchall - James the Captain Cook pig. Golden press 1976.
4. John Gaddsby’s Book of Beasts. illustrated by rita parkinson. H & S 

1984. dJ.
5. dinah Bradley - Grandma’s teeth. illustrated by Sally Hollis-mcleod. 

martinborough: alister taylor 1979.
6. ruth Coyle - the Sprit of the Forest. the adventures of two new 

Zealand children. auck: institute press.nd.

390 broWning, robert 
Pied Piper of Hamelin
illustrated by Kate Greenaway. ln: Frederick Warne and Co. nd [circa 
1900]. 48p, colour illustrations throughout, light browning and 
fingermarks. early Warne hard cover edition, in original papered 
boards with illus of children under a blossom tree with the pied piper, 
cloth spine, worn and split down back hinge. $50 - $100

391 FitZgerAld, edWArd 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
with an introduction by a.C. Benson. reproduced from a manuscript 
written and illuminated by F. Sangorski & G. Sutcliffe. ln: Siegle, Hill 
& Co, nd. Folio unpaginated, frontis and title page are printed in full 
colour and gilt as are 10 of the quatrains, some of the illustrations full 
page, the initials are illuminated in colour and gilt. Spasmodic foxing 
heavier on some pages, bound in cream buckram, with elaborate gilt 
peacock illustration, discoloured and spine ends and hinges fraying. 
$200 - $400

392 johns, W.e. [3 volumes] 
Biggles Sorts it Out
ln: Brockhampton press 1967, 1st ed. 184p, signature on endpaper. 
19cms, blue boards dJ edges rubbed, short tear.
2. Biggles and the Gunrunners. ln: Brockhampton press 1966, 1st ed. 

182p, [1] p.l., turquoise boards and in dJ, edges rubbed.
3. Biggles on mystery island. ln: H & S 1958. 192p, illus by stead, some 

foxing. original red boards and in dJ tears with loss.

393 Kipling, rudYArd [ 2 volumes] 
The Jungle Book & The Second Jungle Book
with illustrattions by J.l. Kipling, W.H. drake and p. Frenzeny. 
ln: macmillan and Co 1894 and 1895, 1st edition. some foxing 
throughout, heavier on endpapers. 19cms, original blue cloth, titles 
and pictorial designs in gilt to spines and front boards. First volume 
spine cocked and cloth split down back hinge. worn spine ends and 
corners. volume two spine discoloured worn at spine and edges, ends 
all edges gilt. $300 - $500



394 pop up, booKs [2x] 
The Voyage of Marco Polo
ln: Bancroft & Co nd [ca 1960], printed in Czechoslovakia. 8 pp of text 
and an elaborate full-colour double page pop up of marco polo and 
his entourage. 32.5cms, coloured illus card covers, vG.
2. a Christmas tale. ln: Bancroft & Co 1961, printed in Czechslovkia. 

8pp, and an elaborate full colour double page pop up of the 
Christmas nativity scene. 32.5 cms, coloured illust card covers with 
blue cloth spine. vG. $50 - $100

395 pop up booK 
Red Riding Hood
ln: Bancroft & Co publishers [1961]. Complete with eight colour pop 
ups and pull tab on front cover a few light creases but apperars to be 
comlete and working. 

botAnicAl And gArdening 
booKs

396 Anon 
Flora and Sylva
a monthly review for lovers of Garden Woodlands, tree or Flower. 
vol.1. no.1 - vol.1. no.9. 1903. ln: published at 17, Furnival Street, 1903. 
324p, colour chromolithographs and black and white plates in each 
issue. 33cms, bound in blue cloth with gilt titles. Book plate by maud 
Sherwood front endpaper. light foxing and wear, vG. $100 - $200

397 boWles, e.A. [signed] 
“My Garden” Series [ 3 Voumes ]
1. my Garden in Spring; 
2. my Garden in Summer;
3. my Garden if autumn and Winter. e.t & e.C. Jack london 1915-15. 

1 & 3 are signed by author and 1. has moderate to heavy foxing, 2. 
has a sprinkle of foxing, 3. endpapers browned and a sprinkle of 
foxing. all in original decorative cloth discoloured and edge worn.

398 cecil, mrs evelYn 
A History of gardening in England [ Plus ]
ln: John murray 1910, 3rd ed. illus, bookplate by maud Sherwood 

front endpaper. 23.5cms, green and gilt decorative cloth, vG. 
2. Gertrude Jekyll - a Gardener’s testament. ln: Country life 1937, 1st 

ed. green cloth vG.
3. t.W. Sanders - roses and their Cultivation. ln: Collingridge, 12th ed. 

illus, cloth.
3. Henry ellacombe - in a Gloucestershire Garden. ln: edward arnold 

1895. illus, red buckram vG.

399 curtis, WilliAm [ 9 volume in 3 ] 
The Botanical Magazine; or Flower-Garden
displayed:in which the most Ornamental Foreign plants, cultivated in 
the Open Ground, the Green House, and the stove, will be accurately 
represented in their natural colours. nine volumes bound in three, 
volume 1 ln: printed for W. Curtis at his Botanic - Garden lambeth 
marsh 1787, 1st edition, remaing eight volumes [ volume two to 
nine] by Couchman and Fry and by Stephen Couchman 1788 to 1798. 
324 beautifully hand coloured plates mostly by Sydenham edwards 
including the kowhai each with a page of descriptive letterpress. 
‘the first new Zealand plant to be illustrated in the magazine - the 
Kowhai, Soph or atetraptera was done by edwards and appeared in 
vol v, 1791 [plate 167].’ the plates are complete, crisp and clean with 
a little sporadic browning, bound in original leather boards with 
modern leather spines and titles, new endpapers. $1000 - $2000

400 eArle, mrs. c.W. [ 3 volumes] 
Pot - Pourri from A Surrey Garden
ln: Smith, elder & Co 1897, 4th ed. xii, 381p, sprinkle of foxing and 

light tide mark on top corner margins. 
2. more pot-pourri from a Surrey Garden. Smith elder and Co 1899. 

1st ed. ix, 453p.
3. a third pot-pourri. ln: Smith edler and Co 1903, 1st ed.ix, 453p. all 

volumes have three book plates of violet mar and Kellie by William 
p. Barrett [1898]; violet markham Jones by Hilda Wiseman; and ex 
libris plate unknown. all are 21cms, bound in identical HC bindings 
with marbled boards, gilt spine titles and flower motifs between 
bands, light marks and wear. a handsome set.

401 elgood george s., & jeKYll gertrude 
Some English Gardens
ln etc: longmans, Green and Co 1904. xii, 130p, 1 l., colour plates. 
Book plate front end paper, folio [35 cms], bound in blue buckram 
with gilt titles and lines. vG.

402 FrAnciA, FrAncois louis thomAs [attrib] 
Essay on Flowers
additional title - a Series of progressive lessons intended to elucidate 
the art of Flower painting in Water colours. ln: printed by Whittingham 
and rowland, published by t. Clay 1815. 32p, 12l., of plates [10 hand 
coloured ], sprinkle of foxing and some fingermarks. Bound in original 
red HC binding with brown marbled boards, boards rubbed and 
corners and edges worn, signature of may Jane Compton 24 June 
1848 front endpaper. $300 - $500

403 hArrison, joseph 
The Floricultural Cabinet, and Florist’s Magazine.
Conducted by Joseph Harrison Gardener to the right Hon. lord 
Wharncliffe, Wortley Hall. volumes iii, January to december 1835; 
volume iv, January to december 1836 and volume vi. January 
to december 1838. ln: Whittaker and Co., ave-maria lane. 14 
hand coloured plates in each volume [42 plates] black and white 
illustrations. light foxing and some browning on the plates, Book 
plate of richard reece on each volume and the owners inscription 
of tom e. West, Hawthorne nurseries, n.e. valley, dunedin. Original 
binding scuffed with wear, lacking 4cms from base of spine vol.iii and 
and modern leather spine on vol.iv. 
Harrison’s Cabinet appeared serially between 1833 and 1859, in 12 
monthly issues each with hand coloured plates. the journal contains 
articles on all aspects of flower cultivation, including lists of new and 
rare plants, with submissions from various gardeners. $300 - $500

404 hulme F. edWArd, & hibberd shirleY 
Familiar Garden Flowers
ln etc: Cassell and Co ltd nd, [ca 1890’s]. Five volumes in the series 
with colour frontis’s and coloured plates throughout all the volumes 
and b/w illus. 19cms, original brown cloth with light tan flowers and 
gilt titles, book plates in all volumes and browning on endpapers, a vG 
set. $100 - $200

405 jeKYll, FrAncis 
Gertrude Jekyll, A Memoir. [ Plus 1]
ln: Jonathon Cape 1934. 248p, frontis, illus. 20.5cms, original green 
cloth with red titles, spine discoloured else vG. Book plates of rachel 
Helen Ospovat and violet markham Jones on endpapers. vG
2. Betty massingham - mrs Jekyll. portrait of a Great Gardener. ln: 

Country life 1966, 1st ed. 195p, colour and b/w illus. 24cms, green 
cloth, silver titles, spine faded else vG.

406 jeKYll, gertrude 
Children and Gardens
the “Country life” library. ln: Country life and George newnes 1908, 
1st ed. x, 111p, frontis, illus. Book plate of Sybil Cox front endpaper. 
light browning front and back endpaper, 23.5cms, green cloth with 
gilt titles, light wear and discolouration. G+. $50 - $100

407 jeKYll, gertrude 
Colour in the Flower Garden
the “Country life” library. ln.Country life & George newnes ltd 1908, 
1st ed. xiv, 148p, adverts at end, frontis and plates. Sporadic foxing, 
bookplate front endpaper. 23cms, blue cloth, decorative gilt and titles, 
vG. $50 - $100

408 jeKYll, gertrude 
Home and Garden
notes and thoughts, practical and Critical of a Worker in Both. new 
edition [3rd impression] ln: longmans, Green and Co 1901. xv, 301p, 
frontis, b/w plates. some foxing front and back pages, 23.5cms, 
original red buckram, shelf faded, with decorative gilt and titles, head 
of spine a little frayed else a nice copy. $50 - $100

409 jeKYll, gertrude 
Wood & Garden [signed]
notes and thoughts, practical and critical, of a working amateur. 5th 
imp, ln etc: longmans Green and Co 1899. tipped onto half title 
an inscription ‘Gertrude Jekyll munstead Wood april 1st 1900’. xvi, 
286p, plates. Signature and book plate of Beatrice anne Herbert front 
endpaper dated 1900. 23c,s. dark blue buckram with decorative gilt 
and titles, spine faded else vG. $$80 - $100



410 jeKYll, gertrude [ 2 titles] 
Roses for English Gardens.
the ‘Country life’ library. George newnes 1902, 1st ed. xvi, 166p, 
frontis and plates. neat contemporary inscription front endpaper. 
23.5cms, original red buckram gilt titles, fading, vG. 
2. Colour Schemes for the Flower Garden. ln: Country life 1936, 

eighth edition. xvi, 159p, plates, 23cms, blue cloth red titles. 
G+.$80 - $120

411 loudon, mrs 
Instructions in Gardening for Ladies
ninth edition. carefully revised and enlarged. ln: John murray 1851. 
xiii, 343p, frontis, and black & white engravings, foxing on prelims. 
18cms, original green cloth boards, gilt illus, rebacked using most of 
the original cloth spine. Book plate front endpaper. $50 - $100

412 pAul, W. 
The Rose Garden.
in two divisions. Fifth edition, ln: Kent and Co, nd. 6 l., 324p, adverts 
at end, 6 full page colour chromolithogahic plates and numerous b/w 
illus in text. Original faded maroon cloth binding, blindstamped with 
gilt titles, rebacked using original spinestrip, new endpapers. $100 - 
$200

413 pAxton’s 
Magazine of Botany and Register
of Flowering plants. ln: Wm. S. Orr & Co 1841. volume the eighth. 
xi, 280p, 47 hand coloured plates including 2 fldg plates, woodcut 
illustrations. 24cms, bound in contemprorary HC binding with 
marbled boards, scuffed and with wear overall vG. $200 - $400

414 prAtt, Anne [ 6 volumes] 
The Flowering Plants, Grasses, Sedges and Ferns of Great Britain,
and their allies the Club mooses, pepperworts and Horsetails. ln: 
Frederick Warne and Co nd [1873?]. Colour chromolithographs 
throughout, all edges gilt and all lacking front free endpapers, some 
browning, heavier front pages and plates. Bound in dark green cloth 
with black, gilt and red decorative titles, all edges gilt, binding firm 
but spine ends fraying with short splits at some of the hinges. $300

415 rohde, eleAnor sinclAir [3 volumes] 
The Old English Gardening Books
new alpine library. martin Hopkinson and Co ltd 1924. xii, 144p, illus, 
2 paper title labels tipped into back page, some foxing mostly front 
and back pages. Bookplate, 24cms, original pale blue papered boards 
with cloth spine, discoloured, wear top spine.
2. the Scented Garden - ln: the medici Society 1936 rep. illus, light 

foxing. 22.5cms, original red cloth spine faded.
3. Gardens of delight - ln: the medici Society 1934, 1st ed. illus, 

sprinkle of foxing. 24cms, original green cloth, marks. 

416 sAcKville -West, v [6 titles] 
The Garden
1. the Garden. michael Joseph 1947, 3rd imp. Brown cloth.
2. in your Garden. ln: michael Joseph 1952, 3rd imp. Grey cloth.
3. even more For your Garden. michael Joseph 1958, 1st ed. Green 

cloth.
4. in your Garden again. ln: michael Joseph 1953. Green cloth.
5. v. Sackville-West’s Garden Book. ln: michael Joseph 1968. Green 

papered boards.
6. Country notes. with photographs by Bryan and norman 

Westwood. michael Joseph 1939, 1st ed. textured cloth. all vols G 
to vG.

417 urQuhArt, berYl leslie [editor] 
The Camellia [ Plus 1 ]
Sussex: the leslie Urquhart press 1956. 20p, followed by 30 full page 
colour plates with descrptive letterpress. Folio, Half cloth binding, 
faded.
2. ellen Willmott Warley Garden in Spring and Summer. ln: Bernard 

Quaritch 1909. 30 full page tones photgravures. Sprinkle of foxing.
Folio, green papered boards with dark green cloth spine, corners 
knocked and light wear. $50 - $100 

AntiQue booKs

418 bennett, WilliAm cox 
Poems [ spine title ]
84pp [ variously paginated] ; several versos blank; 19cms, bound in 
contemporary calf with marbled boards, some silver fish damage to 
endpapers only, vG copy of a rare item.
[Greenwich, the author?] nd, ca 1870. 
Handsome small volume without title page or any printers imprint, 
appears to have been compiled for, or by the author, consisting 
mostly of single leaves [occasionally two] each cotaining a poem or 
song, some with manuscript emendations. a few poems are printed 
in blue ink and five leaves near the end are folding, being printed in 
longer gallery-style. in all there are 41 poems and songs each signed 
[in type] at foot “Greenwich. W.C. Bennett.” William Cox Bennett [1820-
1895] was the son of a Greenwich watchmaker, and carried on his 
father’s business. He was a noted writer for the papers and became 
famous as a song writer, He published several collectiopns of songs 
including “War Songs and Song’s of Sailors” amonst others.’ Gaston 
renard. $200

419 jAmes, j.t. 
Journal of A Tour in Germany, Sweden, Russia,
poland, during the years 1813 and 1814. ln: printed for John murray 
1816. viii, [2] l., 527p, frontis, title page vignette and 17 plates some 
browning throughout, signature title page. 28cms original full treecalf 
binding with gilt tooled spine and morocco title label, lacking 6cms at 
base of spine, hinges worn but intact, corners and edges worn. $300 

420 mAcKY, john 
A Journey Through England in Familiar Letters
from a Gentleman Here to His Friend aboard. printed by J. roberts, 
for t. Caldecott at the Sun against St dunstans Church in Fleet Street 
1714. 2 l., xii, 214p, xliip of index at end. 19.5cms, bound in original full 
calf blind stamped, bound on 5 cords with gilt tooling and title label. 
19.5cms, small loss of leather at head of spine and hinges worn, but 
intact. 

421 mApei, cAmillo 
Italy: Illustrated and Described,
in a Series of views, from drawings by Stanfield, roberts, 
Harding,prout leitch, Brockedon, Barnard etc, with descriptions of 
the Scenes .  and a Sketch of the History and progress of italy during 
the last Fifteen years [1847-62] in continuation of dr mapei’s essay by 
the rev Gavin Carlyle. ln: Blackie and Son 1864. 168p, 64 engravings 
plus title page vignette. Contemporary inscription front endpaper, all 
edges gilt with tooling on the gilt edges, 31cms, bound in a red full 
leather binding with elborate gilt tooling to title label on front board 
and spine, a beautiful book. $600 - $800 

science & technologY

422 Anon 
The Handbook of New Zealand Mines [ Plus 1]
[with maps and illustrations] Well: Govt ptr 1887. in 3 parts, frontis fldg 
maps north & South island torn with loss, illustrated. 22cms, original 
brown cloth, worn at edges. 
2. thomson W. leys - Brett’s Colonists’ Guide and Cyclopedia of Useful 

Knowledge. auck: H. Brett 1883. 830p, illus, original cloth binding, 
boards loose and worn. $60 - $80

423 ArnAld oF villAnovA 
The Earliest Printed Book on Wine.
ny: Schuman’s 1942. limited edition of 350 copies. 44p, followed by 
fascimile of the editio princeps esslingen, Konrad Fyner, 1478. 26cms, 
bound in qtr cream cloth with red boards with decorative gilt. light 
mottling and in slipcase. 



424 cApe penisulA publicitY, AssociAtion 
The Motorist’s Paradise [ Plus 1]
the Cape peninsula and its Surrounding districts. South african 

railways and Harbours 1927. 112p, illus and adverts 2 fldg maps 
10cms green cloth with laid on illus. vG. 

2. John r. Bond - Sports Cars in action. Henry Holt and Co 1954. 254p, 
illus, 28.5cms, black cloth.

3. a.p. Bradley & michael Burn Wheels take Wings. G.t. Foulis [1933]. 
240p, illus. 22cms, black cloth. 

425 hutton, AlFred 
The Sword and the Centuries
or Old Sword days and Old Sword Ways. Being a description of the 
various swords used in civilized europe during the last five centuries 
and of single combats which have been fought with them. ln: Grant 
richards 1901. xxii, 367p, frontis, illus, 23.5cms, bound in a half vellum 
binding with red leather boards and stamped gilt sword. light marks 
and discolouration, G+. $80 - $100

426 idriess, ion l. 
Prospecting For Gold
From the dish to the Hydraulic plant. Sydney: angus & robertson 
1931, first true edition. vii, 1 l., 157p, browning on endpapers and a 
very light sprinkle of foxing small tape mark to top of one page. neat 
contemporary owners signature on half title. 18.5cms, original dark 
blue cloth with gilt titles, gilt and edges a little rubbed overall a vG 
copy of a rare book. $600 - $1000 

427 miller, john 
A Cyclopedia of Agriculture, [7 Volumes]
practical and Scientific. Blackie and Son nd [ ?1850’s] 7 volumes a 
- Z. with many engravings throughout. Browning and some of the 
bindings loose, in original card covers with titles, green cloth spines, 
they appear to be complete with finger mark and stains. 

428 scAYsbrooK, jim 
Australia’s Motorcycling Heritage 1946-1998
Fifty years of personalities, performances and products. Spagforth 
press 1999. 352p, illus. 28.5cms, dJ, vG. 

periodicAls Albums

429 French FAshion, periodicAl 
La Grande Dame [4 Issues]
revue de l’elegance et des arts. paris: ancienne maison Quantin. 
1893 - 1896. French fashion magazines containing colour fashiion 
plates. 28.5cms, all with original paper covers, pages loose. $80 - $100

430 French FAshion, periodicAls 
Les Modes [ 17 Issues]
17 issues dating from 1903 to 1912 all with original pictorial paper 
covers, some detached and a few loose pages. they include adverts, 
fashion plates many in colour, jewellery, theatre, childrens fashion etc. 
they appear to be complete. also some extra copies disbound. $200 
- $400

431 scrApbooK 
The Adventures of Arthur Clampett.
remarkable Career of a pious Fraud. a small scrapbook of newspaper 
clippings, 12 l., including two newspaper portraits and two concert 
programmes featuring Clampett. 23cms, foxing, bound in card covers 
with title label.
arthur Clampett arrived in nZ in the 1880’s posing as G.t. Sullivan 
brother of John Sullivan, [famous american pugilist] claiming his 
conversion from durnkard and gambler to preacher. He visited 
Christchurch and other centres, attracting large crowds preaching and 
preying on women for money 
“. i knew i was striking oil when i was preaching to women, because i 
had the phraseological prose and their little hearts went out to me. ” 
papers past. He was eventually exposed and retired to america. $50- 
$100 

eArlY tourism & postcArds

432 Album 
The Morland Album [ Plus ]
a photographic ‘snap shot’ album of a family holdiday, Xmas Holdiays 
1927-28, all north island scenes, Gisborne, Hunterville and all titled.
2. new Zealand Wonderland of the pacific. new Zealand Govt 

publicity [1930]. 27 coloured sceneic illustrations of north & South 
islandsfrom photographs, laid on to light tan card each with 
decorative descriptive letterpress. 32.5 cms, decorative paper 
covers, vG. 

433 Anon 
Favourite Maori Tales. [ Plus ]
W & t nd, [ca 1930’s.] 31p, illus, light browning, 24.5cms, illustraated 
card covers, near fine. 
2. Famous maori Songs - maori Song and picture album. Sole selling 

agent Chas. Begg and Coillustrated with maori scenes, Goldie 
portraits and scenic images. 30.5cms, original decorative cream 
card covers with Goldie portrait laid on. vG.

434 AucKlAnd 
40 Photographic Views of Auckland [ Plus 1]
the Queen City of new Zealand. auck: auckland Booksellers assoc 
nd [ca 1940’s]. 40 views on 8 l., oblong 18 x 22.5cms, pale green paper 
covers, dark green titles, vG.
2. the auckland municipal Zoo. third edition, nd [ca 1940’s]. 55p, 

illus, fldg photo and plan. 22cms, paper covers, vG.

435 AucKlAnd directorY 
The Express Guide of Streets
Business and professional directory 1926. proprietor: Wm Fletcher 19 
lancing road, mt albert. 169p, maps throughout, adverts. 16.5cms, 
original red paper covers worn, but complete. 

436 coWAn, jAmes 
New Zealand or Ao-Tea-Roa
its Wealth and reseources, Scenery, travel-routes, Spas and Sport. 
Well: Govt ptr 1908. a special edition issued as a Souvenir of the 
visit of the american Fleet, with initial titles ‘Souvenir of a visit of the 
american Fleet to auckland new Zealand august 9-15th 1908. 13p.l., 
275p, frontis, portraits maps. Fingermarks, paper cracked at inside 
hinges, and boards loose, bound in original decorative gilt red cloth. 

437 neW ZeAlAnd’s jubilee, 1840-1890 
The First Fifty Years of Our History. [ Plus]
the varied fortunes of the colony, a wonderful record. auck: Wilsons 
& Horton 1890. viiip, [1]l., 96p, ix -xxivp, adverts fornt and bac pages, 
portraits, 24cms, original paper covers, chipes and tape repairs, else 
vG. 
2. thomson W. leys a Weird region: new Zealand lakes, terraces, 

Geysers, and volcanoes, with an account of the eription of 
tarawera. auckland Star 1934.

3. J.H. rose Jackson russell. a Scrap Book History. auck: Jackson 
russell tunks & West Shortland Street, auckland 1983. illus, spiral 
bound.

4. n.Z. Forest inhabiting Bird. nZ Forest Bird and protection Society 
[2nd ed].

5. enid tapsell -Historic maketu:Hui Hui mai!. illus. rotorua: morning 
post prtg House 1940. 75p, illus, some foxing. 

438 photogrAphs, & postcArds 
Maori
1. Original photographic image of three young maori women stand 

in front of a carved whare. 15 x 20cms, short closed tear.
2. Original photographic image titled rotorua lake showing mokoia 

island from Ohinmutu. Beattie & Sanderson, auckland. 14 x 20cms
3. F.t. Series colour image from a photograph titled maoris Cooking, 

Whakarewarewa. 17.5 x 28cms. 
4. 22 miscellaneous postcards nZ images including ‘diving for a 

penny’; Building Used for first native land Court in nZ; residence 
of the late Judge maning and other scenic and maori cards.

5. Glimpses of new Zealand. Being a collection of High-class and 
perectly finished views of the “Beautiful Britain of the South. ChCh: 
Glimpses of nZ pub Co. Oblong, in leather binding chipped and 
damaged, contents clean.



439 souvenirs, 3xs 
The Wonderland of Rotorua and Wairakei
the heart of the thermal regions. rotorua: r.G.marsh nd. plates on14 l., 
Bound in original illustrated card covers, bound with cord, vG. 
2. aa asociation map and guide to tongariro national park. 
3. tourist Brochure - travel by newman’s See the Scenic Sout, nd, 

circa 1940’S. 20p, illus, papercovered booklet, vG. $50 - $100 

440 tourism 
Album of Invercargill New Zealand [ Plus ]
the australian Handbook and Shipper’s and importers Guide 
for 1884. a folding strip of 11 pages with 14 images of ealy 
invercargill buildings also includes Bluff and riverton. tipped on 
to red blaindstamped boards with gilt titles. page of text ‘town of 
invercargill, new Zealand’ laid insdie back cover. vG.
2. James Cowan - the roamnce of rail. no.2. South island main trunk. 

issued by publicity Branch new Zealand railway 1928. 63p, illus, 
maps, oblong 14 x 22cms, pictorial paper covers, light marks, vG.

3. James Cowns- maori place names of the thermal regions and their 
meanings. rotorua post [ca 1945], 2op, 18cms, original orabge 
paper covers, vG.

4. thomson W. leys - a weird region: new Zealand, lakes, terraces, 
Geysers and volcanoes with an account of the eruption of 
tarawera. new editions revised. auckland Star 1950. 57p, illus and 
map, 24.5cms, oroange covers,lightly faded. vG

441 tourism, [ 2 issues] 
New Zealand Paradise of the Pacific
1. n.Z. Government publicity Office 1928. 
2. issued by n.Z. Government dept of industries, Commerce, touris 

and publicity 1931. Both are unpaginated with colour and B/W 
illus from photographs. including fishing, hunting, scenic. Both in 
original card covers, a few light creases and fingermarks. 

3. auckland Weekly news, Christmas number 1929. pictorial 
Supplement featuring alpine, thermal and maori, hunting, 
tramping and fishing scenes. Original colour paper covers, chips at 
edges, else vG. 

442 tourist brochures 
3 Items
1. new Zealand. Well: Government publicty Office nd [inscription 

dated 1928. 16 l., with 15 images from photographs each with 
page of letterpress. 32cms, original paper covers with Hei tiki and 
bound with cord, yappedges small chips.

2. the maori. Coulls Somerville Wilkie. 35p, with black & white images 
from photographs and colour Goldie portraits. 27.5cms paper 
covers edges rubbed. 

3. new Zealand. Wonderland of the pacific. We::. nZ Govt publicity 
Office. 27 colourillustration laid on with descriptive letter press. 
33cms, card covers a few marks. 

photogrAphY

443 blencoWe, j.r. 
Photographs - Maori Guides
Six mounted original photographs of maori women guides from 
Whakarewarewa they are titled on the base Beatrice [2 images]; te 
muritokerau; an image of three young maori women in traditional 
cloaks; another of two young maori women in traditional cloaks 
holding clubs; another two of a young women in a kiwi feather cloaks 
one with a kumete. 
all 19.5 x 14 cms, images are clean and clear. $200 - $400

444 bucKlAnd, jessie lilliAn 
Photograph - Akaroa
a panoramic image of akaroa dated 2/13 and signed Buckland. the 
image is in three parts 14.5 x 61cms overall.Shows the harbour and 
the township of akaroa from the the hillside above. in original oak 
frame and mount with presentation inscription [faded and difficult to 
read] dated 1923 ]. image clean and clear. $200 - $400

445 photogrAph Album 
Central Otago circa 1890’s
an original family photograph album[19 x 25cms,] circa 1890, 
with portraits; an image of the dunedin engineers, major Barclay 
trophy; half plate images of family picnics, seventeen unusual 
images [7.5x9.5cms] mainly of Central Otago, titled on the image [no 
photographer], they include early photographs of Cromwell Bridge; 
macetown [ca 1890s]in the snow; the remarkables, Queenstown; 
Bush scenes, and others. also snap shops featuring a Band rotunda, 
Cars and motorbike etc. $300 - $400

446 photogrAphs 
12th Regiment Ngarawahia [Circa 1860]
ngarawahia wa evacuated by the maoris in december 1864 after their 
defeat at rangiriri and immediately occupied by General Cameron as 
his headquarters for further operations.
a series of six original images of the 12th regiment, mounted on card 
and paper and all with inscriptions.
1. 12th regt mens hut ngaruwahia 1/8/65. from left sgt moore, 

Smith, Furniss, adjt thoams, S.m Kenny
2. Generals whare ngarawahia 1/8/65,
3. Orderly room 12th regt, ngarawahai. image shows five soldiers in 

front of a raupo hut. 
4 & 5 verso of image 3 are photographs of the Hotel at ngarawahia 

and the Church at ngarawahia inscribed beneath the church 
‘Church ngarawahia n.Z. built by 12th regt.’

6. Officers of 12th regt on board H.m.S Curacoa. photograph shows 8 
soldiers on board the ship.

another reprint photograph of a sketch of the interior of the Office’s 
mess, ngarawahia. $400 - $600 

447 photogrAphs 
1932 Bledisloe Cup [ plus 6 others ]
Four images all inscribed in pencil verso: team photographed on 
Sydney cricket ground; an incident in the 2nd test at Brisbane. ; an 
incident in the 3rd test . ; Home again taken on Wellington wharf with 
the Bledisloe cup - a beautiful thing cost 500 pound. to big to steal. all 
images 20.5 x 15cms, clean and clear.
2. Five images taken during play at the north island v South 

island game in Wellington 1948. details inscribed verso of all 
photographs. 14.5 x 21cms. 

One image of 1947 all Blacks v auckland - image shows the all Blacks 
on the field at eden park before play. inscribed verso. 16 x 21cms. 

448 photogrAphs 
Aircraft
approximtely 49 images of aircraft mostly press photographs from 
the 1950’s, they include Sunderland Flying boats; B29 Super Fortress 
refueling planes in the air; p 51 mustangs; a vickers vildebeest; single 
seat vampire; vickers vincent Bombers; the first prototype anglo-
French supersonic jet; Seafires in postwar Germany; Hudson bombers; 
a p.3 Orion firing rockets; Coastal Command Shackelton; the Handley 
page ‘Jeststream’ twin turbo prop mini-airlainer; Orions; Kittyhawks; 
early image of a Bi plane titled on the back of the craft ‘the phoenix 
Flyer’; etc, all are in vG condition, size varies. $100 - $200

449 photogrAphs 
New Zealand Scenery
a Bunde of 72 original photographs by the Government tourist 
department photographer [circa 1940’s] for use in their tourism 
brochures. they include, north South and Stewart island images 
including silica terraces, geyser images, lake rotomahana, doubtful 
and dusky Sounds, milford track scenes, etc. they are mounted on 
card, a few have a little silvering but overall are vG. $200 - $400

450 photogrAphs 
Shipping
Sixteen real photographs of ships and shipping scenes, they include 
some press images; “m.v. Beulah” auckland 1929; “m.v. australia” 
auckland; “HmS dunedin auckland 1929; rangi, auckland; etc. Size 
varies. 

451 photogrAphs 
Wahine Disaster
a series of nine real photographic images [snapshots] taken on the 
10th of april 1968 as the lyttelton-Wellington ferry sank, 51 people 
lost their lives. the small images 7 x 10 and 5.5 x 7.5cms are blurred 
but show the ship going down at various stages during the disaster. 
although the main cause of the accident was the atrocious weather 
conditions, the subsequent inquest also acknowledged that errors 
of judgement had been made both on board the ferry and on shore. 
$200 - $300



452 photogrAphs, -miscellAneous 
South and North Island
an early image of Cromwell mounted on board inscribed in pencil 

on back Cromwell 1873. view looking down on Cromwell at the 
bridge and small township. 

2. F.a.C. Coxhead - Six scenic images mounted on board [from an 
album], George Sound; near entrance to milford; mitre peak [with 
small houses in foreground]; darran mts and lady Bowen Falls; 
tairoa Heads, Otago Harbour; Waiwera auckland. Boards browned 
and photos with fading.

3. early Colonial Cottage scene.
4. reprint of an early auckland city scene. 4. photo with note 

attached Waterfall - now site of Schofield & Co ltd. photo taken 
by rev Kinder, principal of the Church of england Grammar School 
parnell in 1870. [reprint] .

5. large image of Crater lake mt ruapehu. 22.5 x 37 plus another 
mountain scene.

6. two early photographs of auckland [from paintings] - protected 
S. Stuart. also a bundle of photographs copies from the original 
mostly of early auckland.

453 photogrAphs, militArY 
Wanganui Guards, Wellington West Coast Regiment
1900 - 1920 from the archive of lieutenant Colonel J.r. Cade. Four 
1904-8 [two mounted] showing named groups of officiers and n.c.o’s 
in camp, three of officers of the invading forces easter manoeuvres, 
Wellinton 1908. One showing all the officer’s participating with approx 
50 autographs and details of volunteer units, hand written verso, it 
includes major Wm malone of Gallipoli fame. 
World War 1 
From archive of lieutenant Colonel J.r. Cade. three mounted 
photographs of W.W. i. interest. two of Captain Cade with Sergeants of 
the Wellington West Coast regiment at leichlingen, Germany 25.10.18 
and one of regimental officers 1919-1920. $400 - $600

454 Wilson, W 
Piha - [4 photographs]
Four hand coloured photographs of piha 2 beach scenes and 
two of the river estuary by W.Watson taken circa 1930. Size varies 
approximately 15 x 20cms, 2 are mouted in cream card. images clean 
and clear. $200 - $300 

literAture

455 AlleY, reWi [memorabilia] 
Typescripts, Letters, Photographs etc
1. includes a bundle of approximately 50 typescripts of poems one 

of which “the master potter of dezhou” is signed and two with 
penned with corrections. 

2. a bundle of correspondence inluding letters between leo 
Bensemann at Caxton press and pip alley and Shirley Barton re 
publication of alleys books. 

3. Correspondence written by rewi alley to Shirley Barton from China 
[1980’s]. Four colour Chinese cutouts, one inscribed by rewi alley.

4. Seven booklets - photos by rewi alley [6]; taiwan, a background 
study by rewi alley. [some signed]

5. Four newsletters from Shantan Bailie School [1950-1951]
6. photograph - Six images of the 1956 visit of Chinese Classical 

theatre at rotorua and auckland. approximately 60 snapshots of 
rewi and friends and scenic shots in China, mostly inscribed on the 
back. 

456 bAxter, jAmes K. 
Pinetrees in the Key of F
and a rose in the Key of G. a Quick Satire by James K. Baxter after 
Wallace Stevens published with kind permission of Jacquie Sturm, the 
Baxter estate and the Hocken library. Solar plate, etching, wood block 
and emboss by inge doesburg, text by John Holmes and binding by 
Catherine Gubbins. dn: the Bibliography room, University of Otago, 
dunedin 2005. Copy no 54/85 signed by all three. Folding folio of 
three boards [38 cms] with the woodblock, poem and embossed 
etching, bound in mauve papered boards with maroon spines and 
paper title laid on. Fine. $150 - $250

457 clArKe, chArles And mArY coWden [3vol] 
The Plays of William Shakespeare. [Plus]
illustrated by H.C. Selous. ln etc: Cassell petter & Galpin nd [ca 1880’s]. 
3 volumes, the Comedies, Historical and tragedies. Folios [32cms] 
bound in contemporary dark HC bindings with marbled boards and 
gilt titles, a little rubbed and scuffed but unbroken a handsome set. 
2. Heath and Bartolozzi - illustrations of Shakespeare and milton: a 

Series of engravings by Heath and Bartolozzi from paintings by 
Stothard to illustrated the Works of Shakespeare and milton.  ln: 
printed at the Columbian press by Howlett and Brimmer 1818. 
tall folio, original HC binding very worn joints broken and covers 
detached. 29 plates, heavily foxed. $100 - $200

458 curnoW, Allen 
Enemies
poems 1934 - 36. ChCh: the Caxton press 1937. 24p, erratum at end. 
Bound in papered boards with black cloth spine, boards discoloured 
with a small splash mark. authors scarce third book with one page 
authors note. $100- $150

459 curnoW, Allen [ 4 items ] 
The Scrap - Book
Well: Wai-te-ata press 1996. Sheet of paper folded in four 32cms in 
original black card folder. no 56 of 75 copies signed by allen Curnow. 
published in conjuction with Writers and readers Week and to honour 
the literary achievements of allen Curnow. 
2 & 3. Broadsheets - the Hucksters and the University or Out of Site, 

Out of mind or Up Queen street Without a paddle. [1957] and mr 
Huckster of 1958 [1958]

4. the Bells of Saint Babels - auckland Univ press 2001. vG.

460 de montAlK, geoFFreY potocKi 
Hand Written Poems and Signed Typecripts
30 hand written poems including one 4 page poem dedicated to the 
Countess Zinka Chrapowicka [for whom potocki wrote the thirtyeight 
poems he published as lordly lovesongs].
also eleven signed typescripts. 
Geoffrey potocki de montalk was one of a group of new Zealand 
poets which included as his frieds a.r.d. Fairburn and r.a.K. mason. 
However his proposed career as a romantic poet was severely affected 
by a court case in 1932. He was arrested after attempting to publish 
a manuscript of erotic translations of works by rabelais and verlaine, 
with three short bawdy verses of his own. He emerged from prison 
bitter and determined to flout english convention. He adopted a 
mock medieval style of dress. after his release he travelled to Warsaw 
where he was well received and reported on by newspapers. potocki 
published his own poetry and pamphlets. $300 - $500

461 FrAme, jAnet 
Correspondence
a series of letters dated 1971 to 1975 betewen phoebe meikle 
[editor longmans] and Janet Clutha [Frame], requesting permission 
to publish some of her short stories from “the reservoir” and “the 
lagoon”. there are 5 typed letters signed in pen by Janet Frame and 
some with penned notations and a postcard written from France 
in her hand. the letters signed Janet Clutha [Frame] are refusing 
permission to publish her short stories, they also mention the time 
she spent in hospital “. i dont really like raking up the past. its just too 
bad that people are sometimes wanting to write about me and my 
work and to make wild statements”. also a copy of a letter that Janet 
Frame sent to phoebe meikle from dr. r.H. Cawley [her physician] 
stating that in his opinion “any writer who publishes comments 
referring to her “disordered mind” or “mental illness” is running 
two risks. One is of public ridicule at the hands of scholars more 
knowledgeable and informed in these matters. the other is litigation.” 
also a number of typescripts of Janet Framed short stores and a 
clipping from nZ listener Oct 1978 ‘Janet Frame its time for France. 
$400 - $600

462 glover, denis 
Diary to a Woman
Well: Catspaw press 1971, no 422 of 750 signed copies. fine. 
2. ngaio marsh - perspectives. auckland Gallery associates 1960. vG.
3. ngaio marsh - new Zealand. ln: Collins 1942. lacks endpaper, dJ.
4. John Summers - Strictly for the Words. pisces print 1974, dJ.
5. Carl Straubel - Undersong. ChCh: the new Spectator 1930.



463 hughes ted, & heAneY seAmus [editors] 
The School Bag.
Faber and Faber 1997, no.187 of 200 copies specially bound and 
signed by the editors for presentation by the Faber and Faber at the 
Gala evening for the arvon Foundation on Sunday 2 march 1997 at 
the duke of york;s theatre [royal Court theatre] london. xvii, 590p. 
22cms, bound in bright red cloth with black title label, fine. $100- $200

464 hYde, robin 
The Godwits Fly
ln: Hurst & Blackett 1938 [3rd imp]. 296p, 16p of adverts at end. 
Sprinke of foxing throughout, spine slightly cocked, original green 
cloth black spine title label, back hinge and spine ends fraying.
Signature of r.d.m. mceldowney 1952 front endpaper. 
an autobiographical novel telling the story of her early life. a rare title. 
$100 - $150

465 mAson, r.A.K. 
Collected Poems [ Plus ]
pegasus press 1962. dJ, vG. 
2. James K. Baxter, C. doyle, l. Johnson, K. Smithyman - . the night 

Shift . Capricorn press 1957. Blue wrappers, vG.
3. louis Johnson - two poems. pegasus press 1955. paper covers, 

faded.
4. denis Glover - Or Hawl Or Basilisk, verses. Well: Catspaw press 1978. 

paper covers, rust at staples.
4. anton vogt - poems for a War. Well: progressive publishing Society 

1943. Card covers, vG.

466 mAson, r.A.K. 
Photographs
Fourteen photographs of mason and family and friends. they include 
three portraits and one group image inscribed on back ‘ramai [film 
maker], ron, Bill airey and mason robertson [visiting american 
Writer]’ by Clifton Firth. the remaining images with family and friends. 
typescript of three poems by Clifton Firth.

467 mAson, r.A.K. 
Tributes and Typescripts
a bundle of notes and tributes to r.a.K. mason after his death in July 

1971. they include notes by his good friend Shirley Barton on 
tributes to be given by his friends and colleagues and the order of 
speakers at a meeting in memory of mason ; a handwritten letter 
by John Caselberg; a long unsigned typescript letter to rewi alley 
regarding mason’s death. typescripts of poems by r.a. K. mason 
and newspaper clippings. 

2. landfall 99. September 1971. Contains r.a.K. mason 1905-71; 
Some tributes. $80 - $100

468 mAson, r.A.K. [ 2 titles] 
End of Day
ChCh: at the Caxton press 1936. Unpaginated, 21.5cms, original card 
covers, heavy foxing. loosely enclosed a flyleaf from another of his 
poetry books inscribed by r.a. K.m 9/10/62.
2. China dances. dn: ptd by J. mcindoe. 13p, Owners name inside 
front cover. vG. loosely enclosed a fly leaf inscribed by r.a.K. mason 
23/11/62. 
also a single leaf programme - School of drama; Five dance dramas. 
W.e.a. theatre [1943]. in which r.a.K. mason read a poem ‘China’. $100- 
$200

469 mAson, r.A.K. [& photograph] 
The Beggar
W & t [1924]. 25p, booklet original brown card covers, ink stain to top 
left hand corner which goes through the pages but not on the text. 
inscribed inside front cover “For dear Shirley on her birthday with love 
-& gratitude for her understanding and her invaluable help. dorothea 
[ r.a.K. mason’s wife]. together with an original photograph of mason 
and dorothea.
His first true publication, however the begger was printed by 
Whitcombe and tombs in an edition of 1000 copies and published 
by mason privately in 1924. the booklet did not sell; so disappointed 
by the lack of interest locally was the young poet that he is supposed 
later to have dumped a bundle of 200 copies in the Waitemata 
Harbour. nZ Book Council. $400 - $600

470 mAson, r.A.K. [signed & inscribed] 
Rex Fairburn 1962
Folded pamphlet Hand printed by the Class of 1962 under the 
guidance of david esplin and Keith maslin, a radio tribute to rex 
Fairburn by r.a.K. mason when a Burn’s Fellow at Otago University. 

no 34 of a limited edition of 100 copies signed by r.a. K.mason. 
also inscribed on the front ‘Shirley from John, r.a.K.m’, in mason’s 
hand [John was the name by which mason was known in his family]. 
21.5cms, sprinkle of foxing and light creases. $200

471 mAson r.A.K., - hand Written scripts 
A Hundred Thousand Blessings. [Plus]
a hand writtens script by r.a.K. mason on letter head paper from the 
aichun Hotel, Canton. the poem is published in ‘China dances’. 
also another page of pencil script possibly for a dance drama.
2. China dances. Script by r.a.K. mason for a dance-drama by 

margaret Barr and other verses. dn: ptd by John mcindoe. Small 
corner cut from top of title page, inscribed “ron from ron [and 
dorothea] with all best wishes. r.a.K. mason 18/12/62. Original 
card covers, light browning. $400 - $600

472 neW ZeAlAnd 
Literary Booklets
a bundle of literary booklets - n.Z. mercury [ 1 issue] October 1934 ; 
arena Quarterly of nZ Writing - 4 issues numbers 15, 48, 49, 50, [1947-
198] ; new triad 4 issues 1940-1942 ; 13 new Zealand poets - edited by 
robert thompson. Handcraft press 1952 ; G.a.Wilkes - Southerly. no 2 
of 1964 ; ian a. Gordon new Zealand new Writing 
no. 1. all in originals covers and vG.

473 neW ZeAlAnd, - literArY periodicAls 
Salient [ Plus ]
three issues of Salient. Well: an organ of student opinion at victoria 
College, Wellington. July 1952, Sept 1953, Sept 1955. includes content 
by Jame K. Baxter. Cover art by e. mervyn taylor. all vG. 
2, robert thompson [editor] - image [7 issues 1958-1962] no.1-8, 

lacking no.7. 
3. J.K. Baxter - recent trends in new Zealand poetry. Caxton press 

1951. vG

474 neW ZeAlAnd, literArY booKelts 
Numbers - A Quarterly Review [ Plus ]
Complete run from no.1, July 1954 to no.10, 1959. they include early 
works by James K, Baxter; alistair Campbell; louis Johnson; Frank 
Sargeson; maurice Shadbolt and many others. all in paper covers and 
vG.
2. J.K. Baxter - runes. Oxford Univ press 1973. vG.
3. J.K. Baxter Ode to auckland. Caveman press 1973 rep. 

475 tuWhAre, hone 
5 : 19 am [ for W.M.]
typescript poem on an a4 piece of paper with initialled corrections in 
the margin and and dated dunedin 1 July, 1989 with his initials at end. 
$200 - $400

476 tuWhAre, hone 
Deep River Talk
Collected poems. auck: Godwit press 1993, no 445 of a limited edition 
of 500 copies. 200p, 24cms, in dJ a fine copy. $100 

477 tuWhAre, hone 
Frau Maria Wischhausen [Inscribed]
typescript poem written on and a4 sheet of yellow paper. inscribed 
and dated dunedin 30/10/87 and signed Hone tuwhare at end. poem 
was published in new poems in deep river talk [1993]. $200 - $400

478 tuWhAre, hone 
MANUSCRIPT - On a Sufi Proverb, bombs & atoms.
a two page manuscript by Hone tuwhare written into the centre fold 
page of an ‘Olympic’ school exercize book [23cms], written in ballpoint 
pen and signed Hone tuwhare. He has also printed his name in large 
letters on the cover of the exercise book. published in ‘no Ordiary Sun’ 
as ‘thoughts on a Sufi proverb’ in 1964.
“Starting in 1929 tuwhare encouraged by fellow artist r.a.K. mason, 
began to write while working as an apprentice at the Otahuhu 
railway Workshops. His first and arguably best known work ‘no 
Ordinary Sun’ was published in 1964 to widespread acclaim and 
subsequently reprinted ten times over the next thirty years, becoming 
one of the most widely read individual collections of poetry in new 
Zealand today”. Wikipedia. $600 - $1000

479 tuWhAre, hone 
Original Typescript ‘Eel’
Original 49p typescript titled “notes for Backstory of eel”. Short 
notations in Hone’s hand throughout. 
with a short note attached to the front reading ‘arohanui Hone, Here 
are back the notes as promised. i look forward to receiving our final 
draft. i hope last week wasnt too taxing and disappointing for you, as 



a writer. tv making is an odd business. take care. Joanna paul’. Short 
notations in the margins in Hone’s hand. 
eel a story about the bond between a young maori boy and his uncle 
was written by Hone tuwhare and was the debut drama for producer, 
tv newsreader, and Wild South presenter Joanna paul. $400 - $600

480 tuWhAre hone, - signed typescript 
The River is an Island
typescript on a single sheet of paper signed Hone tuwhare with a 
5 line inscription at the bottom and dated 1979 and signed Hone. 
published in ‘year of the dog’ [1982]. a few small spots of foxing and 
light fold marks. $200 - $400
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conditions oF sAle 

1. registration: Only registered bidders may bid at auction. you are 
required to complete a bidding card or absentee bidding form prior 
to the auction giving your correct name, address and telephone 
contact + supplementary information such as email addresses that 
you may wish to supply to art+OBJeCt 

2. Bidding: the highest bidder will be the purchaser subject to the 
auctioneer accepting the winning bid and any vendor’s reserve 
having been reached. the auctioneer has the right to refuse any 
bid. if this takes place or in the event of a dispute the auctioneer 
may call for bids at the previous lowest bid and proceed from this 
point. Bids advance at sums decreed by the auctioneer unless 
signaled otherwise by the auctioneer. no bids may be retracted. 
the auctioneer retains the right to bid on behalf of the vendor up 
to the reserve figure. 

3. reserve: lots are offered and sold subject to the vendor’s reserve 
price being met. 

4. lots offered and sold as described and viewed: art+OBJeCt 
makes all attempts to accurately describe and catalogue lots 
offered for sale. notwithstanding this neither the vendor nor 
art+OBJeCt accepts any liability for errors of description or faults 
and imperfections whether described in writing or verbally. this 
applies to questions of authenticity and quality of the item. Buyers 
are deemed to have inspected the item thoroughly and proceed 
on their own judgment. the act of bidding is agreed by the buyer 
to be an indication that they are satisfied on all counts regarding 
condition and authenticity. 

5. Buyers premium: the purchaser by bidding acknowledges their 
acceptance of a buyers premium of 18.5% plus GSt on the premium 
to be added to the hammer price in the event of a successful sale at 
auction. please consult the relevant auction catalogue to confirm 
the premium for each sale. 

6. art+OBJeCt is an agent for a vendor: a+O has the right to 
conduct the sale of an item on behalf of a vendor. this may include 
withdrawing an item from sale for any reason. 

7. payment: Successful bidders are required to make full payment 
immediately post sale – being either the day of the sale or the 
following day. if for any reason payment is delayed then a 20% 
deposit is required immediately and the balance to 100% required 
within 3 working days of the sale date. payment can be made by 
eftpos, bank cheque or cash. Cheques must be cleared before items 
are available for collection. Credit cards are not accepted. 

8. Failure to make payment: if a purchaser fails to make payment as 
outlined in point 7 above art+OBJeCt may without any advice to 
the purchaser exercise its right to: a) rescind or stop the sale, b) re 
offer the lot for sale to an underbidder or at auction. art+OBJeCt 
reserves the right to pursue the purchaser for any difference in 
sale proceeds if this course of action is chosen, c) to pursue legal 
remedy for breach of contract. 

9. Collection of goods: purchased items are to be removed from 
art+OBJeCt premises immediately after payment or clearance of 
cheques. absentee bidders must make provision for the uplifting of 
purchased items (see instructions on page four.) 

10. Bidders obligations: the act of bidding means all bidders 
acknowledge that they are personally responsible for payment if 
they are the successful bidder. this includes all registered absentee 
or telephone bidders. Bidders acting as an agent for a third party 
must obtain written authority from art+OBJeCt and provide 
written instructions from any represented party and their express 
commitment to pay all funds relating to a successful bid by their 
nominated agent. 

11. Bids under reserve & highest subject bids: When the highest 
bid is below the vendor’s reserve this work may be announced 
by the auctioneer as sold ‘ subject to vendor’s authority’ or some 
similar phrase. the effect of this announcement is to signify that the 
highest bidder will be the purchaser at the bid price if the vendor 
accepts this price. if this highest bid is accepted then the purchaser 
has entered a contract to purchase the item at the bid price plus 
any relevant buyers premium. 

ImPortaNt aDVICe for buyers 

the following information does not form part of the conditions 
of sale, however buyers, particularly first time bidders are 
recommended to read these notes. 

a. Bidding at auction: please ensure your instructions to the 
auctioneer are clear and easily understood. it is well to understand 
that during a busy sale with multiple bidders the auctioneer may 
not be able to see all bids at all times. it is recommended that you 
raise your bidding number clearly and without hesitation. if your 
bid is made in error or you have misunderstood the bidding level 
please advise the auctioneer immediately of your error – prior to 
the hammer falling. please note that if you have made a bid and 
the hammer has fallen and you are the highest bidder you have 
entered a binding contract to purchase an item at the bid price. 
new bidders in particular are advised to make themselves known 
to the sale auctioneer who will assist you with any questions about 
the conduct of the auction. 

B. absentee bidding: art+OBJeCt welcomes absentee bids once 
the necessary authority has been completed and lodged with 
art+OBJeCt. a+O will do all it can to ensure bids are lodged 
on your behalf but accepts no liability for failure to carry out 
these bids. See the absentee bidding form in this catalogue for 
information on lodging absentee bids. these are accepted up  
to 2 hours prior to the published auction commencement. 

C. telephone bids: the same conditions apply to telephone bids. 
it is highly preferable to bid over a landline as the vagaries of 
cellphone connections may result in disappointment. you will be 
telephoned prior to your indicated lot arising in the catalogue 
order. if the phone is engaged or connection impossible the sale 
will proceed without your bidding. at times during an auction 
the bidding can be frenetic so you need to be sure you give clear 
instructions to the person executing your bids. the auctioneer 
will endeavour to cater to the requirements of phone bidders 
but cannot wait for a phone bid so your prompt participation is 
requested. 

d. new Zealand dollars: all estimates in this catalogue are in new 
Zealand dollars. the amount to be paid by successful bidders on 
the payment date is the new Zealand dollar amount stated on the 
purchaser invoice. exchange rate variations are at the risk of the 
purchaser. 

please note: it is assumed that all bidders at auction have read and agreed to the conditions described on this page. 
art+OBJeCt directors are available during the auction viewing to clarify any questions you may have. 
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